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Movie legend, princess, tragic heroine. The moment Grace Kelly stepped into the spotlight in
1950, the world was entranced.In this definitive biography of Hollywood’s sweetheart, Robert
Lacey looks behind the fairytale facade to reveal the real story of Princess Grace of Monaco, as
she became.Gaining unprecedented access to her family and friends, he tells the story of a
complex and conflicted woman determined to live her dream.The bestselling biographer also
reveals new details about Grace’s tragic early death in a car accident that sent shockwaves
around the world, and lifts the lid on the affairs that rocked her marriage to Prince Rainier III.This
enhanced edition from Apostrophe Books also provides access to 103 photographs, video, links
to newsreel footage and trailers to 12 of Grace Kelly’s films.

About the AuthorGil B. Fried, JD, is a professor at the University of New Haven in Connecticut.
He has taught sport facility management for more than 20 years and has written numerous
articles, books, and book chapters on sport facility management issues. Fried speaks
throughout the United States on issues such as building and financing facilities and dealing with
risk management concerns.He was the director of risk management for OR&L Facility
Management, which manages several million square feet of space. He has also worked with the
International Association of Venue Managers (IAVM) and developed the curriculum and
materials for the IAVM’s Academy for Venue Safety & Security.Besides taking pictures of
numerous sport facilities to include in future versions of this text, Fried enjoys playing badminton,
farming, being with his wife and kids, and traveling.
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366AUTHOR’S NOTEAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSI am very happy to welcome this new
edition of my biography of Grace Kelly, and would like to thank my enterprising literary agent
Jonathan Pegg for finding such a quick-moving and stylish publisher in Apostrophe. Martyn
Forrester has coordinated the re-publication with such panache – Anglo-French words seem
particularly appropriate to the story of Princess Grace – and I would also like to thank Jamie and
Louise Downham for their striking design and cover. Grace never took a poor photograph.I am
by no means the first biographer to have written about Grace Kelly.I was lucky to draw on the
work and discoveries of a number of other writers when I started my own researches in 1991,
and any list of acknowledgments must begin by expressing my thanks to them.In the days
following Grace’s death and funeral in 1982, Gwen Robyns added a final chapter to her
biography of the princess, which was reissued within weeks as Princess Grace: 1929-1982. This
commemorative edition was as warm and complimentary as the original. The author did not alter
or restore the pages she had expurgated at Grace’s request. But Princess Caroline considered it
offensive of her mother’s friend to publish the book so close to Grace’s death, and she wrote to
tell the author as much.Caroline was apparently unaware of all that could have been written
about her mother. She soon found out. In the summer of 1983, People magazine commissioned
Linda Marx to research and write a major profile, “Grace Kelly of Philadelphia,” which was
published on the first anniversary of Grace’s death. After decades of orchestrated press
coverage, it was a first serious glimpse at the vulnerable side of the icon, and it led to more.
Further disclosures and some penetrating psychological analysis were delivered by the
posthumous biographies Princess Grace by Sarah Bradford and Grace of Monaco by Steven
Englund, which raced each other to appear virtually simultaneously in the early summer of
1984.In 1983 Doubleday commissioned the Los Angeles writer James Spada to compile a
picture-book tribute to Grace Kelly, and it was in seeking out fresh sources for his text that Spada
tracked down Don Richardson and the story of his extraordinary romance with Grace. Securing
confirmation of this episode from Grace’s family and friends—most notably from her sister
Lizanne—Spada abandoned his picture-book plans in favor of a full-scale biography, Grace: The
Secret Lives of a Princess, which was published in 1987.Spada’s revelations provided the most
profound departure to that date from the traditional image of Grace, and they prompted Prince
Rainier to provide special help to two authors who were friends of the family and who would, he



hoped, paint an alternative picture. The prince and his three children gave extensive and frank
cooperation to the American writer, Jeffrey Robinson, and to Judy Quine, the former
bridesmaid.Published in 1989, Robinson’s Rainier and Grace was an unabashed attempt to
present the Grimaldi point of view. Judith Balaban Quine’s The Bridesmaids: Grace Kelly,
Princess of Monaco, and Six Intimate Friends might have been expected to be similarly partisan
—but Judy Quine proved more of a friend to Grace’s memory and to her own recollections of
Rainier’s tempers and moodiness, which she portrayed with unflinching clarity. Her book was a
bestseller.Pondering the results of his cooperation with Judy Quine and Jeffrey Robinson, Prince
Rainier came to feel, according to Nadia Lacoste, his press officer for more than twenty years,
that he was damned if he helped authors, and damned if he didn’t. Their books either betrayed
him and sold well—or presented his own point of view and attracted little attention. In a
telephone conversation on July 30, 1992, Ms. Lacoste courteously and rationally explained why I
should not expect any help from the princely family in the preparation of my own book, and so it
proved.Prince Albert sent the most human and considered regrets. He signed his letter
personally. Stephanie declined, briefly, through a private secretary. Caroline also replied through
an assistant: “It is not our practice to give our approbation to projects of this nature and we would
ask you to verify that no mention of, or allusion to an authorization by the princely family, or
members of their staff, be made in the book or in publicity associated to the promotion of this
book.”I was happy to give this verification – then and now. My book was not authorized by the
Grimaldi family, and least of all by Prince Rainier himself, who declined a succession of interview
requests. I am grateful to those of his friends who did grant me interviews.I am also grateful for
the chance to have met and talked to several of the authors on whose work I have built. My debt
to Gwen Robyns is obvious from the text. Sarah Bradford and James Spada were thoroughly
generous and collegial in sharing their contacts, and helping me to push the story further. As
described in the source notes to chapter one, Linda Marx lent me her research material—and
though Jeffrey Robinson, an old friend, could not see the need for any more books about Grace,
he conveyed his opinion with his customary wit and charm.Philadelphia was the foundation of
my research into Grace’s upbringing and character, and I remain grateful to the many people
who helped me there: at the Order of the Assumption, Sister Dorothy and Sister Francis Joseph;
Tom Baldwin and the staff of Baldwin’s Book Barn; Professor E. Digby Baltzell; Hugh Best; Fran
Bolno; Charleen Brooks; Lynn Brown; Jess and Selma Bulkin; Sam Bushman; Frazier Cheston;
Mary-Ellen Tolan Creamer; Vincent Deeney; Jack Edelstein; Art Gallagher and Patty Gallagher;
Karen Gallen; Gloria Otley Hamilton; Rachel Harlow; Betty Hess; Jane and Theodore Hughes II;
Mary Agnes Hagen James; John Paul Jones IV; Harry J. Katz; John B. Kelly III; Mary Keon;
Andrea Kurz; Harry Leopold; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levy; Arthur H. Lewis; Bill Lynch; Jim and Carol 
McAllister; Don McDonough; Kathy McKenna; Joan Mateer; Philip S. May, Jr.; Glenna Costello
Millar; Merrill Pannitt; Maree Rambo; Joe Regan; Jack and Elizabeth Seabrook; Dorothy
Langdon Sitley; Ezra Stone; Richard Waterman; Jay and Carole Weitzman; Candie Weitzman;
Alice Godfrey Waters; Emily and Harleston Wood.Alan Wood opened many doors and was a



tireless companion on my trips to Philadelphia; Charlotte Thayer was the perfect hostess and
playmate; J. Permar Richards introduced me both to the fellowship of Boat-house Row and to
Tully Vaughan, who took me out on the Schuylkill River with his crews and also served as a
generous guide at Henley to the world of the Diamond Sculls.In Los Angeles my thanks are due
to: William Allyn; Frances Brody; Lydia Bunka; Lucille Ryman Carroll; James Carville; Alex
D’Arcy; Chico Day; Mel Dellar; Robert Dornhelm; Zsa Zsa Gabor; Sydney Guilaroff; Mrs. Henry
Hathaway; Fred Hayman; Joe Hyams; Jody Jacobs; Arthur Jacobson; Jay Kanter; Joseph
Kenworthy; Stanley Kramer; Irving Lazar; Joe and Marti le Guori; Brian and Jean Mawr; Sanford
Meisner; Mark Miller; David Niven, Jr.; Linda Obst; Natalie Core O’Hare; Fred Otash; Don
Richardson; Herman Rush; Charles Rappleye; Tony Santoro; John Seeley, Jr.; Robert Slatzer;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Street-Porter; David and Micheline Swift; Bob Thomas; Gore Vidal; Jack
Wiener; Tichi Wilkerson; Willie Wilkerson III.Robert Cort and Rosalie Swedlin were most
gracious and accommodating hosts; Donald Spoto was a guide, mentor, and friend; and what a
pleasure it was to travel up Coldwater Canyon for tea with Jean Howard!On my trips to New York
I was extended warm hospitality by Peter and Nancy Kirwan Taylor and by Barry and Sandy
Cronan. My thanks to them and to: Bob Adelman; Dr. Patricia Allan; Milly de Cabrol; Oleg
Cassini; Dr. Jonathan Charney: Richard Coons; Jean Dalrymple; James Danziger; Dominick
Dunne; Jeffory Martin FitzGerald; Paul and Gillian Friedman; Rita Gam; Lee Grant; Martin and
Audrey Gruss; Tom Guinzberg; Radie Harris; Tom Hogan; Celeste Holm; Joey Hunter;Dr. Gerald
Imber; Zita Ingster; George Lang; Jennifer Lee; Michael and Laurence Levin; Jim McMullen; Meg
McSweeney at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts; Dr. Ernest Mitler; Ward Morehouse III;
Ted Morgan; Helga Philippe; David Pochna; Martin Riskin; Al Rosenstein; John Springer; Rachel
Taylor; Jane Ellen Wayne; Cynthia White.Monaco was a hard nut to crack. Glossy brochures
crammed with facts about the principality abound, but, as in all authoritarian societies, real
information is quite another matter. It is a strange experience to telephone a western European
country and to be cautioned, as I was on more than one occasion when phoning Monaco, “It is
not a good idea to discuss this sort of thing over the telephone.” I am the more grateful,
therefore, to those residents of the principality who provided me with both information and warm
hospitality in the course of my several visits. It would be poor repayment to give their names
here.In France I should like to thank Jean-Pierre Aumont; Captain, now Commandant Roger W.
Bencze; Richard Evans; Pierre Galante; Pierre and Silvita Gallienne; Adrian George and
Amanda Monypenny; Xavier and Michele Givaudon; Mr. and Mrs. Philippe Junot; Elisa Kitson;
Nadia Lacoste; Susanne Lowry; Mike Meade; Edward Meeks; Patrick Middleton; Jacqueline
Monsigny; John Pochna; Michael and Marie-France Pochna; June Sherman; Georges Charles
Tomaszewski; Jane Tresidder.I am grateful to Bryan and Greta Morrison for their enduring
hospitality on my trips to England. I would also like to thank Geoffrey Bailey; Peter Bate; Lord
Patrick Beresford; Kevin Billington; Sir Dirk Bogarde; Melvyn Bragg; John Carroll; Barry
Chattington; John Blundell and Richard Hodgkin of Coutts & Co; Mr. and Mrs. Buff Crisp; Danny
Danziger; Nigel Dempster; William Drummond; Peter Evans; Margaret Gardner; Tim and Eileen



Graham; Ed Gudeon, visa king; Sir Alec Guinness; Gabe and Bay Gutman; Nicholas Haslam;
Sanford Henry; Craig and Pamela Herron; Ruth Jackson; Howard Jacobs; David Jamison;
Helene Kemble; Barbara Leigh-Hunt and Richard Pasco; Euan Lloyd; Christopher Moorsom;
Sheridan Morley; Nigel Pollitzer; Catherine Portwain and R S. Goddard at the Regatta
Headquarters, Henley-on-Thames; John and Victoria Raymond; John Rendall; Gwen Robyns
and Paul von Stemann; Pierre Salinger; Michael Sears; Jennifer Sharp; Donald Sinden;
Alexander Walker; James Whitaker; Fred Zinnemann.Two years of research builds up
obligations for many kindnesses. My warm thanks to: Sandy Abouzeid; Betty Aldridge; Susan
Allison; Chuck Anderson and Bonnie James at PBW Photo; Jayne Barton; Carol Baugh; Cari
Beauchamp; Laura Boccaletti; Nancy Blinker; Janet Brooks; Art Buchwald; Joe Carrigan; Alfred
Clarke; Herbert Coleman; Howell Conant; Richard Connell; Bernie Crawford; Paul Dorman;
Jacqueline Dwoskin; Josi Finsness; Sandi Fish; John Franco; Dr. Stuart Goodman; Bettina
Thompson Gray; Dr. Iain Hassin; Dr. Jack J. Hirschfeld; Evan Hunter; Maria Karlsson; Kitty
Kelley; Ronald Kessler; Arthur Kudner; Wendy Leigh Karten; Earle Mack; Alvin Malnik; Emily
Marschok; Linda R Marx; Mario de Mendoza III; Dr. Bill Miller; Kris Morley and Eva Ollson of
British Airways Special Services, Miami; Murr Sinclair Murdoch-Muirhead; Al and Tammy Nait;
Jim Nicholson; Dr. Paul Niloff; Chuck Owens at Advance Video; John Patrick; Eunice Ridenaur;
Daniel St. George; Jon Sobotka; Cathy Tankoos; Chase Thomas and Margaret Ellis; Alejo Vidal
Quadras; Ralph Wolfe Cowan; Debra Wallace; Mike Wheeler.Among librarians, I would like to
thank Edda Tasiemka and the staff of the Hans Tasiemka Archives in London; Brigitte Kueppers
and David Zeidberg, Special Collections, Library of the University of California, Los Angeles;
Samuel Gill and the staff of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Margaret Herrick
Library, Los Angeles; Thomas Whitehead and the staff of Special Collections, Temple University
Library, Philadelphia; Geraldine Duclow and the staff of the Philadelphia Free Library Theatre
Collection; the staff of the Museum of Radio and Television in New York; the staffs at the London
Library and the New York Public Library; the staffs of the National Archives and the Library of
Congress in Washington; Barbara Staubly and the staff of the West County Branch Palm Beach
Public Library, as well as the librarians who supplied volumes through the interlibrary loan
system.I met Jean-Jacques Naudet, U.S. picture editor for Paris Match, when we happened to
walk into the library of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Los Angeles at the
same minute in May 1992, each of us in search of material on Grace. From this happy
coincidence has grown friendship and a professional collaboration reflected in the unique and
revealing selection of photographs, which added greatly to the original 1994 edition of this book.
I am grateful to Michael Rand, a colleague and friend for many years, for his design of those
photo pages.At my British publisher, Sidgwick & Jackson, it has been a pleasure to link up again
with William Armstrong—I first wrote a book for him more than twenty years ago—and to benefit
from the calm good taste of Sidgwick’s senior editor, Helen Gummer.At Putnam’s in New York, I
am grateful for the support of Phyllis Grann, for the intelligence and energy of Dolores McMullan,
for the sensitive copyediting of Claire Winecoff, for the careful indexing by Cynthia Crippen, and



for the beautiful jacket design produced for the American edition by Ann Spinelli. My greatest
debt is to my editor, Andrea Chambers, who had the idea for this book and persuaded me to do
it. Tireless, creative, and forever challenging, Andrea kept me to her vision—and even to the
deadline.Morton Janklow, my literary agent, has seldom been less than an inspiration. Never in
the field of literary agency have so many phone calls been returned so promptly by one man—
and my gratitude is extended equally to his colleagues, Bennett Ashley and Anne Sibbald, who
have matched his care and attentiveness.This is my sixth book to benefit from the painstaking
research of Jacqueline Williams. I conduct all interviews myself, but Jackie is in charge of
squirreling documentary material out of archives and libraries—Chapter 21 on Monaco’s war
record reflects her research into the State Department papers in the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. When I have completed the manuscript, she then subjects it to an intensive
check against the sources cited in the reference notes—though the responsibility for errors is my
own.Reference notes do not easily translate to an e-book context, nor are they consulted by the
average reader. So source notes have been omitted from this 2014 reissue of my book. But they
can found in the editions of Grace published in 1994 by Putnam in New York and by Sidgwick &
Jackson in London.Lili Agee was my day-to-day assistant as I wrote this book in West Palm
Beach. Every word was run through her fingers into the clunky but effective word processor. She
strangled more than a few ill-chosen sentences at birth, and helped give life to many a happy
phrase or concept. Making light of the practicalities of producing a 150,000-word biography, she
toiled over the photocopier, fed the fax machine, and was at all times a loyal helper and
friend.This was the twelfth book I wrote while married to my first wife Sandi, and I remain deeply
grateful for her support, judgment and love. Her faith and companionship helped make this our
best collaboration to date—with the exception of our children. The three of them got the
dedication to my previous book. So this one was, and is, for her.ROBERT LACEYLondon, May
20th, 2014EXCERPTS:Excerpt from “The Dreamer” reprinted from Collected Verse of Edgar A.
Guest, © 1934. Used with permission of Contemporary Books, Inc., Chicago.Excerpt from “Wild
Peaches” by Eleanor Wylie © 1921 Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., renewed 1949 by William Rose Benet.
Reprinted from Collected Poems of Eleanor Wylie by permission of Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc.DEDICATIONTo SandiTHE ROAD FROM LA TURBIESHORTLY BEFORE ten o’clock on the
morning of Monday, September 13, 1982, Gendarme Frederic Mouniama was emerging from a
baker’s shop in the French hillside village of La Turbie. The young policeman was fond of a
croissant with his coffee, and he was heading for the police station with the pastry in his hand.A
brown Rover car was coming through the village, traveling from the direction of Roc Agel, the
weekend home of Prince Rainier and Princess Grace of Monaco—and as it drew to a halt to let
the young gendarme cross the road, Frederic Mouniama realized that the Rover was being
driven by Her Serene Highness Princess Grace herself.She smiled at him from behind the
wheel. Her seventeen-year-old daughter, Stephanie, was sitting beside her in the passenger
seat. Princess Grace was by no means the face on the movie screen, the lithe and impish Grace
Kelly who had come to Monaco nearly thirty years ago. That film star Grace had filled out



significantly since then in face and body. But she still had her presence, that elegant and
particular Grace Kelly glow, and as Frederic Mouniama stepped out across the road in front of
this living legend, he instinctively tipped the hard brim of his kepi to her, nodding his
head.Arriving at the police station, Gendarme Mouniama was just putting his croissant down on
his desk when the emergency phone rang. A car had gone off a hairpin bend on the CD 37, the
road from La Turbie down toward Monaco and the sea. Mouniama must get there straight away.It
was not ten minutes since he had left the baker’s shop, and now the young gendarme was
speeding down the twisting road with a colleague, the siren on their car sounding and the blue
light flashing. It took the police car four or five minutes to get to the bend, and as Mouniama
looked over the edge, he could see the gray and dusty belly of a car lying upside down beside a
house in what seemed to be a flower garden. There were four or five people milling round the car
—they must have come out of the house—and when the policeman got to the spot, he found
they were comforting a dazed girl who was convulsed with sobs. “Sauvez Maman!” she was
weeping. “Sauvez Maman!”Staring at the mangled wreckage, Mouniama realized it was
Princess Grace’s brown Rover that he had seen no more than fifteen minutes earlier, and
peering inside through the one still viable door, the gendarme took a hard look at the princess
herself. She was lying flat inside, on her back, as if the upturned roof were a bed, one leg bent
sharply sideways, her eyes closed, totally unconscious. There was no sign of blood. She was not
dead, but there was no obvious sign of life.For the next twenty-nine hours Frederic Mouniama,
his fellow gendarmes, and the forensic experts and detectives of his gendarmerie company
were to work nonstop, without breaks for food or sleep, measuring the road, interviewing
witnesses, and retracing the path that the Rover took, trying to solve the mystery. How had it
happened? Which princess had been driving? Had there been some sort of sabotage? And
through it all Frederic Mouniama kept seeing the lady smiling, slowing her car and stopping, so
that a young gendarme could cross the road with a pastry in his hand.She had first driven in
these hills when she was twenty-four, making a film for Alfred Hitchcock called To Catch a Thief.
She had come back the following year for a film festival, and the year after that she was back
again, this time to marry a prince. That was in April 1956, when Grace Kelly, movie star, was at
the summit of her loveliness. She had a bounce to her walk, a sort of smile in her posture. With
her blond hair and firm jawline, she had that strong, almost sterile collection of north European
features that add up to what is called the classic American beauty. In the early years of the
twentieth century, the noble families of Europe competed to recruit the handsome and wealthy
“dollar princesses”—several hundred of them by 1915, according to a reference work of the day,
Titled Americans: forty-two American-born princesses, sixty-four baronesses, one hundred
twenty-six countesses . . . In 1956 Grace Kelly came to Monaco in a Hollywood adaptation of
that old tradition.What distinguished Grace was her wholesomeness. She looked wholesome,
she talked wholesome—she had developed her own, wholesome, rounded, theatrical accent—
and, so far as most people knew, her behavior was thoroughly wholesome as well. She
epitomized a highly cherished element in America’s identity, particularly in the 1950s—the years



of President Eisenhower. Grace Kelly went with country clubs, malted milk, and Reader’s Digest
— though, like Reader’s Digest, her formula included a healthy ration of sex. Nice sex, giggles-in-
the-back-of-the-car sex, but sex which, in 1950s terms, was actually rather daring. In her great
film roles Grace played the adventuress, a single woman who was experienced in some
unspecified way and who carried her nightgown in her handbag. She was the sort of girl who
enjoyed the sauciness of a double entendre, and who kissed Cary Grant first and passionately,
rather than waiting to be kissed.Grace knew how to do it with a smile and sleight of hand that
made it all quite respectable. She managed to be naughty while appearing very nice. Alfred
Hitchcock, who coaxed the finest and most tantalizing film performances out of her, liked to
compare Grace Kelly to a snow-covered volcano. Working closely with her on three films, he had
witnessed the eruptions of sexuality that she usually managed to conceal behind her virginal
exterior. The contradiction was one of the major issues of Grace’s life. The public at large saw
only the snow on the top of the mountain—perhaps that was all they wanted to see. But the truth
about Grace Kelly was that she was, in some very important respects, quite the opposite of what
she seemed.Performance. Performance. Where did the acting stop and real life begin? Did
Grace forsake fantasy when she said goodbye to Hollywood? Or did she sign on in Monaco for a
role that was even more unreal?She always was a dreamer, and this was, in many ways, the key.
From her earliest years, Grace Kelly was marked by the curious certainty that she could make
her dreams come true—as a successful model, as a television actress, as a movie star, and then
finally in her princessly calling. It was Grace’s particular gift to dream and to become, and this
lent her a magic that fascinated people in a nonreligious age. Through the course of her fifty-two
years, she came to be a sort of talisman to her generation, a saintly figure, venerated and almost
holy. Perfection may be a fantasy, but that is what Princess Grace symbolized for millions. She
was an international icon, one of the untouchables. So people could not believe she was only
mortal when death came to her before her time, following a car crash.This book has taken two
years to research and write, and is based on press coverage, personal letters and papers, and
upon interviews with many of Grace Kelly’s closest colleagues and friends. It contains the first
detailed account of the police investigation of her death, and reveals how she had love affairs
both before and after her marriage to Prince Rainier of Monaco. It also examines the
controversial medical decisions taken in her final hours. With different medical handling, might
Princess Grace be alive today? It is not, perhaps, surprising that Prince Rainier and his family
declined to be interviewed for this book, for it presents a portrait of Grace—and her family—
which is very different from the image cultivated by them and by their public relations experts.
The conventional picture of Grace Kelly, Princess Grace, was a beautiful illusion created for an
age that liked to be deceived, and it may seem cruel to subject it to the intrusive and unforgiving
analysis of the 1990s.But the lady can take it. The truth does not destroy, it actually enhances
the beauty of her illusion. Grace Kelly was a tough and courageous woman who conquered the
challenges of her life and of her age with hard work, ingenuity, and, yes, with great charm. She
was warm and brave and loyal and human. But the myth-making started early.1FATHER AND



DAUGHTERJuly 1935. She was five-and-a-half years old, lithe and skinny and gap-toothed.
When her father picked her up to whirl her around him, she laughed and twirled in his orbit, her
feet flying out over the sand. How little Grace loved her Daddy, loved to curl in the winter against
his warm tobacco-smelling coat. Now, this summer’s day by the ocean, he was all hers for the
moment, spinning her around him until the world was just a blur.Jack Kelly, six-foot-two and 185
pounds, was dressed in swim shorts with a belt and sleeveless top. The shoulder straps strained
across his muscles as he turned. With his geometric, chiseled features and his dark, shiny hair,
this man was the source of joy and power to his daughter as she spun. Yet even as she circled,
the five-year-old knew what was expected. She could sense the instant she must look up and
give her smile, and she gave it just right—as she came around with the ocean behind her. The
photographer from the Bulletin got a perfect shot.You had to put on a good performance if you
were a daughter of Jack Kelly. In July 1935, age forty-five, he was the Democrats’ candidate for
mayor of Philadelphia. That was what had brought the cameraman to the seaside—to snap
handsome Jack without his collar and tie, playing with his photogenic children on the sand. One
pose here, one pose there. Now, into the ocean to catch the breaking waves. So the five-year-old
Grace waded into the water, stood at attention and stared straight at the photographer, smiling
but serious, quite undiverted by the distractions of the spray. Her brother and her two sisters
were looking left and right. They were giggling and ducking—but not young Grace. She kept
looking straight ahead, always the good girl. Smile for the camera. Get it right for Daddy.It is not
unusual for a five-year-old girl to rate her father as something close to a God among men. But in
the case of Grace Patricia Kelly, born in Philadelphia on November 12,1929, her fond opinion
was also shared by a remarkable number of other people.Her father did not, in fact, win his bid
to be mayor. In the election of 1935 Jack Kelly lost by some 40,000 of the 700,000 votes cast.
But no Democrat had ever done so well before, and the defeat was only a temporary setback in
the career of a man who, love him or loathe him, was generally acknowledged to be one of the
city’s more remarkable and charismatic sons.Born in 1890, one of a sprawling Irish Catholic
family of ten children living in the poor, immigrant quarter of East Falls, Philadelphia, Jack Kelly
had earned his first wages as a bricklayer. Then he started his own contracting firm, Kelly for
Brickwork, and, by dint of charm, hard work, and the right connections, he managed to build the
business into the largest construction enterprise on the East Coast. Kelly for Brickwork had a
hand in everything from the classical pillars of Philadelphia’s Thirtieth Street Station to Radio
City Music Hall in New York. Jack Kelly became a millionaire.But he also won eminence in
another field. In his spare time he was an oarsman dedicated to that most solitary of rowing
sports, the single sculls—eight minutes or more of self-imposed torture propelling a fragile
wooden shell through 2,000 meters of water— and his sculling triumphs had secured him the
special status which adorns the sporting champion. Set money and brickwork aside. Grace
Kelly’s father was a local hero.Rowing counts for more in Philadelphia than it does in most other
places. The boathouses cluster close to the grandest boulevards of the city, just behind the art
museum, linking together to form a quarter of a mile row along the eastern bank of the Schuylkill



(pronounced “Skookle”) River. They make a surprising sight as you drive north out of downtown
Philadelphia—a sudden riot of timbered gables, coats of arms, spires and turrets, with their
concrete boat aprons sloping down to the water.Penn, Villanova, and other local schools train
out of Philadelphia’s Boathouse Row, but the essence of these ramshackle clubhouses is not
varsity. Schuylkill rowing is for the regular, local, working fellow—like Kelly the bricklayer, who
would rush from work every evening in the second decade of this century to get in his practice
before the light left the river. He was then a single man.In those days the members of the Vesper
Club were the undisputed kings of the Schuylkill. The crews that rowed out of the club’s chapel-
like boathouse dominated regattas up and down the East Coast—and Vesper’s best sculler was
Jack Kelly. In one extraordinary spring and summer in 1919, the twenty-nine-year-old won every
race in which he competed—including the U.S. singles sculling championship.The next logical
step was for the U.S. champion to compete in the Diamond Sculls, the world’s premier sculling
event, held each July at the Henley Royal Regatta at Henley-on-Thames in England. Vesper had
raised money to send crews there before. But early in June 1920, with his training complete and
his shell crated and ready for his transatlantic passage, Jack Kelly received a cable from Henley.
The stewards had rejected his entry.Henley’s main objection was to the way in which Vesper had
financed the previous sorties of its representatives across the Atlantic. The American club had
put the money it raised straight into its rowers’ pockets, making them professionals according to
the complicated and famously stuffy rules of the Royal Regatta. A standing regulation banned all
future entries from Vesper.But the Henley stewards had a further and particular objection to Jack
Kelly, deriving from his job and from their class-based view of what made for fair competition.
“Mr. Kelly,” they declared in their meeting of June 3, 1920, “was also not qualified under Rule 1
(e) of the General Rules (manual labour).” In plain language, a Philadelphia bricklayer who made
his living through his own physical toil and sweat had no place in a regatta for English
gentlemen.This rule was not quite as obnoxious as it seemed. It derived from the middle of the
previous century, when the River Thames was the busiest street in London, plied by husky,
professional watermen who organized races of their own, and who easily out-rowed the
schoolboys and college students who competed at Henley. But it was an exercise in prejudice to
be enforcing this regulation two years after the end of the First World War, and Jack Kelly wasted
little time showing Henley’s stewards what he thought of their snobbery. 1920 was an Olympic
year. The games were due to be held in Belgium. So, watched by all Philadelphia, and by a good
many other non-rowing Americans piqued by this latest skirmish between the new world and the
old, the twenty-nine-year-old Jack Kelly trained and raced as never before.He packed up his
racing shell again, and this time he did make it across the Atlantic—to the Scheldt River outside
Antwerp, Belgium, where he won all his qualifying heats, and made his way to the Olympic final.
He had guaranteed himself the silver medal. To win the gold, he had to get the better of the
noted English rower Jack Beresford—fresh from Henley a few weeks earlier, and his triumph in
the Diamond Sculls.In a storybook conclusion to this storybook confrontation, Jack Kelly swept
across the finish line the clear victor, leaving Henley’s champion paddling ineffectively in his



wake—and, as his daughter Grace liked to recount the tale that her father told her, the new victor
ludorum promptly packed up his battered, Irish-green racing cap and sent it off to King George V
at Buckingham Palace. We do not know what His Majesty made of the worn and sweat-stained
offering, but to Jack Kelly the message was very clear.More than 100,000 Philadelphians turned
out to cheer him home in the autumn of 1920. He was a national celebrity. A much-syndicated
photograph showed the victorious oarsman standing beside Jack Dempsey, the boxer, and Man
o’ War, the racehorse— three world champions, three superb symbols of physical excellence.
One newspaper named Jack Kelly “the most perfectly formed American male,” and there was
even talk of the handsome young bachelor going out to Hollywood for a screen test.He was the
toast of the town—literally. The quick-tongued Kelly became the speaker Philadelphia wanted at
every benefit and roast, and from his celebrity followed power and money. He won election as a
City Councilman and became Chairman of Philadelphia’s Democratic Party. His vigorous New
Deal campaigning won him the gratitude of President Roosevelt—and that counted for a lot in
these difficult years when the Federal Government was the fountainhead and only dispenser of
construction work. The Federal Courthouse, Philadelphia, the Federal Office Building,
Philadelphia, the handsome U.S. Post Offices sprinkled around Philadelphia’s suburbs—Kelly
for Brickwork got the best government contracts.But no one was heard to accuse the new party
boss of profiteering or corruption. Though Jack Kelly’s broad shoulders were now encased in
elegant, double-breasted suits, he never lost his aura of the straight blade in the water – the solid
handshake, the bluff, open stare. When he did use his pull, it was to help put deserving kids
through college, or to find temporary work for husbands and fathers who had fallen on hard
times. Kelly for Brickwork did jobs at cost price, or less, for the Catholic church—as well as for
synagogues, chapels, and just about any good cause that could sidle up to the boss’s
generosity. Kelly’s friends would tell you how he knelt beside his bed every night to say his
prayers, and of “Dreams,” the poem that he kept framed in his study:Never by many are marvels
wrought,By one or two are the dreams first caught . . .The dreamer must toil when the odds are
great,Must stand to failure and work and wait . . .Must keep his faith though he stand alone,Until
the truth of his dream is known.“Dreams” was by Edgar Guest, the bard of middle America in the
1930s and 1940s. Syndicated in newspapers all over the country, Guest’s singsong rhymes
lauded the ethic painted by Norman Rockwell and were set to song by Rodgers and
Hammerstein—if you climb every mountain, you will surely find your dream.The hours of lonely
toil and training which underpinned Jack Kelly’s success on the river provided him with his own
great metaphor for life, and of all his children, none took it more to heart than his middle
daughter, Grace. The legend of the bricklayer and the Diamond Sculls, the straight blade who
ran for mayor— these were the formative myths that shaped the thought patterns and ambitions
of a little girl who would, one day, far eclipse her father’s somewhat provincial fame. The other
young Kellys performed better in sporting contests, but it was Grace who assimilated the lesson
where it counted most. Like a champion sculler, she knew how to hide the pain and keep on
going. There was a sense in which Grace Kelly’s entire life was a race for which her father had



trained and coached her.Jack Kelly was not a soft or indulgent trainer—rowing coaches never
are—and there were moments when Grace was bitterly to rue the supremacy exercised over her
by this inspiring, driving, impossibly demanding man. It is no simple task to be the offspring of a
hero, particularly if you admire him and are caught up in his spell. Indifference or rebellion offers
the easiest escape route from under the shadow of greatness, and those are the roads that the
children of great men often choose.But it was Grace’s choice to try to please and win the
approval of her father—to try to live up to the legend in her own fashion— and years after his
death she was to acknowledge his primacy in curious ways. Invited at the beginning of Monaco’s
prestressed concrete building boom to christen one of the principality’s new apartment towers,
she chose “Le Schuylkill,” a name whose spelling and pronunciation perplexes the locals to this
day. Then shortly before her death, aged fifty-two, and basking in the undiluted admiration of just
about the entire world, she was asked if she was contemplating writing her memoirs.“No,” replied
the Oscar winner and princess. But she revealed that she was thinking of writing her own sort of
double biography — the story of her father’s life, with her own life serving as its postscript.23901
HENRY AVENUEGrace Kelly grew up on a hill overlooking the genteel but threadbare
neighborhood of East Falls, Philadelphia, two miles north of Boathouse Row. A former mill town,
East Falls was a cluster of faded gray row houses nestling in a valley that was dampened by the
mists which came floating off the Schuylkill River. The only landmarks of any note were the
deserted mills that had once employed the town, and the rising spire of St. Bridget’s, the Roman
Catholic church.It was in this humble and faintly depressing community that Jack Kelly spent his
youth and first made his mark, but by the time his daughter Grace was born in the winter of
1929, Jack’s days of manual labor were already far behind. He had won at the Olympics. He had
started his own business, and the measure of his success was the grand brick home that he had
built for himself and his family at the top of the hill above East Falls—3901 Henry Avenue.Henry
Avenue was where the bigwigs lived. One of its grand mansions had once housed the Dobsons,
the English family who owned the looms that had drawn the Kellys and thousands of other poor
Irish immigrants to East Falls in the middle of the nineteenth century. But by 1929 the looms
were shut down. The Dobsons were gone, and it was the bricklaying son of one of the lace-
curtain families who now lived in style on Henry Avenue. Three stories high, with mullioned
windows and broad chimney towers, the seventeen-room Kelly mansion was a palace in
comparison with the modest wood and tar-paper villas down by the water. It stood in its own
grounds, surrounded by trees. A curved, U-shaped drive led up to the Colonial-style front door.
There was a tennis court, a cook, a companion-secretary, a supply of maids—and a black
chauffeur-gardener to care for the flowers.It was tough for most people to survive in East Falls in
the 1930s. Grace entered the world three weeks after the great Wall Street crash, and she grew
up through the darkest years of the Depression. But these events had very little impact on her
life. Her father had never believed in the stock market. He had avoided debt, and put his spare
money in government bonds. With his New Deal connections, Jack Kelly sailed through the
depression like a king.So life up at 3901 Henry Avenue was a comfortable and almost dreamlike



sequence of activity and fun. The basement downstairs was decked out like a Bavarian
rathskeller, complete with paneled bar. At Christmas a giant train set ran through a model
landscape of hills, trees, and waterfalls. In winter the tennis court was flooded for ice hockey and
skating parties. In summer a truck from Kelly for Brickwork delivered a huge metal cement-
mixing container that was filled with water and served as a swimming pool. In the 1940s 3901
Henry Avenue boasted East Falls’s first domestic television set, and neighbors still remember
coming around to gaze in wonder at the test pattern flickering on the nine-inch screen.The Kellys
were a showcase family, a handsome sight as Fordie the chauffeur-gardener drove them down
the hill to St. Bridget’s on a Sunday morning. They made a grand entrance, well dressed and
upstanding as they trooped in line to their pew, and after the service the priest was especially
attentive as he paid his respects. In later years, newspaper stories often played up the lowly
character of East Falls, the impoverished township that produced its own princess. But East Falls
was only the backdrop to Grace’s childhood, and the role that she played in front of it was
definitely young lady of the manor.Grace was the third of the four Kelly children, arriving after
Peggy, born in September 1925, and Jack, Jr. (“Kell”), born in May 1927. Grace was the
youngest child until her sister Lizanne completed the family in June 1933, and she very much
enjoyed her four years as baby of the household. She was never quite reconciled to being the
daughter in between.“My older sister was my father’s favorite,” she recalled in later life, “and
there was the boy, the only son. Then I came, and then I had a baby sister. . . . I was terribly
jealous of her.”It was fortunate for Grace’s brother Kell that he was a strong and athletic
character, for as the only boy of the brood, he was the child charged with a sacred quest.
Defeating Henley’s champion and winning the Olympic gold medal in 1920 had not been
enough for Jack Kelly. He would not have settled his accounts finally with the English, in his
mind, until he could see the name of Kelly inscribed on the trophy of the Diamond Sculls itself,
and he had no hesitation in charging his only son with the accomplishing of that mission.The
moment Kell was old enough, his father took him down to the Schuylkill. The kid started off as a
cox, graduated to double sculls with his father, then went off on his own. Mornings and evenings
saw the boy out on the water, skimming between the arches of the gray stone railway bridges.
Kell enjoyed football at school, but his father warned him that the risk of injury would jeopardize
his rowing. He grew pudgy and indolent in his early adolescence. Two brisk years away at
military school snapped that out of his system—and when the weather was too dirty for working
out on the Schuylkill, Kell could be found in his gymlike bedroom on the second floor of the
family home. In the center of the floor sat a rowing machine.Even in an age that was not much
given to psychologizing, Jack Kelly’s obsessive channeling of his son’s life into the path of his
own ambition struck some people as unhealthy. Relatives and the closer family friends mumbled
about it forebodingly. But Jack Kelly was not a soul who could be easily diverted from his chosen
purpose, while Kell, for his part, was an amiable and biddable boy, the epitome of good nature.
He had the physical build for the river, and he seemed quite happy to be indentured to his
father’s dream and to the Schuylkill.“Kell was the boy lying on the couch doing exercises to



strengthen his wrist,” remembered Charlie Fish, a friend of the family who grew up in nearby
Germantown.Angular and crew-cut, Kell reveled in the knowledge of the special hopes and
dreams that he carried for his father—and for the whole family. But the boy was not bright. It was
Peggy, the eldest daughter, who had inherited her father’s quickness of wit. She was the Lucille
Ball of the clan. Tall and slender, with long grasshopper legs, Peggy Kelly was funny and
outgoing, always ready with the snappy retort. Her nickname was Baba. She had a combination
of good looks, athleticism, and spirit which her father considered just about perfect.“The sun, the
moon, the stars, they all rose and set on Baba,” remembers Alice Godfrey, who lived around the
corner and was a playmate of Grace’s. Peggy had been just six months old when her father
carried her proudly over the threshold of 3901 Henry Avenue—the first child he had made,
moving into the home that he had made for her. It was a memory that Jack Kelly often recalled
with pleasure, and it formed the basis of the particularly close relationship between the father
and his eldest daughter.Lizanne, the baby of the family, was tough and four-square—bigger
boned, once she had grown for a year or so, than either of her elder sisters. She maneuvered
robustly to find her own niche, shaking off Grace’s attempts to bring her under her wing. When
Grace had been the infant of the household, she had been quite happy to play dutiful younger
sister to the brilliant Baba, fetching and carrying and following her instructions in games. But
Lizanne was not taking orders from anybody.“Why aren’t you nice to me,” Grace would complain,
“like I was nice to Peggy?”By Kelly standards, Grace had a feeble side. She was by far the least
forceful of the four Kelly kids—quieter and more withdrawn, almost waiflike. Grace was the one
with the colds and allergies, the child who was always falling over in the playground. When the
Kellys sat round the dinner table for their roast, it was not Kell the rower or Lizanne the baby who
got the essence from the meat. The juice went to Gracie with the scabs on her knees.“Grace
was always sniffling,” remembers Gloria Otley, whose father, Jess, was Jack Kelly’s estimator
and principal partner in Kelly for Brickwork. “We were always saying, ‘Gracie, blow your nose,’
‘Gracie, stop your sniffling,’ ‘Gracie, here’s a handkerchief.’”The sniffler would spend long hours
apart from the other children, playing with her dolls. “She was always very good at being alone,”
remembers Maree Frisby, a childhood friend who was to stay close to Grace throughout her life.
Grace would lose herself in the little dramas that she dreamt up for her dolls. She made up her
own language for them, creating a private world of formality and make-believe that she could
share with these wood and plaster friends. One cherished piece of Kelly lore relates how
Lizanne, in a fit of temper, locked her elder sister in a closet. It was hours before Grace was
discovered—unconcerned and quite self-sufficient, happily at play with her dolls, babbling the
private code of endearments that she reserved for her own little family.In adult life Grace Kelly
was to prove something of a chameleon. Grace the sensible, Grace the sensuous, Grace the
frivolous—she had a whole range of personalities, and she flung herself into each with rare
energy and commitment. It was not a matter of superficial posing. She passionately believed in
every role in which she cast herself, and it was her skill to isolate and insulate her various selves
from each other with such success that people often swore they had met a totally different



person. Grace Kelly was not naturally endowed with the tricks and techniques of the actress—
she always had to work hard at her craft—but she did have conviction, an absolute belief in the
part she was filling at that minute. “I’ve always liked to make-believe,” she told the Hollywood
columnist Sidney Skolsky in 1954.Grace’s infant world of fantasy illuminated another streak in
her character. In later years her sister Lizanne was rummaging through some closets in the
palace at Monaco, when she came upon a compartment that was stuffed with Grace’s childhood
collection of dolls. At first surprised by her sister’s sentimentality in preserving her family of
inanimate friends and transporting them all the way to the south of France, Lizanne then
reflected on how remarkably clean and unbroken the dolls all seemed. Grace had usually
preferred to play with somebody else’s toys if she could. She liked to keep her own dolls out of
harm’s way, saving them for best. So the waif with scabby knees had not, perhaps, been quite as
helpless as she seemed.There was always a certain element of detachment in Grace. When her
childhood friends recall her early years, they dwell almost enviously on the richness and
excitement of life at 3901 Henry Avenue—the playhouses and the Christmas trees, the dynamic
people shuttling to and fro. But Grace herself never felt entirely part of it. “I was terribly shy when
I was young,” she recalled in one interview in 1974. “I almost crawled into the woodwork I was so
self-conscious.”“We were always competing,” she added two years later, developing the theme,
“competing for everything—competing for love.” Grace felt like an outsider in her family of triers
and tusslers, the third of four children, and lost in the shuffle. “I was always on my mother’s knee,
the clinging type,” she remembered. “But I was pushed away.”Grace’s mother subscribed to the
energetic and elbowing Kelly ethic as completely as her husband. Margaret Majer came of stern
and purposeful German Protestant stock—her family had owned a featherbed business in
Baden-Württemberg—and she spoke nothing but German until the age of six or seven. She had
first met Jack Kelly at a swim meet in 1913, and one of the principal reasons why the couple did
not marry for nearly eleven years was Margaret’s insistence on first accomplishing the goals that
she had set for her own life. Jack Kelly had left school in eighth grade, but Margaret Majer
graduated from Temple University with a degree in physical education, then worked as a phys-
ed teacher at the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania, a pioneering institution which was
for many years the only all-female medical college in the United States. Margaret also found time
to coach the University of Pennsylvania women’s swimming team, the first woman ever to be
entrusted with the task.A striking blonde with well-shaped cheekbones and a firm jaw, Margaret
Majer was a handsome woman. She never worked as a professional model. That would not have
been dignified. But she did pose in the 1920s for the cover of The Country Gentleman magazine,
the very picture of refined and healthy beauty—with a distinctly Nordic tinge. When Margaret
married Jack Kelly in 1924 she converted to Catholicism, but she remained unmistakably
Teutonic.“I wouldn’t say that Mother is a Nazi,” remarked Kell in later years. “But sometimes I do
refer to her as, quote, ‘That old Prussian mother of mine’.”“Ma” Kelly had the overlarge, practical
hands of the hausfrau. She never wore colored nail polish, and she brought up her three pretty
blond daughters to present themselves in the same unadorned style. She had their fine hair cut



straight and simple across the brow, and she actively discouraged them from getting fussy over
clothes. Frugal to a fault, Ma recycled her girls’ dresses systematically, so that Grace’s clothes
were more old than new. If the children failed to hang their clothes properly, their mother fined
them a nickel from their twenty-five cents per week pocket money, and she was not averse to
enforcing her discipline with a sharply wielded hairbrush or with the back of her hand.Ma Kelly
was the day-to-day, hands-on technician who kept the Kelly household functioning.
Parsimonious and purposeful, she inspired a deep and lifelong awe in all her children—and that
awe was shared by their friends from a respectful distance. “‘The Boss,’ was what she used to be
called,” remembered Grace’s friend Charlie Fish. “She ran things pretty good.”Ma Kelly’s
particular passion was the raising of funds for her beloved Women’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania, and she volunteered her children’s energies for fashion shows and benefits as
imperiously as her husband put his only son out on the river. One year she got the kids to
organize a circus in the back garden. Kell, age eight, did a strongman act. Peggy, then ten, was
the ringmaster, while the five-year-old Grace did a tightrope act dressed in a little ballet costume.
The children sold tickets to all their rich Henry Avenue neighbors.“Everything was for Women’s
Medical in our life,” remembered Peggy. “We stole flowers. I would tell my little sister to go up and
steal all the flowers from next door. . . . I would send her up there, and she would pick those
violets and then sell them back to the lovely ladies.”Ma Kelly had the same striving tunnel vision
as her husband. A Kelly cause was a good cause, and normal rules could be waived in the
achieving of it. Grace’s focus never strayed far from her charismatic father, but her mother
influenced her in ways that were equally profound. There were the physical attributes—the
Teutonic blondness and features that contributed so much to Grace’s astonishing adult beauty,
as well as the oversized and sometimes ungainly Majer hands. More important was the
willpower and the sense of purpose, the sheer busyness with which Ma Kelly tattooed her girls’
spirits.“We were never allowed to sit with our hands empty,” Peggy told the author Gwen Robyns,
many years later. “We just knew we were expected to knit. We had to knit and to crochet from the
time we were three or four years old. We had to because we were German girls. . . . Honey, we
just had to. It was expected of us, and we just did it.”Peggy herself felt that she had managed to
avoid most of the maternal Germanness. A fay and carefree spirit, the firstborn Kelly child saw
herself as incorrigibly Irish. “I’m my father’s daughter,” she used to say with pride. It was middle
sister Grace who turned out to be the German daughter, in Peggy’s opinion. Grace was the good
girl who knew what was expected of her and just did it.Grace’s mother needed all her backbone
to manage the task of being married to the dashing and romantic Jack Kelly. Ma Kelly ran the
household and handled so much of the discipline at Henry Avenue because her husband was
away from home so often—and the usual, painful reason for his absence was that he was off
romancing other women.Handsome Jack took full advantage of his reputation as America’s
most perfectly formed male. There was the telephone girl at the office, and a secretary. On many
an afternoon his car was to be seen outside the home of Ellen Frazer, a divorcée who lived in
Chestnut Hill and who was his escort to baseball games. February was Jack Kelly’s month for a



jaunt to Florida without his wife and family—and one December the Elizabeth Arden store in
downtown Philadelphia got a glimpse of how very extensive his social range might be. Jack Kelly
placed an order for twenty-seven identical makeup cases, each to be gift-wrapped and sent to a
different lady.This was the other side of Jack Kelly the hero. Fame went to his head. He
cultivated his image as the showcase father of a showcase family, but his philandering
suggested that the show might be more for his benefit than for theirs. There is a sense in which
the 110 percent sportsman denies adult life, retreating into a world in which play is a value
beyond any other, and when it came to women, Jack Kelly’s values were those of a playful child,
tied up in himself and totally oblivious to those he might hurt. He would have left his wife and
family for Mrs. Frazer, Germantown gossip asserted, if the lady had not been too canny, realizing
how a woman had to maintain her independence from a man like Jack in order to avoid total
subjugation to his will.“I don’t think there was one good marriage in the entire Kelly family,”
commented Charles Kelly, a nephew of Jack’s. “The Kellys had a tendency to take over.”Jack
Kelly could annihilate you in a sculling race, and he could annihilate you in real life, exhibiting an
unblushing indifference to the feelings of other people. When in later years his son Kell became
a father himself and confessed his disappointment that his first child was not a boy but a girl,
Jack Kelly told the young man who had laid his whole childhood on the altar of the Diamond
Sculls, “Don’t worry, son. My greatest joy in life has been Peggy.”Ma Kelly coped with her
inspiring and enraging child-husband, all agreed, with real dignity. His infidelities might even
have suited her Germanic and slightly masculine style. Like Mrs. Frazer, she carved out her own
territory and protected it, making sure that she remained in charge of her own life. “It’s very
difficult to be married to a Kelly,” she would acknowledge.Margaret Majer had not married for
passion. She had always had her own, unusually woman-centered goals to achieve, and these
assumed more importance as she resigned herself to her husband’s errant ways. With Jack in
Florida, February was Ma’s month for a grimly savored shopping spree, and she threw herself
more fiercely than ever into the raising of funds for her beloved Women’s Med. She endeavored,
above all, to hide her marital problems from her children.In this she temporarily succeeded. The
Kelly clan stayed looking good. Peggy, Kell, Grace, and Lizanne did not learn directly about their
father’s womanizing—or of the pain inside their mother— until they were all adult. But what they
did learn, and from an early age, were the ways in which a family maneuvers around a problem
whose existence it does not acknowledge. Keep up appearances. Impress the world. Don’t talk
about what is really bothering you, and—particularly in the Kellys’ case—make sure that you
keep on playing the game.Sport can provide most helpful training for the game of life. Jack and
Margaret Kelly believed that fervently. It was one subject on which they were very happily united,
and a typical Saturday or Sunday for the Kelly family involved long hours of working out together,
parents and children, in the gym and pool of the Penn Athletic Club on Rittenhouse Square. After
long hours of training, Peggy and Lizanne, the eldest and youngest Kelly girls, both became
outstanding competitive swimmers.But sport becomes a form of sickness when it turns into
obsession, and it is difficult to think of another word for the way in which three of the Kelly



children came to dedicate their childhoods to the pursuit of sporting excellence—Kell sculling
after the specter of his father on the river, Peggy and Lizanne seeking to win his attention as
their mother had done, in the swimming pool.The exception was child number three, the
sensitive one. Grace was no slouch at athletics. She was as nimble as Peggy or Lizanne, and as
she grew older she easily won her way onto her school teams for field hockey. But the reflective
little girl who wove dramas around her dolls was looking for more than physical exertion and
competition—and she found it in a family elder who provided a very different role model from
either of her charismatic parents.George Kelly, Grace’s uncle, lived just around the corner from
Henry Avenue, in an elegantly bohemian set of rooms in the Alden Park apartments. 3901 Henry
Avenue had a spartan feel with its displays of sporting trophies. But Uncle George’s bachelor
apartment was altogether more relaxed, for Uncle George was a creative spirit—an actor-turned-
playwright who had once been a big name on Broadway. Outside Philadelphia, in fact, George
Kelly was better known in many circles than his younger brother Jack. In 1926 George had won
the Pulitzer Prize for his play Craig’s Wife, the harrowing moral tale of a woman who marries for
status, and four of his plays were made into movies that featured such stars as Will Rogers,
Spencer Tracy, and Joan Crawford. His satirical comedy The Torch-Bearers, is revived and
played to this day as one of the classic treatments of the backstage misadventures that can
befall an amateur dramatic company.The bricklaying beginnings and energetic self-publicity of
Grace Kelly’s father have fostered the impression that Grace’s acting talents sprang, somewhat
against the odds, from Irish laboring roots. But there is another Irish tradition—of ballads and
humor and light entertainment—and this loomed as large as bricklaying in the history and
makeup of the Kellys of East Falls. Apart from Uncle George, the dramatist, there was Uncle
Walter, a bill-topping vaudeville comedian, and Aunt Grace, a comic actress and mimic in whose
memory little Grace was named.Uncle Walter developed a most successful stage persona as
“The Virginia Judge.” Dressed in a baggy white suit and panama hat, he played the role of a
Southern magistrate hearing the cases against a succession of Amos ‘n’ Andy characters who
provided the pretext for a stream of unashamedly racist jokes:Virginia Judge: “Want to make a
quarter?”Darkie: “No, Suh. I’ve got a quarter.”Aunt Grace was more demure. Her forte was a
Harry Lauder impression which she performed dressed in tartan, while enunciating her lines in a
faultless Scottish accent.Young Grace never knew her humorous and extrovert namesake—Aunt
Grace died before she was born—but any child who grew up in the unconventionally talented
Kelly family was provided with ample evidence of how it was possible, in the words of the author
Steven Englund, “to make a career not from bricks and mortar, but from make-believe.” Uncle
Walter, fat and jolly and smelling of cigars, entranced the children at family gatherings. He could
always be counted on for a large and enjoyably frivolous present when birthdays came around—
and he was also a reminder of how make-believe can make bricks and mortar possible, since it
was a $5,000 loan from Walter, with a further $2,000 from George, the playwright, that had
launched their younger brother’s company, Kelly for Brickwork, in 1919.Uncle George took great
pleasure in correcting the Jack-centered, rags-to-riches, version of Kelly history that was



propagated by his younger brother. It was true that the Kellys, like thousands of Irish-Americans,
had fled from Ireland during the potato famine of the 1840s. But by the time Grace’s
grandparents, John and Mary Kelly, were established in East Falls half a century later, the family
was by no means without resources. Old John, the paterfamilias, was making a decent living
from his own insurance business, and he was able to provide quite a comfortable and solid
home for Walter, George, Jack, Aunt Grace, and six other sons and daughters. Two of the sons,
Patrick H. and Charles, were already partners in their own successful building business when
their younger brother Jack left school, and it was Patrick H. who had given Jack his first job.So
while it was technically correct to say that Jack Kelly had started his working life as a bricklayer,
he had, in fact, been something of a privileged trainee, working on the payroll of his brothers’
construction business—and it was his rich show-business brothers who provided the cash that
enabled him to get started on his own. Uncle George liked to point out that the calluses on
Jack’s hands came less from manual labor than from his own decision to spend so much of his
time at “scull practice on the Schuylkill river.”They were both master mythmakers, these
divergent Kelly siblings, tycoon Jack conjuring up the picture of a youth among lunch pails and
work boots, while George, the playwright, talked grandly of ease and comfort, and of being
educated “privately”—a boast which played with truth and fantasy in a fashion that was oddly
similar to Jack’s claim to have started out in life a bricklayer. George went to the local public
school, but, as a dramatist, he could fairly be said to have educated himself.In later life the adult
Grace Kelly was to pick what she wanted from the contrasting myths developed by her uncle
and her father, shaping an identity for herself that embraced the striving East Falls girl who made
good, as well as the serene and fully fledged Philadelphia princess. But, beyond mere
ingredients, the lesson that she absorbed from the two men who dominated her childhood was
the need to write her own scenario for life. Jack and George were living proof that if a person
believed their own myth with enough conviction, most other people would come to believe it,
too.Grace Kelly’s style in later years was to be notable for its aloofness, and this was something
else that she learned from her Uncle George. Publicly remote and fastidious, George Kelly was
definitely a snob. When it came to politics, he was a conservative Republican, and he hated the
populist style of F.D.R. as thoroughly as Jack Kelly adored the president. The two brothers felt so
strongly about the subject that they avoided talking politics after a time, but they kept on arguing
fiercely about everything else. “He was one of the few people,” Grace remembered of Uncle
George, “who ever contradicted my father.”Worship of Jack Kelly was the organizing principle of
life at 3901 Henry Avenue, and Grace was a willing devotee of the cult. But she found a safe
substitute for rebellion in her attraction toward the alternatives that were offered by Uncle
George. He cut a handsome figure, as tall as his brother Jack at six-foot-two, but more slender
and refined—a man of standards and of subtlety. A photograph of the dark-haired George Kelly
in 1924 at the time of The Show-Off, his second Broadway hit, displays a pair of piercing black
eyes, a long aquiline nose, and curving lips that seem almost feminine.Uncle George’s sexuality
was something of a mystery. Unmarried, he never had girlfriends, and though he wrote rich and



challenging roles for women, the critics sometimes accused him of misogyny. He shared his life
with a discreet and loyal manservant. But if George Kelly was homosexual, he gave no overt sign
of it. He lived detached and sufficient unto himself—precise and a little self-righteous, like his
plays. His cup of tea had to be brewed from the raw leaf, never from a tea bag.“He was a very
old-world gentleman,” says Dorothy Langdon Sidey, whose father, Roy, was family doctor to both
the Majers and the Kellys. “He was very continental.”Grace loved it when Uncle George would
take her out to lunch and talk to her of scripts and books and parts. “You could sit and listen to
my Uncle George all night long,” she later recalled. “One story after another.”George Kelly had
started off in vaudeville as an actor in the dramatic one-act sketches that were a feature of many
music-hall bills, and he had been drawn into writing by the need to generate his own material.
Graduating to full-length plays with The Torch-Bearers in 1922, he enjoyed a decade of great
success. But his formal drawing-room dramas lost ground to the social realism of the
Depression years, and in the early 1930s he moved out to Hollywood to write and polish
dialogue for the talkies. He was placed under contract by MGM, and one of his greatest themes
was the importance of protecting artistic integrity against the pressures and compromises of the
studio system.“He is the most wonderful and intelligent man I have ever known,” wrote Grace of
her uncle when she was seventeen. “Whatever he talks about, he makes you understand all its
beauty and hidden meaning.”If there was one single influence that directed Grace Kelly toward
her career as an actress, it was her adored Uncle George. Declaiming long narrative passages
from the nineteenth century poets that he loved, lecturing his young nephews and nieces on the
need to correct the nasal twang of their Philadelphia accents, walking, even in old age, with the
same stately posture with which he had first trod the vaudeville boards, George Kelly was the
inspirational essence of dramatic art—filled to his fingertips with the magic of acting.Talking in
1966 with Irwin W. Solomon about the comedienne Ina Claire, and trying to describe the artfully
scatterbrained way in which she had performed a scene from his play The Fatal Weakness,
George Kelly suddenly offered a demonstration. He was in his Alden Park apartment, and he
walked from the living room into the dining room. The two areas were separated by a dull green
theatrical curtain that hung from a long, heavy rod with old-fashioned hoops.“A few moments
later,” Solomon recalled, “his hand came through; he pulled the curtain apart a bit, then the
whole curtain, and he walked into the room.”The transformation was astonishing. Without
makeup, costume, or even a flick of his hair, Uncle George had accomplished the miracle of the
actor. Assuming the postures and saying the lines, George Kelly was no longer George Kelly
—“He was Ina Claire.”3WHITE GLOVESGrace Kelly started school just before her fifth birthday,
in the autumn of 1934, at the Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, Philadelphia, in the parish
of St. Bridget’s. The Jesuits boast that any child they educate becomes theirs for life. The Sisters
of the Assumption could certainly claim as much of their student Grace.Ravenhill was a grand
and upstanding Victorian residence that had been bequeathed to the Catholic diocese of
Philadelphia, and the Sisters of the Assumption had adapted the mansion’s handsome wood-
paneled walls and pink stained-glass windows into a fee-paying school that was fragrant with



wax polish and piety.“Who am I?”“I am a child of God.”“Why am I here?”“I am here to know Him,
to love Him, and to serve Him.”Ninety to a hundred little girls, with a few boys in the kindergarten,
were shepherded through their catechism and schoolwork by a score of nuns and their helpers
who lived on the premises. The domestic, or lay, sisters did the cooking and kept the place
clean. They wore black aprons with white headdresses. The more senior teaching staff wore
purple and had a large white felt cross sewn in the middle of their habits. The children addressed
them as “Mother.”The Order of the Assumption was a French teaching order whose mother
house was in Belgium. Ravenhill was their first, and at that time, only North American academy,
and their ethic was purposefully European. If you wrote “color” in an essay, you lost a mark. The
correct spelling was “colour.” Everyone who mattered in the convent’s hierarchy spoke with a
foreign accent, or in clipped and precise Oxbridge English in which you heard every consonant.
“I didn’t have a native, American teacher until I was in sixth grade,” remembers Mary-Ellen Tolan,
a Ravenhill schoolmate of Grace’s.There was a vivid sense of being part of an international
community. Each issue of the Ravenhill school magazine dwelt lengthily on the adventures in the
thirty or more Assumption colleges around the world, and these became very real as World War
II approached. Children from threatened sister houses were sent to America for safety. Among
Grace Kelly’s fellow students were the singing children of the Von Trapp family, fresh off the Alps
in their native costumes, and bringing Ravenhill’s concerts alive with the sound of music.The
mothers and sisters of the Assumption laid great emphasis on manners. Each Ravenhill girl kept
three uniforms in her locker—one for everyday wear, one for sports, and one for special holy
days. She also had to bring her own white, embroidered linen napkin to lunch, where one of the
staff patrolled the tables, correcting the girls who did not hold their knives and forks in a proper
fashion.“Any kind of rudeness was taboo,” remembers Mother Dorothy, who was one of Grace’s
teachers. “We explained how we are all a body of Christ, and how disrespect and rudeness to
each other is rudeness to Christ. We stressed that very much.”Mother Dorothy remembers
Grace as a girl who asked excellent questions. “She asked in a nice way, like somebody who
was interested personally, and who wasn’t looking to pick flaws. She was always very positive.”
Sister Francis Joseph recalls that Grace was “an average girl intellectually—pretty matter-of-
fact.”Grace Kelly was no brainbox. Ravenhill used the innovative teaching techniques of the
Montessori method, but it was not conventional schoolwork that made the impact on Grace’s
mind. Her math was particularly weak. She attended Ravenhill for nine years, from the time she
was four until she completed eighth grade at the age of thirteen-and-a-half, and what she
brought away was less academic accomplishment than an all-embracing and quite unshakable
faith in the Catholic religion and its relevance to every detail of her life.A different spirit might
have rebelled against it—the rules, the bells, the curtseyings to Reverend Mother, the lines of
white-veiled little girls filing silently to the chapel. But Grace was always a conformist, on the
surface, at least, and in the absence of her attaining any particular classroom distinction, religion
offered an area in which she could excel. She enjoyed the pageantry and the certainty, and she
felt comfortable taking her cues from authority figures.Grace also encountered a tenderness at



the convent that she did not find at home. The Kelly household was an environment of
considerable material comfort, but it was tough in emotional terms. Grace found the cosseting
she needed in the Mothers and Sisters of the Assumption. There was something otherworldly
about them. Vanishing from lessons on a regular basis in order to fulfill their prayer vows eight
times a day, Ravenhill’s teachers were gentle and naive—and also slightly mysterious. They lived
in their own forbidden areas of the mansion, and they were never seen to eat. But after lunch
they always smelled of oranges.The Order of the Assumption attached particular importance to
the drama and liturgy of the Catholic faith, and the sisters introduced this to new arrivals by
having them act out the ceremonies of the mass, with the kindergarten boys playing the part of
priests, dressed in little paper vestments. God and human mortality were not remote or
complicated prospects. Once a girl could write with any fluency, she was given a small black
book to note down the questions she would like to ask her heavenly Father when she met Him
face-to-face.Grace’s parents were by no means unquestioning Catholics. As a former Protestant,
Ma Kelly had particular problems with the doctrine of the Virgin birth. She found the idea of Mary
getting impregnated via an angel quite ridiculous, and she did not hesitate to express her
skepticism on this and similar topics when family table talk turned to religious matters. But Grace
drank down everything the sisters taught her. They had the same mixture of class and delicacy
that she found so attractive in Uncle George. She took her first communion at the age of seven in
the Ravenhill chapel, dressed all in white for her entry as a full member into the Body of Christ.
The evening before, she made her first confession, kneeling in the darkness of the curtained box
that stood inside the chapel door, whispering her sins through the screen to Father Allen, who
came up to the school every afternoon from St. Bridget’s.What sins could a seven-year-old girl
find to confess? “‘I hit my friend,’ perhaps, or, ‘I told a lie,’” explains Mother Dorothy, who would
prepare the girls before they went to the confessional. “Just that little lack of cooperation with
what the Lord wants from us.”Grace’s friends remember quite a mischievous little girl who got the
giggles during Benediction. “Something would start her going,” remembers Alice Godfrey. “She
would try to hold it in, and then her whole body would be shaking.”Away from the intense and
coercive Kelly environment, the sniffler became a snickerer. The Assumption sisters were not
fierce disciplinarians, and Grace felt able to stretch out a little, revealing a definite friskiness. Her
place at lunch was by the window, and she would help friends jettison unwanted food into the
bushes when the patrolling sister was not watching. Beyond the bushes were the convent
gardens and a grotto that was the rendezvous for all sorts of naughtiness.“Grace Kelly,”
remembers Glenna Costello Millar, “was the girl who taught me how to smoke.”It was at the
Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, around the age of nine or ten, that Grace began to
manifest the intriguing dualism that was to become the central feature of her adult character—
the prim and proper Goody Two-Shoes inside whom lurked a wild and often reckless spirit. This
was not a simple matter of hypocrisy. Whatever her failings, Grace was never a sly or deceitful
person. It was her genuine and wholehearted wish to be a good girl and to do the right thing. But
this did not stop her from puffing on a cigarette behind the convent grotto. Grace the naughty



was absolutely as authentic as Grace the good, and it was the appetizing tension between these
conflicting personalities that was to provide the essence of her appeal as a film star—the
outwardly reserved and cool girl who hinted at such wildness underneath.Roman Catholicism, of
all religions, addresses the conflict between virtue and indulgence with particular practicality.
The priest in the confession box represents the most tangible acknowledgment that we cannot
possibly hope to eradicate sin and must therefore find a mechanism for living with it on a
permanent basis. It is a dogma which positively embraces the basic schizophrenia that is the
human condition—and it may be that the young Grace was drawn so strongly to the Catholic
faith because it offered her some sort of rationale and solace for the conflicting impulses that
she could already feel battling inside her.The Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, no longer
exists. The sisters later transferred their ministry to the Philadelphia ghetto. But Ravenhill
remains a treasured memory for Grace’s school friends—the remembrance of a different and
rather innocent world, now more than fifty years past. On holy days the entire student body
would participate in cache-cache, a massive, school-wide game of hide-and-seek. Every day
after school, when sports were over, the girls would be served with goûter. One of the cooking
sisters would emerge from the kitchen, bearing a tray piled high with fresh-baked
pastries.Grace’s mother and father took her away from Ravenhill at the end of eighth grade
because Jack Kelly felt that the convent’s sporting program was inadequate. Pastries after
training certainly did not sharpen the competitive edge. But Grace’s early brush with the
compelling power of faith and idealism stayed with her all her life. From the year she left, she
kept in touch with the sisters, sending them Christmas cards and writing long, newsy letters to
her favorite teachers. It was as if she saw them as parents. Sometimes, as an adult, she would
turn back to her childhood mentors for advice.“The sisters were quite remarkable women,” says
Alice Godfrey. “I remember being struck by their sense of obligation and social duty. It was quite
compelling. It affected us all, I think.”Alice Godfrey has a particular memory of Sister Inez, a
young nun from central America who took her final vows while Grace and Alice were her pupils:
“Grace loved her. She was the most beautiful woman you ever laid your eyes on, with the biggest
brown eyes and the creamiest skin. Grace and I talked about it. We just couldn’t believe that this
gorgeous creature was giving her whole life to God.”With her friend Alice, the nine-year-old
Grace was one of a small group who were invited to witness Sister Inez’s solemn submission
and induction into the order: “The ceremony was just unbelievable—the music, the chanting. The
sister lay prostrate on the floor, and they covered her. The cardinal was there. If you could have
seen the mothers and the sisters in their long white veils, coming in and kneeling at the prie-
dieu, all bowing down and touching the marble floor... Grace said to me afterward that she would
never forget it. I mean, there was a moment in that ceremony when we both felt quite certain that
God had come down and was right there beside us.”Grace was nearly fourteen years old when
she transferred from Ravenhill to the Stevens School in Germantown, a private establishment for
girls that had been founded in Civil War times by a Miss Susie Stevens. This lady was said to
have fallen down the stairs on hearing the news of her fiancé’s death in battle, and to have



devoted the rest of her life, from her wheelchair, to the education of refined young ladies. Miss
Stevens’s staircase was still there when Grace went to the school, the striking and dramatic
centerpiece of yet another old, wood-paneled mansion that had been converted into an
academy with an accent on decorum. The former stable house at the back of the courtyard had
been remodeled into a sort of practice salon, where the girls were instructed in the etiquette of
how to serve, and how to take, afternoon tea. Grace completed her high school education at
Stevens, and it was during these last four years of schooling that she started going out with boys.
But she did not, initially, meet with great success. “There was one period when she was between
fourteen and sixteen,” her mother later recalled, “when she was nothing but a giggly somebody
with a high, nasal voice. She always had had trouble with her nose. . . . That gave her the peculiar 
voice. Her enjoyment of food gave her a little extra weight. And she had been nearsighted for
several years, which made it necessary for her to wear glasses.”Grace had matured early and
looked older than her years, but she suffered from a crippling lack of self-confidence. “I was
terribly shy when I was young,” she later remembered. “I almost crawled into the woodwork I was
so self-conscious. . . . I was so bland, they kept having to introduce me again and again before
people noticed me. I made no impression.”Grace conjured up these painful memories in 1974,
when she was nearly forty-five years old, one of the most famous women in the world and
universally revered as an example of poise and self-assurance. But the ache was clearly still
there. For all her beauty and apparent serenity, the princess retained a core of insecurity that
dated back to her childhood years. It was as if she still held inside her the plain and gawky little
girl that nobody noticed.The teenage Grace had a particular anxiety about her breasts, which,
she felt convinced, were not large enough. “She had a complex,” remembers one of her school
friends. “She was forever massaging them, hoping to make them bigger.”Flat-chested,
overweight, and wearing glasses. “Grace was not really known as a beauty queen in those days,”
remembers Jim “Butch” McAllister, who knew Grace down in Ocean City, New Jersey, where the
Kellys had a summer home. As Grace’s mother crisply put it, “She was nobody’s Princess
Charming.”At the time, Ma Kelly felt sorry for her shy and gawky fourteen-year-old. She was
reminded of the withdrawn and waiflike child who had always seemed to require more babying
than her extrovert brother and sisters. But later she came to wonder whether some of the
survival techniques that Grace developed in her ugly-duckling years were not a source of her
successes in later life. “I always wanted to protect Gracie,” she said. “She must have struck men
the same way she struck me. Every man who knew her from the time she was about fifteen . . .
wanted to take care of Gracie.”Even as a successful and stunningly beautiful adult, Grace Kelly
had the knack of getting people to coddle her. “She always had a way of getting people to do
things for her,” her sister Lizanne once explained. “You really thought she needed help, but she
did not need help at all. You’d find yourself thinking, ‘Oh, I’d better go over and help her.’ And she
didn’t need help at all. She gave that impression.”The streak of fantasy that had taken the baby
Grace into her own safe world of dolls ran strong as ever. “When she was eight, nine, ten,”
remembers Alice Godfrey, “we used to sit and we’d open up the Esquire, or whatever magazine



was at the house, and we’d turn the pages, and she would make up a story about it— ‘Now,
that’s my home, and that’s my car. There’s my husband, and they’re our children, and there’s this,
and oh, yes, there’s where we’re going on our honeymoon.’”Grace’s social confidence might
falter from time to time, but she could fantasize with rare conviction. In the winter of 1940-41,
when she was eleven, she went to a matinée of the Ballets Russes and was entranced with its
star, Igor Youskevitch, the Baryshnikov of his day. She decided that she would become a prima
ballerina. So she took ballet lessons until she was told that she was too tall— when she moved
on to Ginger Rogers with equal enthusiasm. Maree Frisby, the new best friend she had made at
Stevens, remembers Grace phoning her reproachfully from the modern dance class in which
they had both enrolled. “I was not that keen on it, and I remember getting calls from Grace on
Saturday morning—‘Maree, where are you? You’d promised you’d be here.’”Grace had acted in
plays from an early age. After serving her apprenticeship as angel and shepherd in the annual
Ravenhill Christmas pageants, she had graduated to the role of the “Virgin Mary. But it was
during her gawky years that Grace’s passion for acting really started to take root, as she
discovered how, on the stage, she could fashion herself into what she wanted with a style she
could not yet master in real life.A visit to a production by the Old Academy Players, a small East
Falls amateur dramatic group, lit the spark. Grace rushed home from the play, which had
featured her mother’s brother, Uncle “Midge” Majer, to tell her father that she wanted to be an
actress.Jack Kelly was not impressed. “He just looked up at me from his desk for a long time,”
Grace later remembered. “Then he said: ‘All right, Grace, if that’s what you want to do . . .’”The
Old Academy Players were one of the many “little theater” groups of amateur enthusiasts that
flourished in Philadelphia in the 1930s and 1940s. They had converted an old East Falls school-
house into a theater, and it was in the plain but functional setting of this “old academy” that
Grace Kelly made her stage debut in 1942 at the age of twelve. “I remember the first time on
stage as a nice feeling,”she recalled in Hollywood a dozen years later. “[It] was nice to feel an
audience respond.”The play was Don’t Feed the Animals, and Ruth Emmert, who directed it,
was struck by Grace’s professionalism. The young actress was always on time for rehearsals,
and she never forgot her lines. She also displayed a commendable willingness to raid her
mother’s wardrobe for the costumes and props that the amateur company needed.By the time
she was a teenager, Grace was an amateur dramatic ministar. She was a juvenile stalwart of the
Old Academy Players, cycling down the hill for rehearsals with the same commitment that Kell
was displaying about rowing. The boy was starting to win at regattas. Grace’s equivalent was to
win the leading roles in the productions at Stevens. She played Kate in The Taming of the Shrew,
she was a dazzling Peter Pan, and she was the star of the school dancing classes. She brought
the Stevens field day to a halt one year with a strangely erotic interpretation of a ritual fire dance,
all jerks and drama, performed barefoot.Her Stevens schoolmates had no doubt about her
acting and her dancing abilities. The “prophecy” section of her final school yearbook envisioned
a future for Grace Patricia Kelly as “a famous star of screen and radio”—though this was not to
suggest that her friends considered her stagy or self-important. In the yearbook’s composite



portrait of the “Perfect Senior,” Grace was listed as a model of a popular student.“She had a real
sparkle about her,” remembers Jane Porter, who was several years behind her at Stevens. “She
was just fun!”When Jane Porter first went to Stevens, she found that she had been assigned to
Grace as her “little sister.” Older girls were given newcomers to take under their wings, and
Grace carried out her responsibilities more thoroughly than most. “She was one of the few girls
who had her own car,” remembers Jane, “a convertible,a Plymouth, I think. It was light blue—
zippy. Every day we’d have to go down for hockey practice, and because I was her little sister
she’d say, ‘Come on,
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366AUTHOR’S NOTEAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSI am very happy to welcome this new
edition of my biography of Grace Kelly, and would like to thank my enterprising literary agent
Jonathan Pegg for finding such a quick-moving and stylish publisher in Apostrophe. Martyn
Forrester has coordinated the re-publication with such panache – Anglo-French words seem
particularly appropriate to the story of Princess Grace – and I would also like to thank Jamie and
Louise Downham for their striking design and cover. Grace never took a poor photograph.I am
by no means the first biographer to have written about Grace Kelly.I was lucky to draw on the
work and discoveries of a number of other writers when I started my own researches in 1991,
and any list of acknowledgments must begin by expressing my thanks to them.In the days
following Grace’s death and funeral in 1982, Gwen Robyns added a final chapter to her
biography of the princess, which was reissued within weeks as Princess Grace: 1929-1982. This
commemorative edition was as warm and complimentary as the original. The author did not alter
or restore the pages she had expurgated at Grace’s request. But Princess Caroline considered it
offensive of her mother’s friend to publish the book so close to Grace’s death, and she wrote to
tell the author as much.Caroline was apparently unaware of all that could have been written
about her mother. She soon found out. In the summer of 1983, People magazine commissioned
Linda Marx to research and write a major profile, “Grace Kelly of Philadelphia,” which was



published on the first anniversary of Grace’s death. After decades of orchestrated press
coverage, it was a first serious glimpse at the vulnerable side of the icon, and it led to more.
Further disclosures and some penetrating psychological analysis were delivered by the
posthumous biographies Princess Grace by Sarah Bradford and Grace of Monaco by Steven
Englund, which raced each other to appear virtually simultaneously in the early summer of
1984.In 1983 Doubleday commissioned the Los Angeles writer James Spada to compile a
picture-book tribute to Grace Kelly, and it was in seeking out fresh sources for his text that Spada
tracked down Don Richardson and the story of his extraordinary romance with Grace. Securing
confirmation of this episode from Grace’s family and friends—most notably from her sister
Lizanne—Spada abandoned his picture-book plans in favor of a full-scale biography, Grace: The
Secret Lives of a Princess, which was published in 1987.Spada’s revelations provided the most
profound departure to that date from the traditional image of Grace, and they prompted Prince
Rainier to provide special help to two authors who were friends of the family and who would, he
hoped, paint an alternative picture. The prince and his three children gave extensive and frank
cooperation to the American writer, Jeffrey Robinson, and to Judy Quine, the former
bridesmaid.Published in 1989, Robinson’s Rainier and Grace was an unabashed attempt to
present the Grimaldi point of view. Judith Balaban Quine’s The Bridesmaids: Grace Kelly,
Princess of Monaco, and Six Intimate Friends might have been expected to be similarly partisan
—but Judy Quine proved more of a friend to Grace’s memory and to her own recollections of
Rainier’s tempers and moodiness, which she portrayed with unflinching clarity. Her book was a
bestseller.Pondering the results of his cooperation with Judy Quine and Jeffrey Robinson, Prince
Rainier came to feel, according to Nadia Lacoste, his press officer for more than twenty years,
that he was damned if he helped authors, and damned if he didn’t. Their books either betrayed
him and sold well—or presented his own point of view and attracted little attention. In a
telephone conversation on July 30, 1992, Ms. Lacoste courteously and rationally explained why I
should not expect any help from the princely family in the preparation of my own book, and so it
proved.Prince Albert sent the most human and considered regrets. He signed his letter
personally. Stephanie declined, briefly, through a private secretary. Caroline also replied through
an assistant: “It is not our practice to give our approbation to projects of this nature and we would
ask you to verify that no mention of, or allusion to an authorization by the princely family, or
members of their staff, be made in the book or in publicity associated to the promotion of this
book.”I was happy to give this verification – then and now. My book was not authorized by the
Grimaldi family, and least of all by Prince Rainier himself, who declined a succession of interview
requests. I am grateful to those of his friends who did grant me interviews.I am also grateful for
the chance to have met and talked to several of the authors on whose work I have built. My debt
to Gwen Robyns is obvious from the text. Sarah Bradford and James Spada were thoroughly
generous and collegial in sharing their contacts, and helping me to push the story further. As
described in the source notes to chapter one, Linda Marx lent me her research material—and
though Jeffrey Robinson, an old friend, could not see the need for any more books about Grace,



he conveyed his opinion with his customary wit and charm.Philadelphia was the foundation of
my research into Grace’s upbringing and character, and I remain grateful to the many people
who helped me there: at the Order of the Assumption, Sister Dorothy and Sister Francis Joseph;
Tom Baldwin and the staff of Baldwin’s Book Barn; Professor E. Digby Baltzell; Hugh Best; Fran
Bolno; Charleen Brooks; Lynn Brown; Jess and Selma Bulkin; Sam Bushman; Frazier Cheston;
Mary-Ellen Tolan Creamer; Vincent Deeney; Jack Edelstein; Art Gallagher and Patty Gallagher;
Karen Gallen; Gloria Otley Hamilton; Rachel Harlow; Betty Hess; Jane and Theodore Hughes II;
Mary Agnes Hagen James; John Paul Jones IV; Harry J. Katz; John B. Kelly III; Mary Keon;
Andrea Kurz; Harry Leopold; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levy; Arthur H. Lewis; Bill Lynch; Jim and Carol 
McAllister; Don McDonough; Kathy McKenna; Joan Mateer; Philip S. May, Jr.; Glenna Costello
Millar; Merrill Pannitt; Maree Rambo; Joe Regan; Jack and Elizabeth Seabrook; Dorothy
Langdon Sitley; Ezra Stone; Richard Waterman; Jay and Carole Weitzman; Candie Weitzman;
Alice Godfrey Waters; Emily and Harleston Wood.Alan Wood opened many doors and was a
tireless companion on my trips to Philadelphia; Charlotte Thayer was the perfect hostess and
playmate; J. Permar Richards introduced me both to the fellowship of Boat-house Row and to
Tully Vaughan, who took me out on the Schuylkill River with his crews and also served as a
generous guide at Henley to the world of the Diamond Sculls.In Los Angeles my thanks are due
to: William Allyn; Frances Brody; Lydia Bunka; Lucille Ryman Carroll; James Carville; Alex
D’Arcy; Chico Day; Mel Dellar; Robert Dornhelm; Zsa Zsa Gabor; Sydney Guilaroff; Mrs. Henry
Hathaway; Fred Hayman; Joe Hyams; Jody Jacobs; Arthur Jacobson; Jay Kanter; Joseph
Kenworthy; Stanley Kramer; Irving Lazar; Joe and Marti le Guori; Brian and Jean Mawr; Sanford
Meisner; Mark Miller; David Niven, Jr.; Linda Obst; Natalie Core O’Hare; Fred Otash; Don
Richardson; Herman Rush; Charles Rappleye; Tony Santoro; John Seeley, Jr.; Robert Slatzer;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Street-Porter; David and Micheline Swift; Bob Thomas; Gore Vidal; Jack
Wiener; Tichi Wilkerson; Willie Wilkerson III.Robert Cort and Rosalie Swedlin were most
gracious and accommodating hosts; Donald Spoto was a guide, mentor, and friend; and what a
pleasure it was to travel up Coldwater Canyon for tea with Jean Howard!On my trips to New York
I was extended warm hospitality by Peter and Nancy Kirwan Taylor and by Barry and Sandy
Cronan. My thanks to them and to: Bob Adelman; Dr. Patricia Allan; Milly de Cabrol; Oleg
Cassini; Dr. Jonathan Charney: Richard Coons; Jean Dalrymple; James Danziger; Dominick
Dunne; Jeffory Martin FitzGerald; Paul and Gillian Friedman; Rita Gam; Lee Grant; Martin and
Audrey Gruss; Tom Guinzberg; Radie Harris; Tom Hogan; Celeste Holm; Joey Hunter;Dr. Gerald
Imber; Zita Ingster; George Lang; Jennifer Lee; Michael and Laurence Levin; Jim McMullen; Meg
McSweeney at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts; Dr. Ernest Mitler; Ward Morehouse III;
Ted Morgan; Helga Philippe; David Pochna; Martin Riskin; Al Rosenstein; John Springer; Rachel
Taylor; Jane Ellen Wayne; Cynthia White.Monaco was a hard nut to crack. Glossy brochures
crammed with facts about the principality abound, but, as in all authoritarian societies, real
information is quite another matter. It is a strange experience to telephone a western European
country and to be cautioned, as I was on more than one occasion when phoning Monaco, “It is



not a good idea to discuss this sort of thing over the telephone.” I am the more grateful,
therefore, to those residents of the principality who provided me with both information and warm
hospitality in the course of my several visits. It would be poor repayment to give their names
here.In France I should like to thank Jean-Pierre Aumont; Captain, now Commandant Roger W.
Bencze; Richard Evans; Pierre Galante; Pierre and Silvita Gallienne; Adrian George and
Amanda Monypenny; Xavier and Michele Givaudon; Mr. and Mrs. Philippe Junot; Elisa Kitson;
Nadia Lacoste; Susanne Lowry; Mike Meade; Edward Meeks; Patrick Middleton; Jacqueline
Monsigny; John Pochna; Michael and Marie-France Pochna; June Sherman; Georges Charles
Tomaszewski; Jane Tresidder.I am grateful to Bryan and Greta Morrison for their enduring
hospitality on my trips to England. I would also like to thank Geoffrey Bailey; Peter Bate; Lord
Patrick Beresford; Kevin Billington; Sir Dirk Bogarde; Melvyn Bragg; John Carroll; Barry
Chattington; John Blundell and Richard Hodgkin of Coutts & Co; Mr. and Mrs. Buff Crisp; Danny
Danziger; Nigel Dempster; William Drummond; Peter Evans; Margaret Gardner; Tim and Eileen
Graham; Ed Gudeon, visa king; Sir Alec Guinness; Gabe and Bay Gutman; Nicholas Haslam;
Sanford Henry; Craig and Pamela Herron; Ruth Jackson; Howard Jacobs; David Jamison;
Helene Kemble; Barbara Leigh-Hunt and Richard Pasco; Euan Lloyd; Christopher Moorsom;
Sheridan Morley; Nigel Pollitzer; Catherine Portwain and R S. Goddard at the Regatta
Headquarters, Henley-on-Thames; John and Victoria Raymond; John Rendall; Gwen Robyns
and Paul von Stemann; Pierre Salinger; Michael Sears; Jennifer Sharp; Donald Sinden;
Alexander Walker; James Whitaker; Fred Zinnemann.Two years of research builds up
obligations for many kindnesses. My warm thanks to: Sandy Abouzeid; Betty Aldridge; Susan
Allison; Chuck Anderson and Bonnie James at PBW Photo; Jayne Barton; Carol Baugh; Cari
Beauchamp; Laura Boccaletti; Nancy Blinker; Janet Brooks; Art Buchwald; Joe Carrigan; Alfred
Clarke; Herbert Coleman; Howell Conant; Richard Connell; Bernie Crawford; Paul Dorman;
Jacqueline Dwoskin; Josi Finsness; Sandi Fish; John Franco; Dr. Stuart Goodman; Bettina
Thompson Gray; Dr. Iain Hassin; Dr. Jack J. Hirschfeld; Evan Hunter; Maria Karlsson; Kitty
Kelley; Ronald Kessler; Arthur Kudner; Wendy Leigh Karten; Earle Mack; Alvin Malnik; Emily
Marschok; Linda R Marx; Mario de Mendoza III; Dr. Bill Miller; Kris Morley and Eva Ollson of
British Airways Special Services, Miami; Murr Sinclair Murdoch-Muirhead; Al and Tammy Nait;
Jim Nicholson; Dr. Paul Niloff; Chuck Owens at Advance Video; John Patrick; Eunice Ridenaur;
Daniel St. George; Jon Sobotka; Cathy Tankoos; Chase Thomas and Margaret Ellis; Alejo Vidal
Quadras; Ralph Wolfe Cowan; Debra Wallace; Mike Wheeler.Among librarians, I would like to
thank Edda Tasiemka and the staff of the Hans Tasiemka Archives in London; Brigitte Kueppers
and David Zeidberg, Special Collections, Library of the University of California, Los Angeles;
Samuel Gill and the staff of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Margaret Herrick
Library, Los Angeles; Thomas Whitehead and the staff of Special Collections, Temple University
Library, Philadelphia; Geraldine Duclow and the staff of the Philadelphia Free Library Theatre
Collection; the staff of the Museum of Radio and Television in New York; the staffs at the London
Library and the New York Public Library; the staffs of the National Archives and the Library of



Congress in Washington; Barbara Staubly and the staff of the West County Branch Palm Beach
Public Library, as well as the librarians who supplied volumes through the interlibrary loan
system.I met Jean-Jacques Naudet, U.S. picture editor for Paris Match, when we happened to
walk into the library of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Los Angeles at the
same minute in May 1992, each of us in search of material on Grace. From this happy
coincidence has grown friendship and a professional collaboration reflected in the unique and
revealing selection of photographs, which added greatly to the original 1994 edition of this book.
I am grateful to Michael Rand, a colleague and friend for many years, for his design of those
photo pages.At my British publisher, Sidgwick & Jackson, it has been a pleasure to link up again
with William Armstrong—I first wrote a book for him more than twenty years ago—and to benefit
from the calm good taste of Sidgwick’s senior editor, Helen Gummer.At Putnam’s in New York, I
am grateful for the support of Phyllis Grann, for the intelligence and energy of Dolores McMullan,
for the sensitive copyediting of Claire Winecoff, for the careful indexing by Cynthia Crippen, and
for the beautiful jacket design produced for the American edition by Ann Spinelli. My greatest
debt is to my editor, Andrea Chambers, who had the idea for this book and persuaded me to do
it. Tireless, creative, and forever challenging, Andrea kept me to her vision—and even to the
deadline.Morton Janklow, my literary agent, has seldom been less than an inspiration. Never in
the field of literary agency have so many phone calls been returned so promptly by one man—
and my gratitude is extended equally to his colleagues, Bennett Ashley and Anne Sibbald, who
have matched his care and attentiveness.This is my sixth book to benefit from the painstaking
research of Jacqueline Williams. I conduct all interviews myself, but Jackie is in charge of
squirreling documentary material out of archives and libraries—Chapter 21 on Monaco’s war
record reflects her research into the State Department papers in the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. When I have completed the manuscript, she then subjects it to an intensive
check against the sources cited in the reference notes—though the responsibility for errors is my
own.Reference notes do not easily translate to an e-book context, nor are they consulted by the
average reader. So source notes have been omitted from this 2014 reissue of my book. But they
can found in the editions of Grace published in 1994 by Putnam in New York and by Sidgwick &
Jackson in London.Lili Agee was my day-to-day assistant as I wrote this book in West Palm
Beach. Every word was run through her fingers into the clunky but effective word processor. She
strangled more than a few ill-chosen sentences at birth, and helped give life to many a happy
phrase or concept. Making light of the practicalities of producing a 150,000-word biography, she
toiled over the photocopier, fed the fax machine, and was at all times a loyal helper and
friend.This was the twelfth book I wrote while married to my first wife Sandi, and I remain deeply
grateful for her support, judgment and love. Her faith and companionship helped make this our
best collaboration to date—with the exception of our children. The three of them got the
dedication to my previous book. So this one was, and is, for her.ROBERT LACEYLondon, May
20th, 2014AUTHOR’S NOTEAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSI am very happy to welcome this
new edition of my biography of Grace Kelly, and would like to thank my enterprising literary agent



Jonathan Pegg for finding such a quick-moving and stylish publisher in Apostrophe. Martyn
Forrester has coordinated the re-publication with such panache – Anglo-French words seem
particularly appropriate to the story of Princess Grace – and I would also like to thank Jamie and
Louise Downham for their striking design and cover. Grace never took a poor photograph.I am
by no means the first biographer to have written about Grace Kelly.I was lucky to draw on the
work and discoveries of a number of other writers when I started my own researches in 1991,
and any list of acknowledgments must begin by expressing my thanks to them. In the days
following Grace’s death and funeral in 1982, Gwen Robyns added a final chapter to her
biography of the princess, which was reissued within weeks as Princess Grace: 1929-1982. This
commemorative edition was as warm and complimentary as the original. The author did not alter
or restore the pages she had expurgated at Grace’s request. But Princess Caroline considered it
offensive of her mother’s friend to publish the book so close to Grace’s death, and she wrote to
tell the author as much.Caroline was apparently unaware of all that could have been written
about her mother. She soon found out. In the summer of 1983, People magazine commissioned
Linda Marx to research and write a major profile, “Grace Kelly of Philadelphia,” which was
published on the first anniversary of Grace’s death. After decades of orchestrated press
coverage, it was a first serious glimpse at the vulnerable side of the icon, and it led to more.
Further disclosures and some penetrating psychological analysis were delivered by the
posthumous biographies Princess Grace by Sarah Bradford and Grace of Monaco by Steven
Englund, which raced each other to appear virtually simultaneously in the early summer of
1984.In 1983 Doubleday commissioned the Los Angeles writer James Spada to compile a
picture-book tribute to Grace Kelly, and it was in seeking out fresh sources for his text that Spada
tracked down Don Richardson and the story of his extraordinary romance with Grace. Securing
confirmation of this episode from Grace’s family and friends—most notably from her sister
Lizanne—Spada abandoned his picture-book plans in favor of a full-scale biography, Grace: The
Secret Lives of a Princess, which was published in 1987.Spada’s revelations provided the most
profound departure to that date from the traditional image of Grace, and they prompted Prince
Rainier to provide special help to two authors who were friends of the family and who would, he
hoped, paint an alternative picture. The prince and his three children gave extensive and frank
cooperation to the American writer, Jeffrey Robinson, and to Judy Quine, the former
bridesmaid.Published in 1989, Robinson’s Rainier and Grace was an unabashed attempt to
present the Grimaldi point of view. Judith Balaban Quine’s The Bridesmaids: Grace Kelly,
Princess of Monaco, and Six Intimate Friends might have been expected to be similarly partisan
—but Judy Quine proved more of a friend to Grace’s memory and to her own recollections of
Rainier’s tempers and moodiness, which she portrayed with unflinching clarity. Her book was a
bestseller.Pondering the results of his cooperation with Judy Quine and Jeffrey Robinson, Prince
Rainier came to feel, according to Nadia Lacoste, his press officer for more than twenty years,
that he was damned if he helped authors, and damned if he didn’t. Their books either betrayed
him and sold well—or presented his own point of view and attracted little attention. In a



telephone conversation on July 30, 1992, Ms. Lacoste courteously and rationally explained why I
should not expect any help from the princely family in the preparation of my own book, and so it
proved.Prince Albert sent the most human and considered regrets. He signed his letter
personally. Stephanie declined, briefly, through a private secretary. Caroline also replied through
an assistant: “It is not our practice to give our approbation to projects of this nature and we would
ask you to verify that no mention of, or allusion to an authorization by the princely family, or
members of their staff, be made in the book or in publicity associated to the promotion of this
book.”I was happy to give this verification – then and now. My book was not authorized by the
Grimaldi family, and least of all by Prince Rainier himself, who declined a succession of interview
requests. I am grateful to those of his friends who did grant me interviews.I am also grateful for
the chance to have met and talked to several of the authors on whose work I have built. My debt
to Gwen Robyns is obvious from the text. Sarah Bradford and James Spada were thoroughly
generous and collegial in sharing their contacts, and helping me to push the story further. As
described in the source notes to chapter one, Linda Marx lent me her research material—and
though Jeffrey Robinson, an old friend, could not see the need for any more books about Grace,
he conveyed his opinion with his customary wit and charm.Philadelphia was the foundation of
my research into Grace’s upbringing and character, and I remain grateful to the many people
who helped me there: at the Order of the Assumption, Sister Dorothy and Sister Francis Joseph;
Tom Baldwin and the staff of Baldwin’s Book Barn; Professor E. Digby Baltzell; Hugh Best; Fran
Bolno; Charleen Brooks; Lynn Brown; Jess and Selma Bulkin; Sam Bushman; Frazier Cheston;
Mary-Ellen Tolan Creamer; Vincent Deeney; Jack Edelstein; Art Gallagher and Patty Gallagher;
Karen Gallen; Gloria Otley Hamilton; Rachel Harlow; Betty Hess; Jane and Theodore Hughes II;
Mary Agnes Hagen James; John Paul Jones IV; Harry J. Katz; John B. Kelly III; Mary Keon;
Andrea Kurz; Harry Leopold; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levy; Arthur H. Lewis; Bill Lynch; Jim and Carol 
McAllister; Don McDonough; Kathy McKenna; Joan Mateer; Philip S. May, Jr.; Glenna Costello
Millar; Merrill Pannitt; Maree Rambo; Joe Regan; Jack and Elizabeth Seabrook; Dorothy
Langdon Sitley; Ezra Stone; Richard Waterman; Jay and Carole Weitzman; Candie Weitzman;
Alice Godfrey Waters; Emily and Harleston Wood.Alan Wood opened many doors and was a
tireless companion on my trips to Philadelphia; Charlotte Thayer was the perfect hostess and
playmate; J. Permar Richards introduced me both to the fellowship of Boat-house Row and to
Tully Vaughan, who took me out on the Schuylkill River with his crews and also served as a
generous guide at Henley to the world of the Diamond Sculls.In Los Angeles my thanks are due
to: William Allyn; Frances Brody; Lydia Bunka; Lucille Ryman Carroll; James Carville; Alex
D’Arcy; Chico Day; Mel Dellar; Robert Dornhelm; Zsa Zsa Gabor; Sydney Guilaroff; Mrs. Henry
Hathaway; Fred Hayman; Joe Hyams; Jody Jacobs; Arthur Jacobson; Jay Kanter; Joseph
Kenworthy; Stanley Kramer; Irving Lazar; Joe and Marti le Guori; Brian and Jean Mawr; Sanford
Meisner; Mark Miller; David Niven, Jr.; Linda Obst; Natalie Core O’Hare; Fred Otash; Don
Richardson; Herman Rush; Charles Rappleye; Tony Santoro; John Seeley, Jr.; Robert Slatzer;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Street-Porter; David and Micheline Swift; Bob Thomas; Gore Vidal; Jack



Wiener; Tichi Wilkerson; Willie Wilkerson III.Robert Cort and Rosalie Swedlin were most
gracious and accommodating hosts; Donald Spoto was a guide, mentor, and friend; and what a
pleasure it was to travel up Coldwater Canyon for tea with Jean Howard!On my trips to New York
I was extended warm hospitality by Peter and Nancy Kirwan Taylor and by Barry and Sandy
Cronan. My thanks to them and to: Bob Adelman; Dr. Patricia Allan; Milly de Cabrol; Oleg
Cassini; Dr. Jonathan Charney: Richard Coons; Jean Dalrymple; James Danziger; Dominick
Dunne; Jeffory Martin FitzGerald; Paul and Gillian Friedman; Rita Gam; Lee Grant; Martin and
Audrey Gruss; Tom Guinzberg; Radie Harris; Tom Hogan; Celeste Holm; Joey Hunter;Dr. Gerald
Imber; Zita Ingster; George Lang; Jennifer Lee; Michael and Laurence Levin; Jim McMullen; Meg
McSweeney at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts; Dr. Ernest Mitler; Ward Morehouse III;
Ted Morgan; Helga Philippe; David Pochna; Martin Riskin; Al Rosenstein; John Springer; Rachel
Taylor; Jane Ellen Wayne; Cynthia White.Monaco was a hard nut to crack. Glossy brochures
crammed with facts about the principality abound, but, as in all authoritarian societies, real
information is quite another matter. It is a strange experience to telephone a western European
country and to be cautioned, as I was on more than one occasion when phoning Monaco, “It is
not a good idea to discuss this sort of thing over the telephone.” I am the more grateful,
therefore, to those residents of the principality who provided me with both information and warm
hospitality in the course of my several visits. It would be poor repayment to give their names
here.In France I should like to thank Jean-Pierre Aumont; Captain, now Commandant Roger W.
Bencze; Richard Evans; Pierre Galante; Pierre and Silvita Gallienne; Adrian George and
Amanda Monypenny; Xavier and Michele Givaudon; Mr. and Mrs. Philippe Junot; Elisa Kitson;
Nadia Lacoste; Susanne Lowry; Mike Meade; Edward Meeks; Patrick Middleton; Jacqueline
Monsigny; John Pochna; Michael and Marie-France Pochna; June Sherman; Georges Charles
Tomaszewski; Jane Tresidder.I am grateful to Bryan and Greta Morrison for their enduring
hospitality on my trips to England. I would also like to thank Geoffrey Bailey; Peter Bate; Lord
Patrick Beresford; Kevin Billington; Sir Dirk Bogarde; Melvyn Bragg; John Carroll; Barry
Chattington; John Blundell and Richard Hodgkin of Coutts & Co; Mr. and Mrs. Buff Crisp; Danny
Danziger; Nigel Dempster; William Drummond; Peter Evans; Margaret Gardner; Tim and Eileen
Graham; Ed Gudeon, visa king; Sir Alec Guinness; Gabe and Bay Gutman; Nicholas Haslam;
Sanford Henry; Craig and Pamela Herron; Ruth Jackson; Howard Jacobs; David Jamison;
Helene Kemble; Barbara Leigh-Hunt and Richard Pasco; Euan Lloyd; Christopher Moorsom;
Sheridan Morley; Nigel Pollitzer; Catherine Portwain and R S. Goddard at the Regatta
Headquarters, Henley-on-Thames; John and Victoria Raymond; John Rendall; Gwen Robyns
and Paul von Stemann; Pierre Salinger; Michael Sears; Jennifer Sharp; Donald Sinden;
Alexander Walker; James Whitaker; Fred Zinnemann.Two years of research builds up
obligations for many kindnesses. My warm thanks to: Sandy Abouzeid; Betty Aldridge; Susan
Allison; Chuck Anderson and Bonnie James at PBW Photo; Jayne Barton; Carol Baugh; Cari
Beauchamp; Laura Boccaletti; Nancy Blinker; Janet Brooks; Art Buchwald; Joe Carrigan; Alfred
Clarke; Herbert Coleman; Howell Conant; Richard Connell; Bernie Crawford; Paul Dorman;



Jacqueline Dwoskin; Josi Finsness; Sandi Fish; John Franco; Dr. Stuart Goodman; Bettina
Thompson Gray; Dr. Iain Hassin; Dr. Jack J. Hirschfeld; Evan Hunter; Maria Karlsson; Kitty
Kelley; Ronald Kessler; Arthur Kudner; Wendy Leigh Karten; Earle Mack; Alvin Malnik; Emily
Marschok; Linda R Marx; Mario de Mendoza III; Dr. Bill Miller; Kris Morley and Eva Ollson of
British Airways Special Services, Miami; Murr Sinclair Murdoch-Muirhead; Al and Tammy Nait;
Jim Nicholson; Dr. Paul Niloff; Chuck Owens at Advance Video; John Patrick; Eunice Ridenaur;
Daniel St. George; Jon Sobotka; Cathy Tankoos; Chase Thomas and Margaret Ellis; Alejo Vidal
Quadras; Ralph Wolfe Cowan; Debra Wallace; Mike Wheeler.Among librarians, I would like to
thank Edda Tasiemka and the staff of the Hans Tasiemka Archives in London; Brigitte Kueppers
and David Zeidberg, Special Collections, Library of the University of California, Los Angeles;
Samuel Gill and the staff of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Margaret Herrick
Library, Los Angeles; Thomas Whitehead and the staff of Special Collections, Temple University
Library, Philadelphia; Geraldine Duclow and the staff of the Philadelphia Free Library Theatre
Collection; the staff of the Museum of Radio and Television in New York; the staffs at the London
Library and the New York Public Library; the staffs of the National Archives and the Library of
Congress in Washington; Barbara Staubly and the staff of the West County Branch Palm Beach
Public Library, as well as the librarians who supplied volumes through the interlibrary loan
system.I met Jean-Jacques Naudet, U.S. picture editor for Paris Match, when we happened to
walk into the library of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Los Angeles at the
same minute in May 1992, each of us in search of material on Grace. From this happy
coincidence has grown friendship and a professional collaboration reflected in the unique and
revealing selection of photographs, which added greatly to the original 1994 edition of this book.
I am grateful to Michael Rand, a colleague and friend for many years, for his design of those
photo pages.At my British publisher, Sidgwick & Jackson, it has been a pleasure to link up again
with William Armstrong—I first wrote a book for him more than twenty years ago—and to benefit
from the calm good taste of Sidgwick’s senior editor, Helen Gummer.At Putnam’s in New York, I
am grateful for the support of Phyllis Grann, for the intelligence and energy of Dolores McMullan,
for the sensitive copyediting of Claire Winecoff, for the careful indexing by Cynthia Crippen, and
for the beautiful jacket design produced for the American edition by Ann Spinelli. My greatest
debt is to my editor, Andrea Chambers, who had the idea for this book and persuaded me to do
it. Tireless, creative, and forever challenging, Andrea kept me to her vision—and even to the
deadline.Morton Janklow, my literary agent, has seldom been less than an inspiration. Never in
the field of literary agency have so many phone calls been returned so promptly by one man—
and my gratitude is extended equally to his colleagues, Bennett Ashley and Anne Sibbald, who
have matched his care and attentiveness.This is my sixth book to benefit from the painstaking
research of Jacqueline Williams. I conduct all interviews myself, but Jackie is in charge of
squirreling documentary material out of archives and libraries—Chapter 21 on Monaco’s war
record reflects her research into the State Department papers in the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. When I have completed the manuscript, she then subjects it to an intensive



check against the sources cited in the reference notes—though the responsibility for errors is my
own.Reference notes do not easily translate to an e-book context, nor are they consulted by the
average reader. So source notes have been omitted from this 2014 reissue of my book. But they
can found in the editions of Grace published in 1994 by Putnam in New York and by Sidgwick &
Jackson in London.Lili Agee was my day-to-day assistant as I wrote this book in West Palm
Beach. Every word was run through her fingers into the clunky but effective word processor. She
strangled more than a few ill-chosen sentences at birth, and helped give life to many a happy
phrase or concept. Making light of the practicalities of producing a 150,000-word biography, she
toiled over the photocopier, fed the fax machine, and was at all times a loyal helper and
friend.This was the twelfth book I wrote while married to my first wife Sandi, and I remain deeply
grateful for her support, judgment and love. Her faith and companionship helped make this our
best collaboration to date—with the exception of our children. The three of them got the
dedication to my previous book. So this one was, and is, for her.ROBERT LACEYLondon, May
20th, 2014EXCERPTS:Excerpt from “The Dreamer” reprinted from Collected Verse of Edgar A.
Guest, © 1934. Used with permission of Contemporary Books, Inc., Chicago.Excerpt from “Wild
Peaches” by Eleanor Wylie © 1921 Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., renewed 1949 by William Rose Benet.
Reprinted from Collected Poems of Eleanor Wylie by permission of Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc.EXCERPTS:Excerpt from “The Dreamer” reprinted from Collected Verse of Edgar A. Guest,
© 1934. Used with permission of Contemporary Books, Inc., Chicago.Excerpt from “Wild
Peaches” by Eleanor Wylie © 1921 Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., renewed 1949 by William Rose Benet.
Reprinted from Collected Poems of Eleanor Wylie by permission of Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc.DEDICATIONTo SandiDEDICATIONTo SandiTHE ROAD FROM LA TURBIESHORTLY
BEFORE ten o’clock on the morning of Monday, September 13, 1982, Gendarme Frederic
Mouniama was emerging from a baker’s shop in the French hillside village of La Turbie. The
young policeman was fond of a croissant with his coffee, and he was heading for the police
station with the pastry in his hand.A brown Rover car was coming through the village, traveling
from the direction of Roc Agel, the weekend home of Prince Rainier and Princess Grace of
Monaco—and as it drew to a halt to let the young gendarme cross the road, Frederic Mouniama
realized that the Rover was being driven by Her Serene Highness Princess Grace herself.She
smiled at him from behind the wheel. Her seventeen-year-old daughter, Stephanie, was sitting
beside her in the passenger seat. Princess Grace was by no means the face on the movie
screen, the lithe and impish Grace Kelly who had come to Monaco nearly thirty years ago. That
film star Grace had filled out significantly since then in face and body. But she still had her
presence, that elegant and particular Grace Kelly glow, and as Frederic Mouniama stepped out
across the road in front of this living legend, he instinctively tipped the hard brim of his kepi to
her, nodding his head.Arriving at the police station, Gendarme Mouniama was just putting his
croissant down on his desk when the emergency phone rang. A car had gone off a hairpin bend
on the CD 37, the road from La Turbie down toward Monaco and the sea. Mouniama must get
there straight away.It was not ten minutes since he had left the baker’s shop, and now the young



gendarme was speeding down the twisting road with a colleague, the siren on their car sounding
and the blue light flashing. It took the police car four or five minutes to get to the bend, and as
Mouniama looked over the edge, he could see the gray and dusty belly of a car lying upside
down beside a house in what seemed to be a flower garden. There were four or five people
milling round the car—they must have come out of the house—and when the policeman got to
the spot, he found they were comforting a dazed girl who was convulsed with sobs. “Sauvez
Maman!” she was weeping. “Sauvez Maman!”Staring at the mangled wreckage, Mouniama
realized it was Princess Grace’s brown Rover that he had seen no more than fifteen minutes
earlier, and peering inside through the one still viable door, the gendarme took a hard look at the
princess herself. She was lying flat inside, on her back, as if the upturned roof were a bed, one
leg bent sharply sideways, her eyes closed, totally unconscious. There was no sign of blood.
She was not dead, but there was no obvious sign of life.For the next twenty-nine hours Frederic
Mouniama, his fellow gendarmes, and the forensic experts and detectives of his gendarmerie
company were to work nonstop, without breaks for food or sleep, measuring the road,
interviewing witnesses, and retracing the path that the Rover took, trying to solve the mystery.
How had it happened? Which princess had been driving? Had there been some sort of
sabotage? And through it all Frederic Mouniama kept seeing the lady smiling, slowing her car
and stopping, so that a young gendarme could cross the road with a pastry in his hand.She had
first driven in these hills when she was twenty-four, making a film for Alfred Hitchcock called To
Catch a Thief. She had come back the following year for a film festival, and the year after that
she was back again, this time to marry a prince. That was in April 1956, when Grace Kelly, movie
star, was at the summit of her loveliness. She had a bounce to her walk, a sort of smile in her
posture. With her blond hair and firm jawline, she had that strong, almost sterile collection of
north European features that add up to what is called the classic American beauty. In the early
years of the twentieth century, the noble families of Europe competed to recruit the handsome
and wealthy “dollar princesses”—several hundred of them by 1915, according to a reference
work of the day, Titled Americans: forty-two American-born princesses, sixty-four baronesses,
one hundred twenty-six countesses . . . In 1956 Grace Kelly came to Monaco in a Hollywood
adaptation of that old tradition.What distinguished Grace was her wholesomeness. She looked
wholesome, she talked wholesome—she had developed her own, wholesome, rounded,
theatrical accent—and, so far as most people knew, her behavior was thoroughly wholesome as
well. She epitomized a highly cherished element in America’s identity, particularly in the 1950s—
the years of President Eisenhower. Grace Kelly went with country clubs, malted milk, and
Reader’s Digest— though, like Reader’s Digest, her formula included a healthy ration of sex.
Nice sex, giggles-in-the-back-of-the-car sex, but sex which, in 1950s terms, was actually rather
daring. In her great film roles Grace played the adventuress, a single woman who was
experienced in some unspecified way and who carried her nightgown in her handbag. She was
the sort of girl who enjoyed the sauciness of a double entendre, and who kissed Cary Grant first
and passionately, rather than waiting to be kissed.Grace knew how to do it with a smile and



sleight of hand that made it all quite respectable. She managed to be naughty while appearing
very nice. Alfred Hitchcock, who coaxed the finest and most tantalizing film performances out of
her, liked to compare Grace Kelly to a snow-covered volcano. Working closely with her on three
films, he had witnessed the eruptions of sexuality that she usually managed to conceal behind
her virginal exterior. The contradiction was one of the major issues of Grace’s life. The public at
large saw only the snow on the top of the mountain—perhaps that was all they wanted to see.
But the truth about Grace Kelly was that she was, in some very important respects, quite the
opposite of what she seemed.Performance. Performance. Where did the acting stop and real life
begin? Did Grace forsake fantasy when she said goodbye to Hollywood? Or did she sign on in
Monaco for a role that was even more unreal?She always was a dreamer, and this was, in many
ways, the key. From her earliest years, Grace Kelly was marked by the curious certainty that she
could make her dreams come true—as a successful model, as a television actress, as a movie
star, and then finally in her princessly calling. It was Grace’s particular gift to dream and to
become, and this lent her a magic that fascinated people in a nonreligious age. Through the
course of her fifty-two years, she came to be a sort of talisman to her generation, a saintly figure,
venerated and almost holy. Perfection may be a fantasy, but that is what Princess Grace
symbolized for millions. She was an international icon, one of the untouchables. So people could
not believe she was only mortal when death came to her before her time, following a car
crash.This book has taken two years to research and write, and is based on press coverage,
personal letters and papers, and upon interviews with many of Grace Kelly’s closest colleagues
and friends. It contains the first detailed account of the police investigation of her death, and
reveals how she had love affairs both before and after her marriage to Prince Rainier of Monaco.
It also examines the controversial medical decisions taken in her final hours. With different
medical handling, might Princess Grace be alive today? It is not, perhaps, surprising that Prince
Rainier and his family declined to be interviewed for this book, for it presents a portrait of Grace
—and her family—which is very different from the image cultivated by them and by their public
relations experts. The conventional picture of Grace Kelly, Princess Grace, was a beautiful
illusion created for an age that liked to be deceived, and it may seem cruel to subject it to the
intrusive and unforgiving analysis of the 1990s.But the lady can take it. The truth does not
destroy, it actually enhances the beauty of her illusion. Grace Kelly was a tough and courageous
woman who conquered the challenges of her life and of her age with hard work, ingenuity, and,
yes, with great charm. She was warm and brave and loyal and human. But the myth-making
started early.THE ROAD FROM LA TURBIESHORTLY BEFORE ten o’clock on the morning of
Monday, September 13, 1982, Gendarme Frederic Mouniama was emerging from a baker’s
shop in the French hillside village of La Turbie. The young policeman was fond of a croissant
with his coffee, and he was heading for the police station with the pastry in his hand.A brown
Rover car was coming through the village, traveling from the direction of Roc Agel, the weekend
home of Prince Rainier and Princess Grace of Monaco—and as it drew to a halt to let the young
gendarme cross the road, Frederic Mouniama realized that the Rover was being driven by Her



Serene Highness Princess Grace herself.She smiled at him from behind the wheel. Her
seventeen-year-old daughter, Stephanie, was sitting beside her in the passenger seat. Princess
Grace was by no means the face on the movie screen, the lithe and impish Grace Kelly who had
come to Monaco nearly thirty years ago. That film star Grace had filled out significantly since
then in face and body. But she still had her presence, that elegant and particular Grace Kelly
glow, and as Frederic Mouniama stepped out across the road in front of this living legend, he
instinctively tipped the hard brim of his kepi to her, nodding his head.Arriving at the police
station, Gendarme Mouniama was just putting his croissant down on his desk when the
emergency phone rang. A car had gone off a hairpin bend on the CD 37, the road from La Turbie
down toward Monaco and the sea. Mouniama must get there straight away.It was not ten
minutes since he had left the baker’s shop, and now the young gendarme was speeding down
the twisting road with a colleague, the siren on their car sounding and the blue light flashing. It
took the police car four or five minutes to get to the bend, and as Mouniama looked over the
edge, he could see the gray and dusty belly of a car lying upside down beside a house in what
seemed to be a flower garden. There were four or five people milling round the car—they must
have come out of the house—and when the policeman got to the spot, he found they were
comforting a dazed girl who was convulsed with sobs. “Sauvez Maman!” she was weeping.
“Sauvez Maman!”Staring at the mangled wreckage, Mouniama realized it was Princess Grace’s
brown Rover that he had seen no more than fifteen minutes earlier, and peering inside through
the one still viable door, the gendarme took a hard look at the princess herself. She was lying flat
inside, on her back, as if the upturned roof were a bed, one leg bent sharply sideways, her eyes
closed, totally unconscious. There was no sign of blood. She was not dead, but there was no
obvious sign of life.For the next twenty-nine hours Frederic Mouniama, his fellow gendarmes,
and the forensic experts and detectives of his gendarmerie company were to work nonstop,
without breaks for food or sleep, measuring the road, interviewing witnesses, and retracing the
path that the Rover took, trying to solve the mystery. How had it happened? Which princess had
been driving? Had there been some sort of sabotage? And through it all Frederic Mouniama
kept seeing the lady smiling, slowing her car and stopping, so that a young gendarme could
cross the road with a pastry in his hand.She had first driven in these hills when she was twenty-
four, making a film for Alfred Hitchcock called To Catch a Thief. She had come back the following
year for a film festival, and the year after that she was back again, this time to marry a prince.
That was in April 1956, when Grace Kelly, movie star, was at the summit of her loveliness. She
had a bounce to her walk, a sort of smile in her posture. With her blond hair and firm jawline, she
had that strong, almost sterile collection of north European features that add up to what is called
the classic American beauty. In the early years of the twentieth century, the noble families of
Europe competed to recruit the handsome and wealthy “dollar princesses”—several hundred of
them by 1915, according to a reference work of the day, Titled Americans: forty-two American-
born princesses, sixty-four baronesses, one hundred twenty-six countesses . . . In 1956 Grace
Kelly came to Monaco in a Hollywood adaptation of that old tradition.What distinguished Grace



was her wholesomeness. She looked wholesome, she talked wholesome—she had developed
her own, wholesome, rounded, theatrical accent—and, so far as most people knew, her
behavior was thoroughly wholesome as well. She epitomized a highly cherished element in
America’s identity, particularly in the 1950s—the years of President Eisenhower. Grace Kelly
went with country clubs, malted milk, and Reader’s Digest— though, like Reader’s Digest, her
formula included a healthy ration of sex. Nice sex, giggles-in-the-back-of-the-car sex, but sex
which, in 1950s terms, was actually rather daring. In her great film roles Grace played the
adventuress, a single woman who was experienced in some unspecified way and who carried
her nightgown in her handbag. She was the sort of girl who enjoyed the sauciness of a double
entendre, and who kissed Cary Grant first and passionately, rather than waiting to be
kissed.Grace knew how to do it with a smile and sleight of hand that made it all quite
respectable. She managed to be naughty while appearing very nice. Alfred Hitchcock, who
coaxed the finest and most tantalizing film performances out of her, liked to compare Grace
Kelly to a snow-covered volcano. Working closely with her on three films, he had witnessed the
eruptions of sexuality that she usually managed to conceal behind her virginal exterior. The
contradiction was one of the major issues of Grace’s life. The public at large saw only the snow
on the top of the mountain—perhaps that was all they wanted to see. But the truth about Grace
Kelly was that she was, in some very important respects, quite the opposite of what she
seemed.Performance. Performance. Where did the acting stop and real life begin? Did Grace
forsake fantasy when she said goodbye to Hollywood? Or did she sign on in Monaco for a role
that was even more unreal?She always was a dreamer, and this was, in many ways, the key.
From her earliest years, Grace Kelly was marked by the curious certainty that she could make
her dreams come true—as a successful model, as a television actress, as a movie star, and then
finally in her princessly calling. It was Grace’s particular gift to dream and to become, and this
lent her a magic that fascinated people in a nonreligious age. Through the course of her fifty-two
years, she came to be a sort of talisman to her generation, a saintly figure, venerated and almost
holy. Perfection may be a fantasy, but that is what Princess Grace symbolized for millions. She
was an international icon, one of the untouchables. So people could not believe she was only
mortal when death came to her before her time, following a car crash.This book has taken two
years to research and write, and is based on press coverage, personal letters and papers, and
upon interviews with many of Grace Kelly’s closest colleagues and friends. It contains the first
detailed account of the police investigation of her death, and reveals how she had love affairs
both before and after her marriage to Prince Rainier of Monaco. It also examines the
controversial medical decisions taken in her final hours. With different medical handling, might
Princess Grace be alive today? It is not, perhaps, surprising that Prince Rainier and his family
declined to be interviewed for this book, for it presents a portrait of Grace—and her family—
which is very different from the image cultivated by them and by their public relations experts.
The conventional picture of Grace Kelly, Princess Grace, was a beautiful illusion created for an
age that liked to be deceived, and it may seem cruel to subject it to the intrusive and unforgiving



analysis of the 1990s.But the lady can take it. The truth does not destroy, it actually enhances
the beauty of her illusion. Grace Kelly was a tough and courageous woman who conquered the
challenges of her life and of her age with hard work, ingenuity, and, yes, with great charm. She
was warm and brave and loyal and human. But the myth-making started early.1FATHER AND
DAUGHTERJuly 1935. She was five-and-a-half years old, lithe and skinny and gap-toothed.
When her father picked her up to whirl her around him, she laughed and twirled in his orbit, her
feet flying out over the sand. How little Grace loved her Daddy, loved to curl in the winter against
his warm tobacco-smelling coat. Now, this summer’s day by the ocean, he was all hers for the
moment, spinning her around him until the world was just a blur.Jack Kelly, six-foot-two and 185
pounds, was dressed in swim shorts with a belt and sleeveless top. The shoulder straps strained
across his muscles as he turned. With his geometric, chiseled features and his dark, shiny hair,
this man was the source of joy and power to his daughter as she spun. Yet even as she circled,
the five-year-old knew what was expected. She could sense the instant she must look up and
give her smile, and she gave it just right—as she came around with the ocean behind her. The
photographer from the Bulletin got a perfect shot.You had to put on a good performance if you
were a daughter of Jack Kelly. In July 1935, age forty-five, he was the Democrats’ candidate for
mayor of Philadelphia. That was what had brought the cameraman to the seaside—to snap
handsome Jack without his collar and tie, playing with his photogenic children on the sand. One
pose here, one pose there. Now, into the ocean to catch the breaking waves. So the five-year-old
Grace waded into the water, stood at attention and stared straight at the photographer, smiling
but serious, quite undiverted by the distractions of the spray. Her brother and her two sisters
were looking left and right. They were giggling and ducking—but not young Grace. She kept
looking straight ahead, always the good girl. Smile for the camera. Get it right for Daddy.It is not
unusual for a five-year-old girl to rate her father as something close to a God among men. But in
the case of Grace Patricia Kelly, born in Philadelphia on November 12,1929, her fond opinion
was also shared by a remarkable number of other people.Her father did not, in fact, win his bid
to be mayor. In the election of 1935 Jack Kelly lost by some 40,000 of the 700,000 votes cast.
But no Democrat had ever done so well before, and the defeat was only a temporary setback in
the career of a man who, love him or loathe him, was generally acknowledged to be one of the
city’s more remarkable and charismatic sons.Born in 1890, one of a sprawling Irish Catholic
family of ten children living in the poor, immigrant quarter of East Falls, Philadelphia, Jack Kelly
had earned his first wages as a bricklayer. Then he started his own contracting firm, Kelly for
Brickwork, and, by dint of charm, hard work, and the right connections, he managed to build the
business into the largest construction enterprise on the East Coast. Kelly for Brickwork had a
hand in everything from the classical pillars of Philadelphia’s Thirtieth Street Station to Radio
City Music Hall in New York. Jack Kelly became a millionaire.But he also won eminence in
another field. In his spare time he was an oarsman dedicated to that most solitary of rowing
sports, the single sculls—eight minutes or more of self-imposed torture propelling a fragile
wooden shell through 2,000 meters of water— and his sculling triumphs had secured him the



special status which adorns the sporting champion. Set money and brickwork aside. Grace
Kelly’s father was a local hero.Rowing counts for more in Philadelphia than it does in most other
places. The boathouses cluster close to the grandest boulevards of the city, just behind the art
museum, linking together to form a quarter of a mile row along the eastern bank of the Schuylkill
(pronounced “Skookle”) River. They make a surprising sight as you drive north out of downtown
Philadelphia—a sudden riot of timbered gables, coats of arms, spires and turrets, with their
concrete boat aprons sloping down to the water.Penn, Villanova, and other local schools train
out of Philadelphia’s Boathouse Row, but the essence of these ramshackle clubhouses is not
varsity. Schuylkill rowing is for the regular, local, working fellow—like Kelly the bricklayer, who
would rush from work every evening in the second decade of this century to get in his practice
before the light left the river. He was then a single man.In those days the members of the Vesper
Club were the undisputed kings of the Schuylkill. The crews that rowed out of the club’s chapel-
like boathouse dominated regattas up and down the East Coast—and Vesper’s best sculler was
Jack Kelly. In one extraordinary spring and summer in 1919, the twenty-nine-year-old won every
race in which he competed—including the U.S. singles sculling championship.The next logical
step was for the U.S. champion to compete in the Diamond Sculls, the world’s premier sculling
event, held each July at the Henley Royal Regatta at Henley-on-Thames in England. Vesper had
raised money to send crews there before. But early in June 1920, with his training complete and
his shell crated and ready for his transatlantic passage, Jack Kelly received a cable from Henley.
The stewards had rejected his entry.Henley’s main objection was to the way in which Vesper had
financed the previous sorties of its representatives across the Atlantic. The American club had
put the money it raised straight into its rowers’ pockets, making them professionals according to
the complicated and famously stuffy rules of the Royal Regatta. A standing regulation banned all
future entries from Vesper.But the Henley stewards had a further and particular objection to Jack
Kelly, deriving from his job and from their class-based view of what made for fair competition.
“Mr. Kelly,” they declared in their meeting of June 3, 1920, “was also not qualified under Rule 1
(e) of the General Rules (manual labour).” In plain language, a Philadelphia bricklayer who made
his living through his own physical toil and sweat had no place in a regatta for English
gentlemen.This rule was not quite as obnoxious as it seemed. It derived from the middle of the
previous century, when the River Thames was the busiest street in London, plied by husky,
professional watermen who organized races of their own, and who easily out-rowed the
schoolboys and college students who competed at Henley. But it was an exercise in prejudice to
be enforcing this regulation two years after the end of the First World War, and Jack Kelly wasted
little time showing Henley’s stewards what he thought of their snobbery. 1920 was an Olympic
year. The games were due to be held in Belgium. So, watched by all Philadelphia, and by a good
many other non-rowing Americans piqued by this latest skirmish between the new world and the
old, the twenty-nine-year-old Jack Kelly trained and raced as never before.He packed up his
racing shell again, and this time he did make it across the Atlantic—to the Scheldt River outside
Antwerp, Belgium, where he won all his qualifying heats, and made his way to the Olympic final.



He had guaranteed himself the silver medal. To win the gold, he had to get the better of the
noted English rower Jack Beresford—fresh from Henley a few weeks earlier, and his triumph in
the Diamond Sculls.In a storybook conclusion to this storybook confrontation, Jack Kelly swept
across the finish line the clear victor, leaving Henley’s champion paddling ineffectively in his
wake—and, as his daughter Grace liked to recount the tale that her father told her, the new victor
ludorum promptly packed up his battered, Irish-green racing cap and sent it off to King George V
at Buckingham Palace. We do not know what His Majesty made of the worn and sweat-stained
offering, but to Jack Kelly the message was very clear.More than 100,000 Philadelphians turned
out to cheer him home in the autumn of 1920. He was a national celebrity. A much-syndicated
photograph showed the victorious oarsman standing beside Jack Dempsey, the boxer, and Man
o’ War, the racehorse— three world champions, three superb symbols of physical excellence.
One newspaper named Jack Kelly “the most perfectly formed American male,” and there was
even talk of the handsome young bachelor going out to Hollywood for a screen test.He was the
toast of the town—literally. The quick-tongued Kelly became the speaker Philadelphia wanted at
every benefit and roast, and from his celebrity followed power and money. He won election as a
City Councilman and became Chairman of Philadelphia’s Democratic Party. His vigorous New
Deal campaigning won him the gratitude of President Roosevelt—and that counted for a lot in
these difficult years when the Federal Government was the fountainhead and only dispenser of
construction work. The Federal Courthouse, Philadelphia, the Federal Office Building,
Philadelphia, the handsome U.S. Post Offices sprinkled around Philadelphia’s suburbs—Kelly
for Brickwork got the best government contracts.But no one was heard to accuse the new party
boss of profiteering or corruption. Though Jack Kelly’s broad shoulders were now encased in
elegant, double-breasted suits, he never lost his aura of the straight blade in the water – the solid
handshake, the bluff, open stare. When he did use his pull, it was to help put deserving kids
through college, or to find temporary work for husbands and fathers who had fallen on hard
times. Kelly for Brickwork did jobs at cost price, or less, for the Catholic church—as well as for
synagogues, chapels, and just about any good cause that could sidle up to the boss’s
generosity. Kelly’s friends would tell you how he knelt beside his bed every night to say his
prayers, and of “Dreams,” the poem that he kept framed in his study:Never by many are marvels
wrought,By one or two are the dreams first caught . . .The dreamer must toil when the odds are
great,Must stand to failure and work and wait . . .Must keep his faith though he stand alone,Until
the truth of his dream is known.“Dreams” was by Edgar Guest, the bard of middle America in the
1930s and 1940s. Syndicated in newspapers all over the country, Guest’s singsong rhymes
lauded the ethic painted by Norman Rockwell and were set to song by Rodgers and
Hammerstein—if you climb every mountain, you will surely find your dream.The hours of lonely
toil and training which underpinned Jack Kelly’s success on the river provided him with his own
great metaphor for life, and of all his children, none took it more to heart than his middle
daughter, Grace. The legend of the bricklayer and the Diamond Sculls, the straight blade who
ran for mayor— these were the formative myths that shaped the thought patterns and ambitions



of a little girl who would, one day, far eclipse her father’s somewhat provincial fame. The other
young Kellys performed better in sporting contests, but it was Grace who assimilated the lesson
where it counted most. Like a champion sculler, she knew how to hide the pain and keep on
going. There was a sense in which Grace Kelly’s entire life was a race for which her father had
trained and coached her.Jack Kelly was not a soft or indulgent trainer—rowing coaches never
are—and there were moments when Grace was bitterly to rue the supremacy exercised over her
by this inspiring, driving, impossibly demanding man. It is no simple task to be the offspring of a
hero, particularly if you admire him and are caught up in his spell. Indifference or rebellion offers
the easiest escape route from under the shadow of greatness, and those are the roads that the
children of great men often choose.But it was Grace’s choice to try to please and win the
approval of her father—to try to live up to the legend in her own fashion— and years after his
death she was to acknowledge his primacy in curious ways. Invited at the beginning of Monaco’s
prestressed concrete building boom to christen one of the principality’s new apartment towers,
she chose “Le Schuylkill,” a name whose spelling and pronunciation perplexes the locals to this
day. Then shortly before her death, aged fifty-two, and basking in the undiluted admiration of just
about the entire world, she was asked if she was contemplating writing her memoirs.“No,” replied
the Oscar winner and princess. But she revealed that she was thinking of writing her own sort of
double biography — the story of her father’s life, with her own life serving as its
postscript.1FATHER AND DAUGHTERJuly 1935. She was five-and-a-half years old, lithe and
skinny and gap-toothed. When her father picked her up to whirl her around him, she laughed
and twirled in his orbit, her feet flying out over the sand. How little Grace loved her Daddy, loved
to curl in the winter against his warm tobacco-smelling coat. Now, this summer’s day by the
ocean, he was all hers for the moment, spinning her around him until the world was just a
blur.Jack Kelly, six-foot-two and 185 pounds, was dressed in swim shorts with a belt and
sleeveless top. The shoulder straps strained across his muscles as he turned. With his
geometric, chiseled features and his dark, shiny hair, this man was the source of joy and power
to his daughter as she spun. Yet even as she circled, the five-year-old knew what was expected.
She could sense the instant she must look up and give her smile, and she gave it just right—as
she came around with the ocean behind her. The photographer from the Bulletin got a perfect
shot.You had to put on a good performance if you were a daughter of Jack Kelly. In July 1935,
age forty-five, he was the Democrats’ candidate for mayor of Philadelphia. That was what had
brought the cameraman to the seaside—to snap handsome Jack without his collar and tie,
playing with his photogenic children on the sand. One pose here, one pose there. Now, into the
ocean to catch the breaking waves. So the five-year-old Grace waded into the water, stood at
attention and stared straight at the photographer, smiling but serious, quite undiverted by the
distractions of the spray. Her brother and her two sisters were looking left and right. They were
giggling and ducking—but not young Grace. She kept looking straight ahead, always the good
girl. Smile for the camera. Get it right for Daddy.It is not unusual for a five-year-old girl to rate her
father as something close to a God among men. But in the case of Grace Patricia Kelly, born in



Philadelphia on November 12,1929, her fond opinion was also shared by a remarkable number
of other people.Her father did not, in fact, win his bid to be mayor. In the election of 1935 Jack
Kelly lost by some 40,000 of the 700,000 votes cast. But no Democrat had ever done so well
before, and the defeat was only a temporary setback in the career of a man who, love him or
loathe him, was generally acknowledged to be one of the city’s more remarkable and
charismatic sons.Born in 1890, one of a sprawling Irish Catholic family of ten children living in
the poor, immigrant quarter of East Falls, Philadelphia, Jack Kelly had earned his first wages as
a bricklayer. Then he started his own contracting firm, Kelly for Brickwork, and, by dint of charm,
hard work, and the right connections, he managed to build the business into the largest
construction enterprise on the East Coast. Kelly for Brickwork had a hand in everything from the
classical pillars of Philadelphia’s Thirtieth Street Station to Radio City Music Hall in New York.
Jack Kelly became a millionaire.But he also won eminence in another field. In his spare time he
was an oarsman dedicated to that most solitary of rowing sports, the single sculls—eight
minutes or more of self-imposed torture propelling a fragile wooden shell through 2,000 meters
of water— and his sculling triumphs had secured him the special status which adorns the
sporting champion. Set money and brickwork aside. Grace Kelly’s father was a local
hero.Rowing counts for more in Philadelphia than it does in most other places. The boathouses
cluster close to the grandest boulevards of the city, just behind the art museum, linking together
to form a quarter of a mile row along the eastern bank of the Schuylkill (pronounced “Skookle”)
River. They make a surprising sight as you drive north out of downtown Philadelphia—a sudden
riot of timbered gables, coats of arms, spires and turrets, with their concrete boat aprons sloping
down to the water.Penn, Villanova, and other local schools train out of Philadelphia’s Boathouse
Row, but the essence of these ramshackle clubhouses is not varsity. Schuylkill rowing is for the
regular, local, working fellow—like Kelly the bricklayer, who would rush from work every evening
in the second decade of this century to get in his practice before the light left the river. He was
then a single man.In those days the members of the Vesper Club were the undisputed kings of
the Schuylkill. The crews that rowed out of the club’s chapel-like boathouse dominated regattas
up and down the East Coast—and Vesper’s best sculler was Jack Kelly. In one extraordinary
spring and summer in 1919, the twenty-nine-year-old won every race in which he competed—
including the U.S. singles sculling championship.The next logical step was for the U.S. champion
to compete in the Diamond Sculls, the world’s premier sculling event, held each July at the
Henley Royal Regatta at Henley-on-Thames in England. Vesper had raised money to send
crews there before. But early in June 1920, with his training complete and his shell crated and
ready for his transatlantic passage, Jack Kelly received a cable from Henley. The stewards had
rejected his entry.Henley’s main objection was to the way in which Vesper had financed the
previous sorties of its representatives across the Atlantic. The American club had put the money
it raised straight into its rowers’ pockets, making them professionals according to the
complicated and famously stuffy rules of the Royal Regatta. A standing regulation banned all
future entries from Vesper.But the Henley stewards had a further and particular objection to Jack



Kelly, deriving from his job and from their class-based view of what made for fair competition.
“Mr. Kelly,” they declared in their meeting of June 3, 1920, “was also not qualified under Rule 1
(e) of the General Rules (manual labour).” In plain language, a Philadelphia bricklayer who made
his living through his own physical toil and sweat had no place in a regatta for English
gentlemen.This rule was not quite as obnoxious as it seemed. It derived from the middle of the
previous century, when the River Thames was the busiest street in London, plied by husky,
professional watermen who organized races of their own, and who easily out-rowed the
schoolboys and college students who competed at Henley. But it was an exercise in prejudice to
be enforcing this regulation two years after the end of the First World War, and Jack Kelly wasted
little time showing Henley’s stewards what he thought of their snobbery. 1920 was an Olympic
year. The games were due to be held in Belgium. So, watched by all Philadelphia, and by a good
many other non-rowing Americans piqued by this latest skirmish between the new world and the
old, the twenty-nine-year-old Jack Kelly trained and raced as never before.He packed up his
racing shell again, and this time he did make it across the Atlantic—to the Scheldt River outside
Antwerp, Belgium, where he won all his qualifying heats, and made his way to the Olympic final.
He had guaranteed himself the silver medal. To win the gold, he had to get the better of the
noted English rower Jack Beresford—fresh from Henley a few weeks earlier, and his triumph in
the Diamond Sculls.In a storybook conclusion to this storybook confrontation, Jack Kelly swept
across the finish line the clear victor, leaving Henley’s champion paddling ineffectively in his
wake—and, as his daughter Grace liked to recount the tale that her father told her, the new victor
ludorum promptly packed up his battered, Irish-green racing cap and sent it off to King George V
at Buckingham Palace. We do not know what His Majesty made of the worn and sweat-stained
offering, but to Jack Kelly the message was very clear.More than 100,000 Philadelphians turned
out to cheer him home in the autumn of 1920. He was a national celebrity. A much-syndicated
photograph showed the victorious oarsman standing beside Jack Dempsey, the boxer, and Man
o’ War, the racehorse— three world champions, three superb symbols of physical excellence.
One newspaper named Jack Kelly “the most perfectly formed American male,” and there was
even talk of the handsome young bachelor going out to Hollywood for a screen test.He was the
toast of the town—literally. The quick-tongued Kelly became the speaker Philadelphia wanted at
every benefit and roast, and from his celebrity followed power and money. He won election as a
City Councilman and became Chairman of Philadelphia’s Democratic Party. His vigorous New
Deal campaigning won him the gratitude of President Roosevelt—and that counted for a lot in
these difficult years when the Federal Government was the fountainhead and only dispenser of
construction work. The Federal Courthouse, Philadelphia, the Federal Office Building,
Philadelphia, the handsome U.S. Post Offices sprinkled around Philadelphia’s suburbs—Kelly
for Brickwork got the best government contracts.But no one was heard to accuse the new party
boss of profiteering or corruption. Though Jack Kelly’s broad shoulders were now encased in
elegant, double-breasted suits, he never lost his aura of the straight blade in the water – the solid
handshake, the bluff, open stare. When he did use his pull, it was to help put deserving kids



through college, or to find temporary work for husbands and fathers who had fallen on hard
times. Kelly for Brickwork did jobs at cost price, or less, for the Catholic church—as well as for
synagogues, chapels, and just about any good cause that could sidle up to the boss’s
generosity. Kelly’s friends would tell you how he knelt beside his bed every night to say his
prayers, and of “Dreams,” the poem that he kept framed in his study:Never by many are marvels
wrought,By one or two are the dreams first caught . . .The dreamer must toil when the odds are
great,Must stand to failure and work and wait . . .Must keep his faith though he stand alone,Until
the truth of his dream is known.“Dreams” was by Edgar Guest, the bard of middle America in the
1930s and 1940s. Syndicated in newspapers all over the country, Guest’s singsong rhymes
lauded the ethic painted by Norman Rockwell and were set to song by Rodgers and
Hammerstein—if you climb every mountain, you will surely find your dream.The hours of lonely
toil and training which underpinned Jack Kelly’s success on the river provided him with his own
great metaphor for life, and of all his children, none took it more to heart than his middle
daughter, Grace. The legend of the bricklayer and the Diamond Sculls, the straight blade who
ran for mayor— these were the formative myths that shaped the thought patterns and ambitions
of a little girl who would, one day, far eclipse her father’s somewhat provincial fame. The other
young Kellys performed better in sporting contests, but it was Grace who assimilated the lesson
where it counted most. Like a champion sculler, she knew how to hide the pain and keep on
going. There was a sense in which Grace Kelly’s entire life was a race for which her father had
trained and coached her.Jack Kelly was not a soft or indulgent trainer—rowing coaches never
are—and there were moments when Grace was bitterly to rue the supremacy exercised over her
by this inspiring, driving, impossibly demanding man. It is no simple task to be the offspring of a
hero, particularly if you admire him and are caught up in his spell. Indifference or rebellion offers
the easiest escape route from under the shadow of greatness, and those are the roads that the
children of great men often choose.But it was Grace’s choice to try to please and win the
approval of her father—to try to live up to the legend in her own fashion— and years after his
death she was to acknowledge his primacy in curious ways. Invited at the beginning of Monaco’s
prestressed concrete building boom to christen one of the principality’s new apartment towers,
she chose “Le Schuylkill,” a name whose spelling and pronunciation perplexes the locals to this
day. Then shortly before her death, aged fifty-two, and basking in the undiluted admiration of just
about the entire world, she was asked if she was contemplating writing her memoirs.“No,” replied
the Oscar winner and princess. But she revealed that she was thinking of writing her own sort of
double biography — the story of her father’s life, with her own life serving as its postscript.23901
HENRY AVENUEGrace Kelly grew up on a hill overlooking the genteel but threadbare
neighborhood of East Falls, Philadelphia, two miles north of Boathouse Row. A former mill town,
East Falls was a cluster of faded gray row houses nestling in a valley that was dampened by the
mists which came floating off the Schuylkill River. The only landmarks of any note were the
deserted mills that had once employed the town, and the rising spire of St. Bridget’s, the Roman
Catholic church.It was in this humble and faintly depressing community that Jack Kelly spent his



youth and first made his mark, but by the time his daughter Grace was born in the winter of
1929, Jack’s days of manual labor were already far behind. He had won at the Olympics. He had
started his own business, and the measure of his success was the grand brick home that he had
built for himself and his family at the top of the hill above East Falls—3901 Henry Avenue.Henry
Avenue was where the bigwigs lived. One of its grand mansions had once housed the Dobsons,
the English family who owned the looms that had drawn the Kellys and thousands of other poor
Irish immigrants to East Falls in the middle of the nineteenth century. But by 1929 the looms
were shut down. The Dobsons were gone, and it was the bricklaying son of one of the lace-
curtain families who now lived in style on Henry Avenue. Three stories high, with mullioned
windows and broad chimney towers, the seventeen-room Kelly mansion was a palace in
comparison with the modest wood and tar-paper villas down by the water. It stood in its own
grounds, surrounded by trees. A curved, U-shaped drive led up to the Colonial-style front door.
There was a tennis court, a cook, a companion-secretary, a supply of maids—and a black
chauffeur-gardener to care for the flowers.It was tough for most people to survive in East Falls in
the 1930s. Grace entered the world three weeks after the great Wall Street crash, and she grew
up through the darkest years of the Depression. But these events had very little impact on her
life. Her father had never believed in the stock market. He had avoided debt, and put his spare
money in government bonds. With his New Deal connections, Jack Kelly sailed through the
depression like a king.So life up at 3901 Henry Avenue was a comfortable and almost dreamlike
sequence of activity and fun. The basement downstairs was decked out like a Bavarian
rathskeller, complete with paneled bar. At Christmas a giant train set ran through a model
landscape of hills, trees, and waterfalls. In winter the tennis court was flooded for ice hockey and
skating parties. In summer a truck from Kelly for Brickwork delivered a huge metal cement-
mixing container that was filled with water and served as a swimming pool. In the 1940s 3901
Henry Avenue boasted East Falls’s first domestic television set, and neighbors still remember
coming around to gaze in wonder at the test pattern flickering on the nine-inch screen.The Kellys
were a showcase family, a handsome sight as Fordie the chauffeur-gardener drove them down
the hill to St. Bridget’s on a Sunday morning. They made a grand entrance, well dressed and
upstanding as they trooped in line to their pew, and after the service the priest was especially
attentive as he paid his respects. In later years, newspaper stories often played up the lowly
character of East Falls, the impoverished township that produced its own princess. But East Falls
was only the backdrop to Grace’s childhood, and the role that she played in front of it was
definitely young lady of the manor.Grace was the third of the four Kelly children, arriving after
Peggy, born in September 1925, and Jack, Jr. (“Kell”), born in May 1927. Grace was the
youngest child until her sister Lizanne completed the family in June 1933, and she very much
enjoyed her four years as baby of the household. She was never quite reconciled to being the
daughter in between.“My older sister was my father’s favorite,” she recalled in later life, “and
there was the boy, the only son. Then I came, and then I had a baby sister. . . . I was terribly
jealous of her.”It was fortunate for Grace’s brother Kell that he was a strong and athletic



character, for as the only boy of the brood, he was the child charged with a sacred quest.
Defeating Henley’s champion and winning the Olympic gold medal in 1920 had not been
enough for Jack Kelly. He would not have settled his accounts finally with the English, in his
mind, until he could see the name of Kelly inscribed on the trophy of the Diamond Sculls itself,
and he had no hesitation in charging his only son with the accomplishing of that mission.The
moment Kell was old enough, his father took him down to the Schuylkill. The kid started off as a
cox, graduated to double sculls with his father, then went off on his own. Mornings and evenings
saw the boy out on the water, skimming between the arches of the gray stone railway bridges.
Kell enjoyed football at school, but his father warned him that the risk of injury would jeopardize
his rowing. He grew pudgy and indolent in his early adolescence. Two brisk years away at
military school snapped that out of his system—and when the weather was too dirty for working
out on the Schuylkill, Kell could be found in his gymlike bedroom on the second floor of the
family home. In the center of the floor sat a rowing machine.Even in an age that was not much
given to psychologizing, Jack Kelly’s obsessive channeling of his son’s life into the path of his
own ambition struck some people as unhealthy. Relatives and the closer family friends mumbled
about it forebodingly. But Jack Kelly was not a soul who could be easily diverted from his chosen
purpose, while Kell, for his part, was an amiable and biddable boy, the epitome of good nature.
He had the physical build for the river, and he seemed quite happy to be indentured to his
father’s dream and to the Schuylkill.“Kell was the boy lying on the couch doing exercises to
strengthen his wrist,” remembered Charlie Fish, a friend of the family who grew up in nearby
Germantown.Angular and crew-cut, Kell reveled in the knowledge of the special hopes and
dreams that he carried for his father—and for the whole family. But the boy was not bright. It was
Peggy, the eldest daughter, who had inherited her father’s quickness of wit. She was the Lucille
Ball of the clan. Tall and slender, with long grasshopper legs, Peggy Kelly was funny and
outgoing, always ready with the snappy retort. Her nickname was Baba. She had a combination
of good looks, athleticism, and spirit which her father considered just about perfect.“The sun, the
moon, the stars, they all rose and set on Baba,” remembers Alice Godfrey, who lived around the
corner and was a playmate of Grace’s. Peggy had been just six months old when her father
carried her proudly over the threshold of 3901 Henry Avenue—the first child he had made,
moving into the home that he had made for her. It was a memory that Jack Kelly often recalled
with pleasure, and it formed the basis of the particularly close relationship between the father
and his eldest daughter.Lizanne, the baby of the family, was tough and four-square—bigger
boned, once she had grown for a year or so, than either of her elder sisters. She maneuvered
robustly to find her own niche, shaking off Grace’s attempts to bring her under her wing. When
Grace had been the infant of the household, she had been quite happy to play dutiful younger
sister to the brilliant Baba, fetching and carrying and following her instructions in games. But
Lizanne was not taking orders from anybody.“Why aren’t you nice to me,” Grace would complain,
“like I was nice to Peggy?”By Kelly standards, Grace had a feeble side. She was by far the least
forceful of the four Kelly kids—quieter and more withdrawn, almost waiflike. Grace was the one



with the colds and allergies, the child who was always falling over in the playground. When the
Kellys sat round the dinner table for their roast, it was not Kell the rower or Lizanne the baby who
got the essence from the meat. The juice went to Gracie with the scabs on her knees.“Grace
was always sniffling,” remembers Gloria Otley, whose father, Jess, was Jack Kelly’s estimator
and principal partner in Kelly for Brickwork. “We were always saying, ‘Gracie, blow your nose,’
‘Gracie, stop your sniffling,’ ‘Gracie, here’s a handkerchief.’”The sniffler would spend long hours
apart from the other children, playing with her dolls. “She was always very good at being alone,”
remembers Maree Frisby, a childhood friend who was to stay close to Grace throughout her life.
Grace would lose herself in the little dramas that she dreamt up for her dolls. She made up her
own language for them, creating a private world of formality and make-believe that she could
share with these wood and plaster friends. One cherished piece of Kelly lore relates how
Lizanne, in a fit of temper, locked her elder sister in a closet. It was hours before Grace was
discovered—unconcerned and quite self-sufficient, happily at play with her dolls, babbling the
private code of endearments that she reserved for her own little family.In adult life Grace Kelly
was to prove something of a chameleon. Grace the sensible, Grace the sensuous, Grace the
frivolous—she had a whole range of personalities, and she flung herself into each with rare
energy and commitment. It was not a matter of superficial posing. She passionately believed in
every role in which she cast herself, and it was her skill to isolate and insulate her various selves
from each other with such success that people often swore they had met a totally different
person. Grace Kelly was not naturally endowed with the tricks and techniques of the actress—
she always had to work hard at her craft—but she did have conviction, an absolute belief in the
part she was filling at that minute. “I’ve always liked to make-believe,” she told the Hollywood
columnist Sidney Skolsky in 1954.Grace’s infant world of fantasy illuminated another streak in
her character. In later years her sister Lizanne was rummaging through some closets in the
palace at Monaco, when she came upon a compartment that was stuffed with Grace’s childhood
collection of dolls. At first surprised by her sister’s sentimentality in preserving her family of
inanimate friends and transporting them all the way to the south of France, Lizanne then
reflected on how remarkably clean and unbroken the dolls all seemed. Grace had usually
preferred to play with somebody else’s toys if she could. She liked to keep her own dolls out of
harm’s way, saving them for best. So the waif with scabby knees had not, perhaps, been quite as
helpless as she seemed.There was always a certain element of detachment in Grace. When her
childhood friends recall her early years, they dwell almost enviously on the richness and
excitement of life at 3901 Henry Avenue—the playhouses and the Christmas trees, the dynamic
people shuttling to and fro. But Grace herself never felt entirely part of it. “I was terribly shy when
I was young,” she recalled in one interview in 1974. “I almost crawled into the woodwork I was so
self-conscious.”“We were always competing,” she added two years later, developing the theme,
“competing for everything—competing for love.” Grace felt like an outsider in her family of triers
and tusslers, the third of four children, and lost in the shuffle. “I was always on my mother’s knee,
the clinging type,” she remembered. “But I was pushed away.”Grace’s mother subscribed to the



energetic and elbowing Kelly ethic as completely as her husband. Margaret Majer came of stern
and purposeful German Protestant stock—her family had owned a featherbed business in
Baden-Württemberg—and she spoke nothing but German until the age of six or seven. She had
first met Jack Kelly at a swim meet in 1913, and one of the principal reasons why the couple did
not marry for nearly eleven years was Margaret’s insistence on first accomplishing the goals that
she had set for her own life. Jack Kelly had left school in eighth grade, but Margaret Majer
graduated from Temple University with a degree in physical education, then worked as a phys-
ed teacher at the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania, a pioneering institution which was
for many years the only all-female medical college in the United States. Margaret also found time
to coach the University of Pennsylvania women’s swimming team, the first woman ever to be
entrusted with the task.A striking blonde with well-shaped cheekbones and a firm jaw, Margaret
Majer was a handsome woman. She never worked as a professional model. That would not have
been dignified. But she did pose in the 1920s for the cover of The Country Gentleman magazine,
the very picture of refined and healthy beauty—with a distinctly Nordic tinge. When Margaret
married Jack Kelly in 1924 she converted to Catholicism, but she remained unmistakably
Teutonic.“I wouldn’t say that Mother is a Nazi,” remarked Kell in later years. “But sometimes I do
refer to her as, quote, ‘That old Prussian mother of mine’.”“Ma” Kelly had the overlarge, practical
hands of the hausfrau. She never wore colored nail polish, and she brought up her three pretty
blond daughters to present themselves in the same unadorned style. She had their fine hair cut
straight and simple across the brow, and she actively discouraged them from getting fussy over
clothes. Frugal to a fault, Ma recycled her girls’ dresses systematically, so that Grace’s clothes
were more old than new. If the children failed to hang their clothes properly, their mother fined
them a nickel from their twenty-five cents per week pocket money, and she was not averse to
enforcing her discipline with a sharply wielded hairbrush or with the back of her hand.Ma Kelly
was the day-to-day, hands-on technician who kept the Kelly household functioning.
Parsimonious and purposeful, she inspired a deep and lifelong awe in all her children—and that
awe was shared by their friends from a respectful distance. “‘The Boss,’ was what she used to be
called,” remembered Grace’s friend Charlie Fish. “She ran things pretty good.”Ma Kelly’s
particular passion was the raising of funds for her beloved Women’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania, and she volunteered her children’s energies for fashion shows and benefits as
imperiously as her husband put his only son out on the river. One year she got the kids to
organize a circus in the back garden. Kell, age eight, did a strongman act. Peggy, then ten, was
the ringmaster, while the five-year-old Grace did a tightrope act dressed in a little ballet costume.
The children sold tickets to all their rich Henry Avenue neighbors.“Everything was for Women’s
Medical in our life,” remembered Peggy. “We stole flowers. I would tell my little sister to go up and
steal all the flowers from next door. . . . I would send her up there, and she would pick those
violets and then sell them back to the lovely ladies.”Ma Kelly had the same striving tunnel vision
as her husband. A Kelly cause was a good cause, and normal rules could be waived in the
achieving of it. Grace’s focus never strayed far from her charismatic father, but her mother



influenced her in ways that were equally profound. There were the physical attributes—the
Teutonic blondness and features that contributed so much to Grace’s astonishing adult beauty,
as well as the oversized and sometimes ungainly Majer hands. More important was the
willpower and the sense of purpose, the sheer busyness with which Ma Kelly tattooed her girls’
spirits.“We were never allowed to sit with our hands empty,” Peggy told the author Gwen Robyns,
many years later. “We just knew we were expected to knit. We had to knit and to crochet from the
time we were three or four years old. We had to because we were German girls. . . . Honey, we
just had to. It was expected of us, and we just did it.”Peggy herself felt that she had managed to
avoid most of the maternal Germanness. A fay and carefree spirit, the firstborn Kelly child saw
herself as incorrigibly Irish. “I’m my father’s daughter,” she used to say with pride. It was middle
sister Grace who turned out to be the German daughter, in Peggy’s opinion. Grace was the good
girl who knew what was expected of her and just did it.Grace’s mother needed all her backbone
to manage the task of being married to the dashing and romantic Jack Kelly. Ma Kelly ran the
household and handled so much of the discipline at Henry Avenue because her husband was
away from home so often—and the usual, painful reason for his absence was that he was off
romancing other women.Handsome Jack took full advantage of his reputation as America’s
most perfectly formed male. There was the telephone girl at the office, and a secretary. On many
an afternoon his car was to be seen outside the home of Ellen Frazer, a divorcée who lived in
Chestnut Hill and who was his escort to baseball games. February was Jack Kelly’s month for a
jaunt to Florida without his wife and family—and one December the Elizabeth Arden store in
downtown Philadelphia got a glimpse of how very extensive his social range might be. Jack Kelly
placed an order for twenty-seven identical makeup cases, each to be gift-wrapped and sent to a
different lady.This was the other side of Jack Kelly the hero. Fame went to his head. He
cultivated his image as the showcase father of a showcase family, but his philandering
suggested that the show might be more for his benefit than for theirs. There is a sense in which
the 110 percent sportsman denies adult life, retreating into a world in which play is a value
beyond any other, and when it came to women, Jack Kelly’s values were those of a playful child,
tied up in himself and totally oblivious to those he might hurt. He would have left his wife and
family for Mrs. Frazer, Germantown gossip asserted, if the lady had not been too canny, realizing
how a woman had to maintain her independence from a man like Jack in order to avoid total
subjugation to his will.“I don’t think there was one good marriage in the entire Kelly family,”
commented Charles Kelly, a nephew of Jack’s. “The Kellys had a tendency to take over.”Jack
Kelly could annihilate you in a sculling race, and he could annihilate you in real life, exhibiting an
unblushing indifference to the feelings of other people. When in later years his son Kell became
a father himself and confessed his disappointment that his first child was not a boy but a girl,
Jack Kelly told the young man who had laid his whole childhood on the altar of the Diamond
Sculls, “Don’t worry, son. My greatest joy in life has been Peggy.”Ma Kelly coped with her
inspiring and enraging child-husband, all agreed, with real dignity. His infidelities might even
have suited her Germanic and slightly masculine style. Like Mrs. Frazer, she carved out her own



territory and protected it, making sure that she remained in charge of her own life. “It’s very
difficult to be married to a Kelly,” she would acknowledge.Margaret Majer had not married for
passion. She had always had her own, unusually woman-centered goals to achieve, and these
assumed more importance as she resigned herself to her husband’s errant ways. With Jack in
Florida, February was Ma’s month for a grimly savored shopping spree, and she threw herself
more fiercely than ever into the raising of funds for her beloved Women’s Med. She endeavored,
above all, to hide her marital problems from her children.In this she temporarily succeeded. The
Kelly clan stayed looking good. Peggy, Kell, Grace, and Lizanne did not learn directly about their
father’s womanizing—or of the pain inside their mother— until they were all adult. But what they
did learn, and from an early age, were the ways in which a family maneuvers around a problem
whose existence it does not acknowledge. Keep up appearances. Impress the world. Don’t talk
about what is really bothering you, and—particularly in the Kellys’ case—make sure that you
keep on playing the game.Sport can provide most helpful training for the game of life. Jack and
Margaret Kelly believed that fervently. It was one subject on which they were very happily united,
and a typical Saturday or Sunday for the Kelly family involved long hours of working out together,
parents and children, in the gym and pool of the Penn Athletic Club on Rittenhouse Square. After
long hours of training, Peggy and Lizanne, the eldest and youngest Kelly girls, both became
outstanding competitive swimmers.But sport becomes a form of sickness when it turns into
obsession, and it is difficult to think of another word for the way in which three of the Kelly
children came to dedicate their childhoods to the pursuit of sporting excellence—Kell sculling
after the specter of his father on the river, Peggy and Lizanne seeking to win his attention as
their mother had done, in the swimming pool.The exception was child number three, the
sensitive one. Grace was no slouch at athletics. She was as nimble as Peggy or Lizanne, and as
she grew older she easily won her way onto her school teams for field hockey. But the reflective
little girl who wove dramas around her dolls was looking for more than physical exertion and
competition—and she found it in a family elder who provided a very different role model from
either of her charismatic parents.George Kelly, Grace’s uncle, lived just around the corner from
Henry Avenue, in an elegantly bohemian set of rooms in the Alden Park apartments. 3901 Henry
Avenue had a spartan feel with its displays of sporting trophies. But Uncle George’s bachelor
apartment was altogether more relaxed, for Uncle George was a creative spirit—an actor-turned-
playwright who had once been a big name on Broadway. Outside Philadelphia, in fact, George
Kelly was better known in many circles than his younger brother Jack. In 1926 George had won
the Pulitzer Prize for his play Craig’s Wife, the harrowing moral tale of a woman who marries for
status, and four of his plays were made into movies that featured such stars as Will Rogers,
Spencer Tracy, and Joan Crawford. His satirical comedy The Torch-Bearers, is revived and
played to this day as one of the classic treatments of the backstage misadventures that can
befall an amateur dramatic company.The bricklaying beginnings and energetic self-publicity of
Grace Kelly’s father have fostered the impression that Grace’s acting talents sprang, somewhat
against the odds, from Irish laboring roots. But there is another Irish tradition—of ballads and



humor and light entertainment—and this loomed as large as bricklaying in the history and
makeup of the Kellys of East Falls. Apart from Uncle George, the dramatist, there was Uncle
Walter, a bill-topping vaudeville comedian, and Aunt Grace, a comic actress and mimic in whose
memory little Grace was named.Uncle Walter developed a most successful stage persona as
“The Virginia Judge.” Dressed in a baggy white suit and panama hat, he played the role of a
Southern magistrate hearing the cases against a succession of Amos ‘n’ Andy characters who
provided the pretext for a stream of unashamedly racist jokes:Virginia Judge: “Want to make a
quarter?”Darkie: “No, Suh. I’ve got a quarter.”Aunt Grace was more demure. Her forte was a
Harry Lauder impression which she performed dressed in tartan, while enunciating her lines in a
faultless Scottish accent.Young Grace never knew her humorous and extrovert namesake—Aunt
Grace died before she was born—but any child who grew up in the unconventionally talented
Kelly family was provided with ample evidence of how it was possible, in the words of the author
Steven Englund, “to make a career not from bricks and mortar, but from make-believe.” Uncle
Walter, fat and jolly and smelling of cigars, entranced the children at family gatherings. He could
always be counted on for a large and enjoyably frivolous present when birthdays came around—
and he was also a reminder of how make-believe can make bricks and mortar possible, since it
was a $5,000 loan from Walter, with a further $2,000 from George, the playwright, that had
launched their younger brother’s company, Kelly for Brickwork, in 1919.Uncle George took great
pleasure in correcting the Jack-centered, rags-to-riches, version of Kelly history that was
propagated by his younger brother. It was true that the Kellys, like thousands of Irish-Americans,
had fled from Ireland during the potato famine of the 1840s. But by the time Grace’s
grandparents, John and Mary Kelly, were established in East Falls half a century later, the family
was by no means without resources. Old John, the paterfamilias, was making a decent living
from his own insurance business, and he was able to provide quite a comfortable and solid
home for Walter, George, Jack, Aunt Grace, and six other sons and daughters. Two of the sons,
Patrick H. and Charles, were already partners in their own successful building business when
their younger brother Jack left school, and it was Patrick H. who had given Jack his first job.So
while it was technically correct to say that Jack Kelly had started his working life as a bricklayer,
he had, in fact, been something of a privileged trainee, working on the payroll of his brothers’
construction business—and it was his rich show-business brothers who provided the cash that
enabled him to get started on his own. Uncle George liked to point out that the calluses on
Jack’s hands came less from manual labor than from his own decision to spend so much of his
time at “scull practice on the Schuylkill river.”They were both master mythmakers, these
divergent Kelly siblings, tycoon Jack conjuring up the picture of a youth among lunch pails and
work boots, while George, the playwright, talked grandly of ease and comfort, and of being
educated “privately”—a boast which played with truth and fantasy in a fashion that was oddly
similar to Jack’s claim to have started out in life a bricklayer. George went to the local public
school, but, as a dramatist, he could fairly be said to have educated himself.In later life the adult
Grace Kelly was to pick what she wanted from the contrasting myths developed by her uncle



and her father, shaping an identity for herself that embraced the striving East Falls girl who made
good, as well as the serene and fully fledged Philadelphia princess. But, beyond mere
ingredients, the lesson that she absorbed from the two men who dominated her childhood was
the need to write her own scenario for life. Jack and George were living proof that if a person
believed their own myth with enough conviction, most other people would come to believe it,
too.Grace Kelly’s style in later years was to be notable for its aloofness, and this was something
else that she learned from her Uncle George. Publicly remote and fastidious, George Kelly was
definitely a snob. When it came to politics, he was a conservative Republican, and he hated the
populist style of F.D.R. as thoroughly as Jack Kelly adored the president. The two brothers felt so
strongly about the subject that they avoided talking politics after a time, but they kept on arguing
fiercely about everything else. “He was one of the few people,” Grace remembered of Uncle
George, “who ever contradicted my father.”Worship of Jack Kelly was the organizing principle of
life at 3901 Henry Avenue, and Grace was a willing devotee of the cult. But she found a safe
substitute for rebellion in her attraction toward the alternatives that were offered by Uncle
George. He cut a handsome figure, as tall as his brother Jack at six-foot-two, but more slender
and refined—a man of standards and of subtlety. A photograph of the dark-haired George Kelly
in 1924 at the time of The Show-Off, his second Broadway hit, displays a pair of piercing black
eyes, a long aquiline nose, and curving lips that seem almost feminine.Uncle George’s sexuality
was something of a mystery. Unmarried, he never had girlfriends, and though he wrote rich and
challenging roles for women, the critics sometimes accused him of misogyny. He shared his life
with a discreet and loyal manservant. But if George Kelly was homosexual, he gave no overt sign
of it. He lived detached and sufficient unto himself—precise and a little self-righteous, like his
plays. His cup of tea had to be brewed from the raw leaf, never from a tea bag.“He was a very
old-world gentleman,” says Dorothy Langdon Sidey, whose father, Roy, was family doctor to both
the Majers and the Kellys. “He was very continental.”Grace loved it when Uncle George would
take her out to lunch and talk to her of scripts and books and parts. “You could sit and listen to
my Uncle George all night long,” she later recalled. “One story after another.”George Kelly had
started off in vaudeville as an actor in the dramatic one-act sketches that were a feature of many
music-hall bills, and he had been drawn into writing by the need to generate his own material.
Graduating to full-length plays with The Torch-Bearers in 1922, he enjoyed a decade of great
success. But his formal drawing-room dramas lost ground to the social realism of the
Depression years, and in the early 1930s he moved out to Hollywood to write and polish
dialogue for the talkies. He was placed under contract by MGM, and one of his greatest themes
was the importance of protecting artistic integrity against the pressures and compromises of the
studio system.“He is the most wonderful and intelligent man I have ever known,” wrote Grace of
her uncle when she was seventeen. “Whatever he talks about, he makes you understand all its
beauty and hidden meaning.”If there was one single influence that directed Grace Kelly toward
her career as an actress, it was her adored Uncle George. Declaiming long narrative passages
from the nineteenth century poets that he loved, lecturing his young nephews and nieces on the



need to correct the nasal twang of their Philadelphia accents, walking, even in old age, with the
same stately posture with which he had first trod the vaudeville boards, George Kelly was the
inspirational essence of dramatic art—filled to his fingertips with the magic of acting.Talking in
1966 with Irwin W. Solomon about the comedienne Ina Claire, and trying to describe the artfully
scatterbrained way in which she had performed a scene from his play The Fatal Weakness,
George Kelly suddenly offered a demonstration. He was in his Alden Park apartment, and he
walked from the living room into the dining room. The two areas were separated by a dull green
theatrical curtain that hung from a long, heavy rod with old-fashioned hoops.“A few moments
later,” Solomon recalled, “his hand came through; he pulled the curtain apart a bit, then the
whole curtain, and he walked into the room.”The transformation was astonishing. Without
makeup, costume, or even a flick of his hair, Uncle George had accomplished the miracle of the
actor. Assuming the postures and saying the lines, George Kelly was no longer George Kelly
—“He was Ina Claire.”23901 HENRY AVENUEGrace Kelly grew up on a hill overlooking the
genteel but threadbare neighborhood of East Falls, Philadelphia, two miles north of Boathouse
Row. A former mill town, East Falls was a cluster of faded gray row houses nestling in a valley
that was dampened by the mists which came floating off the Schuylkill River. The only landmarks
of any note were the deserted mills that had once employed the town, and the rising spire of St.
Bridget’s, the Roman Catholic church.It was in this humble and faintly depressing community
that Jack Kelly spent his youth and first made his mark, but by the time his daughter Grace was
born in the winter of 1929, Jack’s days of manual labor were already far behind. He had won at
the Olympics. He had started his own business, and the measure of his success was the grand
brick home that he had built for himself and his family at the top of the hill above East Falls—
3901 Henry Avenue.Henry Avenue was where the bigwigs lived. One of its grand mansions had
once housed the Dobsons, the English family who owned the looms that had drawn the Kellys
and thousands of other poor Irish immigrants to East Falls in the middle of the nineteenth
century. But by 1929 the looms were shut down. The Dobsons were gone, and it was the
bricklaying son of one of the lace-curtain families who now lived in style on Henry Avenue. Three
stories high, with mullioned windows and broad chimney towers, the seventeen-room Kelly
mansion was a palace in comparison with the modest wood and tar-paper villas down by the
water. It stood in its own grounds, surrounded by trees. A curved, U-shaped drive led up to the
Colonial-style front door. There was a tennis court, a cook, a companion-secretary, a supply of
maids—and a black chauffeur-gardener to care for the flowers.It was tough for most people to
survive in East Falls in the 1930s. Grace entered the world three weeks after the great Wall
Street crash, and she grew up through the darkest years of the Depression. But these events
had very little impact on her life. Her father had never believed in the stock market. He had
avoided debt, and put his spare money in government bonds. With his New Deal connections,
Jack Kelly sailed through the depression like a king.So life up at 3901 Henry Avenue was a
comfortable and almost dreamlike sequence of activity and fun. The basement downstairs was
decked out like a Bavarian rathskeller, complete with paneled bar. At Christmas a giant train set



ran through a model landscape of hills, trees, and waterfalls. In winter the tennis court was
flooded for ice hockey and skating parties. In summer a truck from Kelly for Brickwork delivered
a huge metal cement-mixing container that was filled with water and served as a swimming pool.
In the 1940s 3901 Henry Avenue boasted East Falls’s first domestic television set, and
neighbors still remember coming around to gaze in wonder at the test pattern flickering on the
nine-inch screen.The Kellys were a showcase family, a handsome sight as Fordie the chauffeur-
gardener drove them down the hill to St. Bridget’s on a Sunday morning. They made a grand
entrance, well dressed and upstanding as they trooped in line to their pew, and after the service
the priest was especially attentive as he paid his respects. In later years, newspaper stories
often played up the lowly character of East Falls, the impoverished township that produced its
own princess. But East Falls was only the backdrop to Grace’s childhood, and the role that she
played in front of it was definitely young lady of the manor.Grace was the third of the four Kelly
children, arriving after Peggy, born in September 1925, and Jack, Jr. (“Kell”), born in May 1927.
Grace was the youngest child until her sister Lizanne completed the family in June 1933, and
she very much enjoyed her four years as baby of the household. She was never quite reconciled
to being the daughter in between.“My older sister was my father’s favorite,” she recalled in later
life, “and there was the boy, the only son. Then I came, and then I had a baby sister. . . . I was
terribly jealous of her.”It was fortunate for Grace’s brother Kell that he was a strong and athletic
character, for as the only boy of the brood, he was the child charged with a sacred quest.
Defeating Henley’s champion and winning the Olympic gold medal in 1920 had not been
enough for Jack Kelly. He would not have settled his accounts finally with the English, in his
mind, until he could see the name of Kelly inscribed on the trophy of the Diamond Sculls itself,
and he had no hesitation in charging his only son with the accomplishing of that mission.The
moment Kell was old enough, his father took him down to the Schuylkill. The kid started off as a
cox, graduated to double sculls with his father, then went off on his own. Mornings and evenings
saw the boy out on the water, skimming between the arches of the gray stone railway bridges.
Kell enjoyed football at school, but his father warned him that the risk of injury would jeopardize
his rowing. He grew pudgy and indolent in his early adolescence. Two brisk years away at
military school snapped that out of his system—and when the weather was too dirty for working
out on the Schuylkill, Kell could be found in his gymlike bedroom on the second floor of the
family home. In the center of the floor sat a rowing machine.Even in an age that was not much
given to psychologizing, Jack Kelly’s obsessive channeling of his son’s life into the path of his
own ambition struck some people as unhealthy. Relatives and the closer family friends mumbled
about it forebodingly. But Jack Kelly was not a soul who could be easily diverted from his chosen
purpose, while Kell, for his part, was an amiable and biddable boy, the epitome of good nature.
He had the physical build for the river, and he seemed quite happy to be indentured to his
father’s dream and to the Schuylkill.“Kell was the boy lying on the couch doing exercises to
strengthen his wrist,” remembered Charlie Fish, a friend of the family who grew up in nearby
Germantown.Angular and crew-cut, Kell reveled in the knowledge of the special hopes and



dreams that he carried for his father—and for the whole family. But the boy was not bright. It was
Peggy, the eldest daughter, who had inherited her father’s quickness of wit. She was the Lucille
Ball of the clan. Tall and slender, with long grasshopper legs, Peggy Kelly was funny and
outgoing, always ready with the snappy retort. Her nickname was Baba. She had a combination
of good looks, athleticism, and spirit which her father considered just about perfect.“The sun, the
moon, the stars, they all rose and set on Baba,” remembers Alice Godfrey, who lived around the
corner and was a playmate of Grace’s. Peggy had been just six months old when her father
carried her proudly over the threshold of 3901 Henry Avenue—the first child he had made,
moving into the home that he had made for her. It was a memory that Jack Kelly often recalled
with pleasure, and it formed the basis of the particularly close relationship between the father
and his eldest daughter.Lizanne, the baby of the family, was tough and four-square—bigger
boned, once she had grown for a year or so, than either of her elder sisters. She maneuvered
robustly to find her own niche, shaking off Grace’s attempts to bring her under her wing. When
Grace had been the infant of the household, she had been quite happy to play dutiful younger
sister to the brilliant Baba, fetching and carrying and following her instructions in games. But
Lizanne was not taking orders from anybody.“Why aren’t you nice to me,” Grace would complain,
“like I was nice to Peggy?”By Kelly standards, Grace had a feeble side. She was by far the least
forceful of the four Kelly kids—quieter and more withdrawn, almost waiflike. Grace was the one
with the colds and allergies, the child who was always falling over in the playground. When the
Kellys sat round the dinner table for their roast, it was not Kell the rower or Lizanne the baby who
got the essence from the meat. The juice went to Gracie with the scabs on her knees.“Grace
was always sniffling,” remembers Gloria Otley, whose father, Jess, was Jack Kelly’s estimator
and principal partner in Kelly for Brickwork. “We were always saying, ‘Gracie, blow your nose,’
‘Gracie, stop your sniffling,’ ‘Gracie, here’s a handkerchief.’”The sniffler would spend long hours
apart from the other children, playing with her dolls. “She was always very good at being alone,”
remembers Maree Frisby, a childhood friend who was to stay close to Grace throughout her life.
Grace would lose herself in the little dramas that she dreamt up for her dolls. She made up her
own language for them, creating a private world of formality and make-believe that she could
share with these wood and plaster friends. One cherished piece of Kelly lore relates how
Lizanne, in a fit of temper, locked her elder sister in a closet. It was hours before Grace was
discovered—unconcerned and quite self-sufficient, happily at play with her dolls, babbling the
private code of endearments that she reserved for her own little family.In adult life Grace Kelly
was to prove something of a chameleon. Grace the sensible, Grace the sensuous, Grace the
frivolous—she had a whole range of personalities, and she flung herself into each with rare
energy and commitment. It was not a matter of superficial posing. She passionately believed in
every role in which she cast herself, and it was her skill to isolate and insulate her various selves
from each other with such success that people often swore they had met a totally different
person. Grace Kelly was not naturally endowed with the tricks and techniques of the actress—
she always had to work hard at her craft—but she did have conviction, an absolute belief in the



part she was filling at that minute. “I’ve always liked to make-believe,” she told the Hollywood
columnist Sidney Skolsky in 1954.Grace’s infant world of fantasy illuminated another streak in
her character. In later years her sister Lizanne was rummaging through some closets in the
palace at Monaco, when she came upon a compartment that was stuffed with Grace’s childhood
collection of dolls. At first surprised by her sister’s sentimentality in preserving her family of
inanimate friends and transporting them all the way to the south of France, Lizanne then
reflected on how remarkably clean and unbroken the dolls all seemed. Grace had usually
preferred to play with somebody else’s toys if she could. She liked to keep her own dolls out of
harm’s way, saving them for best. So the waif with scabby knees had not, perhaps, been quite as
helpless as she seemed.There was always a certain element of detachment in Grace. When her
childhood friends recall her early years, they dwell almost enviously on the richness and
excitement of life at 3901 Henry Avenue—the playhouses and the Christmas trees, the dynamic
people shuttling to and fro. But Grace herself never felt entirely part of it. “I was terribly shy when
I was young,” she recalled in one interview in 1974. “I almost crawled into the woodwork I was so
self-conscious.”“We were always competing,” she added two years later, developing the theme,
“competing for everything—competing for love.” Grace felt like an outsider in her family of triers
and tusslers, the third of four children, and lost in the shuffle. “I was always on my mother’s knee,
the clinging type,” she remembered. “But I was pushed away.”Grace’s mother subscribed to the
energetic and elbowing Kelly ethic as completely as her husband. Margaret Majer came of stern
and purposeful German Protestant stock—her family had owned a featherbed business in
Baden-Württemberg—and she spoke nothing but German until the age of six or seven. She had
first met Jack Kelly at a swim meet in 1913, and one of the principal reasons why the couple did
not marry for nearly eleven years was Margaret’s insistence on first accomplishing the goals that
she had set for her own life. Jack Kelly had left school in eighth grade, but Margaret Majer
graduated from Temple University with a degree in physical education, then worked as a phys-
ed teacher at the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania, a pioneering institution which was
for many years the only all-female medical college in the United States. Margaret also found time
to coach the University of Pennsylvania women’s swimming team, the first woman ever to be
entrusted with the task.A striking blonde with well-shaped cheekbones and a firm jaw, Margaret
Majer was a handsome woman. She never worked as a professional model. That would not have
been dignified. But she did pose in the 1920s for the cover of The Country Gentleman magazine,
the very picture of refined and healthy beauty—with a distinctly Nordic tinge. When Margaret
married Jack Kelly in 1924 she converted to Catholicism, but she remained unmistakably
Teutonic.“I wouldn’t say that Mother is a Nazi,” remarked Kell in later years. “But sometimes I do
refer to her as, quote, ‘That old Prussian mother of mine’.”“Ma” Kelly had the overlarge, practical
hands of the hausfrau. She never wore colored nail polish, and she brought up her three pretty
blond daughters to present themselves in the same unadorned style. She had their fine hair cut
straight and simple across the brow, and she actively discouraged them from getting fussy over
clothes. Frugal to a fault, Ma recycled her girls’ dresses systematically, so that Grace’s clothes



were more old than new. If the children failed to hang their clothes properly, their mother fined
them a nickel from their twenty-five cents per week pocket money, and she was not averse to
enforcing her discipline with a sharply wielded hairbrush or with the back of her hand.Ma Kelly
was the day-to-day, hands-on technician who kept the Kelly household functioning.
Parsimonious and purposeful, she inspired a deep and lifelong awe in all her children—and that
awe was shared by their friends from a respectful distance. “‘The Boss,’ was what she used to be
called,” remembered Grace’s friend Charlie Fish. “She ran things pretty good.”Ma Kelly’s
particular passion was the raising of funds for her beloved Women’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania, and she volunteered her children’s energies for fashion shows and benefits as
imperiously as her husband put his only son out on the river. One year she got the kids to
organize a circus in the back garden. Kell, age eight, did a strongman act. Peggy, then ten, was
the ringmaster, while the five-year-old Grace did a tightrope act dressed in a little ballet costume.
The children sold tickets to all their rich Henry Avenue neighbors.“Everything was for Women’s
Medical in our life,” remembered Peggy. “We stole flowers. I would tell my little sister to go up and
steal all the flowers from next door. . . . I would send her up there, and she would pick those
violets and then sell them back to the lovely ladies.”Ma Kelly had the same striving tunnel vision
as her husband. A Kelly cause was a good cause, and normal rules could be waived in the
achieving of it. Grace’s focus never strayed far from her charismatic father, but her mother
influenced her in ways that were equally profound. There were the physical attributes—the
Teutonic blondness and features that contributed so much to Grace’s astonishing adult beauty,
as well as the oversized and sometimes ungainly Majer hands. More important was the
willpower and the sense of purpose, the sheer busyness with which Ma Kelly tattooed her girls’
spirits.“We were never allowed to sit with our hands empty,” Peggy told the author Gwen Robyns,
many years later. “We just knew we were expected to knit. We had to knit and to crochet from the
time we were three or four years old. We had to because we were German girls. . . . Honey, we
just had to. It was expected of us, and we just did it.”Peggy herself felt that she had managed to
avoid most of the maternal Germanness. A fay and carefree spirit, the firstborn Kelly child saw
herself as incorrigibly Irish. “I’m my father’s daughter,” she used to say with pride. It was middle
sister Grace who turned out to be the German daughter, in Peggy’s opinion. Grace was the good
girl who knew what was expected of her and just did it.Grace’s mother needed all her backbone
to manage the task of being married to the dashing and romantic Jack Kelly. Ma Kelly ran the
household and handled so much of the discipline at Henry Avenue because her husband was
away from home so often—and the usual, painful reason for his absence was that he was off
romancing other women.Handsome Jack took full advantage of his reputation as America’s
most perfectly formed male. There was the telephone girl at the office, and a secretary. On many
an afternoon his car was to be seen outside the home of Ellen Frazer, a divorcée who lived in
Chestnut Hill and who was his escort to baseball games. February was Jack Kelly’s month for a
jaunt to Florida without his wife and family—and one December the Elizabeth Arden store in
downtown Philadelphia got a glimpse of how very extensive his social range might be. Jack Kelly



placed an order for twenty-seven identical makeup cases, each to be gift-wrapped and sent to a
different lady.This was the other side of Jack Kelly the hero. Fame went to his head. He
cultivated his image as the showcase father of a showcase family, but his philandering
suggested that the show might be more for his benefit than for theirs. There is a sense in which
the 110 percent sportsman denies adult life, retreating into a world in which play is a value
beyond any other, and when it came to women, Jack Kelly’s values were those of a playful child,
tied up in himself and totally oblivious to those he might hurt. He would have left his wife and
family for Mrs. Frazer, Germantown gossip asserted, if the lady had not been too canny, realizing
how a woman had to maintain her independence from a man like Jack in order to avoid total
subjugation to his will.“I don’t think there was one good marriage in the entire Kelly family,”
commented Charles Kelly, a nephew of Jack’s. “The Kellys had a tendency to take over.”Jack
Kelly could annihilate you in a sculling race, and he could annihilate you in real life, exhibiting an
unblushing indifference to the feelings of other people. When in later years his son Kell became
a father himself and confessed his disappointment that his first child was not a boy but a girl,
Jack Kelly told the young man who had laid his whole childhood on the altar of the Diamond
Sculls, “Don’t worry, son. My greatest joy in life has been Peggy.”Ma Kelly coped with her
inspiring and enraging child-husband, all agreed, with real dignity. His infidelities might even
have suited her Germanic and slightly masculine style. Like Mrs. Frazer, she carved out her own
territory and protected it, making sure that she remained in charge of her own life. “It’s very
difficult to be married to a Kelly,” she would acknowledge.Margaret Majer had not married for
passion. She had always had her own, unusually woman-centered goals to achieve, and these
assumed more importance as she resigned herself to her husband’s errant ways. With Jack in
Florida, February was Ma’s month for a grimly savored shopping spree, and she threw herself
more fiercely than ever into the raising of funds for her beloved Women’s Med. She endeavored,
above all, to hide her marital problems from her children.In this she temporarily succeeded. The
Kelly clan stayed looking good. Peggy, Kell, Grace, and Lizanne did not learn directly about their
father’s womanizing—or of the pain inside their mother— until they were all adult. But what they
did learn, and from an early age, were the ways in which a family maneuvers around a problem
whose existence it does not acknowledge. Keep up appearances. Impress the world. Don’t talk
about what is really bothering you, and—particularly in the Kellys’ case—make sure that you
keep on playing the game.Sport can provide most helpful training for the game of life. Jack and
Margaret Kelly believed that fervently. It was one subject on which they were very happily united,
and a typical Saturday or Sunday for the Kelly family involved long hours of working out together,
parents and children, in the gym and pool of the Penn Athletic Club on Rittenhouse Square. After
long hours of training, Peggy and Lizanne, the eldest and youngest Kelly girls, both became
outstanding competitive swimmers.But sport becomes a form of sickness when it turns into
obsession, and it is difficult to think of another word for the way in which three of the Kelly
children came to dedicate their childhoods to the pursuit of sporting excellence—Kell sculling
after the specter of his father on the river, Peggy and Lizanne seeking to win his attention as



their mother had done, in the swimming pool.The exception was child number three, the
sensitive one. Grace was no slouch at athletics. She was as nimble as Peggy or Lizanne, and as
she grew older she easily won her way onto her school teams for field hockey. But the reflective
little girl who wove dramas around her dolls was looking for more than physical exertion and
competition—and she found it in a family elder who provided a very different role model from
either of her charismatic parents.George Kelly, Grace’s uncle, lived just around the corner from
Henry Avenue, in an elegantly bohemian set of rooms in the Alden Park apartments. 3901 Henry
Avenue had a spartan feel with its displays of sporting trophies. But Uncle George’s bachelor
apartment was altogether more relaxed, for Uncle George was a creative spirit—an actor-turned-
playwright who had once been a big name on Broadway. Outside Philadelphia, in fact, George
Kelly was better known in many circles than his younger brother Jack. In 1926 George had won
the Pulitzer Prize for his play Craig’s Wife, the harrowing moral tale of a woman who marries for
status, and four of his plays were made into movies that featured such stars as Will Rogers,
Spencer Tracy, and Joan Crawford. His satirical comedy The Torch-Bearers, is revived and
played to this day as one of the classic treatments of the backstage misadventures that can
befall an amateur dramatic company.The bricklaying beginnings and energetic self-publicity of
Grace Kelly’s father have fostered the impression that Grace’s acting talents sprang, somewhat
against the odds, from Irish laboring roots. But there is another Irish tradition—of ballads and
humor and light entertainment—and this loomed as large as bricklaying in the history and
makeup of the Kellys of East Falls. Apart from Uncle George, the dramatist, there was Uncle
Walter, a bill-topping vaudeville comedian, and Aunt Grace, a comic actress and mimic in whose
memory little Grace was named.Uncle Walter developed a most successful stage persona as
“The Virginia Judge.” Dressed in a baggy white suit and panama hat, he played the role of a
Southern magistrate hearing the cases against a succession of Amos ‘n’ Andy characters who
provided the pretext for a stream of unashamedly racist jokes:Virginia Judge: “Want to make a
quarter?”Darkie: “No, Suh. I’ve got a quarter.”Aunt Grace was more demure. Her forte was a
Harry Lauder impression which she performed dressed in tartan, while enunciating her lines in a
faultless Scottish accent.Young Grace never knew her humorous and extrovert namesake—Aunt
Grace died before she was born—but any child who grew up in the unconventionally talented
Kelly family was provided with ample evidence of how it was possible, in the words of the author
Steven Englund, “to make a career not from bricks and mortar, but from make-believe.” Uncle
Walter, fat and jolly and smelling of cigars, entranced the children at family gatherings. He could
always be counted on for a large and enjoyably frivolous present when birthdays came around—
and he was also a reminder of how make-believe can make bricks and mortar possible, since it
was a $5,000 loan from Walter, with a further $2,000 from George, the playwright, that had
launched their younger brother’s company, Kelly for Brickwork, in 1919.Uncle George took great
pleasure in correcting the Jack-centered, rags-to-riches, version of Kelly history that was
propagated by his younger brother. It was true that the Kellys, like thousands of Irish-Americans,
had fled from Ireland during the potato famine of the 1840s. But by the time Grace’s



grandparents, John and Mary Kelly, were established in East Falls half a century later, the family
was by no means without resources. Old John, the paterfamilias, was making a decent living
from his own insurance business, and he was able to provide quite a comfortable and solid
home for Walter, George, Jack, Aunt Grace, and six other sons and daughters. Two of the sons,
Patrick H. and Charles, were already partners in their own successful building business when
their younger brother Jack left school, and it was Patrick H. who had given Jack his first job.So
while it was technically correct to say that Jack Kelly had started his working life as a bricklayer,
he had, in fact, been something of a privileged trainee, working on the payroll of his brothers’
construction business—and it was his rich show-business brothers who provided the cash that
enabled him to get started on his own. Uncle George liked to point out that the calluses on
Jack’s hands came less from manual labor than from his own decision to spend so much of his
time at “scull practice on the Schuylkill river.”They were both master mythmakers, these
divergent Kelly siblings, tycoon Jack conjuring up the picture of a youth among lunch pails and
work boots, while George, the playwright, talked grandly of ease and comfort, and of being
educated “privately”—a boast which played with truth and fantasy in a fashion that was oddly
similar to Jack’s claim to have started out in life a bricklayer. George went to the local public
school, but, as a dramatist, he could fairly be said to have educated himself.In later life the adult
Grace Kelly was to pick what she wanted from the contrasting myths developed by her uncle
and her father, shaping an identity for herself that embraced the striving East Falls girl who made
good, as well as the serene and fully fledged Philadelphia princess. But, beyond mere
ingredients, the lesson that she absorbed from the two men who dominated her childhood was
the need to write her own scenario for life. Jack and George were living proof that if a person
believed their own myth with enough conviction, most other people would come to believe it,
too.Grace Kelly’s style in later years was to be notable for its aloofness, and this was something
else that she learned from her Uncle George. Publicly remote and fastidious, George Kelly was
definitely a snob. When it came to politics, he was a conservative Republican, and he hated the
populist style of F.D.R. as thoroughly as Jack Kelly adored the president. The two brothers felt so
strongly about the subject that they avoided talking politics after a time, but they kept on arguing
fiercely about everything else. “He was one of the few people,” Grace remembered of Uncle
George, “who ever contradicted my father.”Worship of Jack Kelly was the organizing principle of
life at 3901 Henry Avenue, and Grace was a willing devotee of the cult. But she found a safe
substitute for rebellion in her attraction toward the alternatives that were offered by Uncle
George. He cut a handsome figure, as tall as his brother Jack at six-foot-two, but more slender
and refined—a man of standards and of subtlety. A photograph of the dark-haired George Kelly
in 1924 at the time of The Show-Off, his second Broadway hit, displays a pair of piercing black
eyes, a long aquiline nose, and curving lips that seem almost feminine.Uncle George’s sexuality
was something of a mystery. Unmarried, he never had girlfriends, and though he wrote rich and
challenging roles for women, the critics sometimes accused him of misogyny. He shared his life
with a discreet and loyal manservant. But if George Kelly was homosexual, he gave no overt sign



of it. He lived detached and sufficient unto himself—precise and a little self-righteous, like his
plays. His cup of tea had to be brewed from the raw leaf, never from a tea bag.“He was a very
old-world gentleman,” says Dorothy Langdon Sidey, whose father, Roy, was family doctor to both
the Majers and the Kellys. “He was very continental.”Grace loved it when Uncle George would
take her out to lunch and talk to her of scripts and books and parts. “You could sit and listen to
my Uncle George all night long,” she later recalled. “One story after another.”George Kelly had
started off in vaudeville as an actor in the dramatic one-act sketches that were a feature of many
music-hall bills, and he had been drawn into writing by the need to generate his own material.
Graduating to full-length plays with The Torch-Bearers in 1922, he enjoyed a decade of great
success. But his formal drawing-room dramas lost ground to the social realism of the
Depression years, and in the early 1930s he moved out to Hollywood to write and polish
dialogue for the talkies. He was placed under contract by MGM, and one of his greatest themes
was the importance of protecting artistic integrity against the pressures and compromises of the
studio system.“He is the most wonderful and intelligent man I have ever known,” wrote Grace of
her uncle when she was seventeen. “Whatever he talks about, he makes you understand all its
beauty and hidden meaning.”If there was one single influence that directed Grace Kelly toward
her career as an actress, it was her adored Uncle George. Declaiming long narrative passages
from the nineteenth century poets that he loved, lecturing his young nephews and nieces on the
need to correct the nasal twang of their Philadelphia accents, walking, even in old age, with the
same stately posture with which he had first trod the vaudeville boards, George Kelly was the
inspirational essence of dramatic art—filled to his fingertips with the magic of acting.Talking in
1966 with Irwin W. Solomon about the comedienne Ina Claire, and trying to describe the artfully
scatterbrained way in which she had performed a scene from his play The Fatal Weakness,
George Kelly suddenly offered a demonstration. He was in his Alden Park apartment, and he
walked from the living room into the dining room. The two areas were separated by a dull green
theatrical curtain that hung from a long, heavy rod with old-fashioned hoops.“A few moments
later,” Solomon recalled, “his hand came through; he pulled the curtain apart a bit, then the
whole curtain, and he walked into the room.”The transformation was astonishing. Without
makeup, costume, or even a flick of his hair, Uncle George had accomplished the miracle of the
actor. Assuming the postures and saying the lines, George Kelly was no longer George Kelly
—“He was Ina Claire.”3WHITE GLOVESGrace Kelly started school just before her fifth birthday,
in the autumn of 1934, at the Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, Philadelphia, in the parish
of St. Bridget’s. The Jesuits boast that any child they educate becomes theirs for life. The Sisters
of the Assumption could certainly claim as much of their student Grace.Ravenhill was a grand
and upstanding Victorian residence that had been bequeathed to the Catholic diocese of
Philadelphia, and the Sisters of the Assumption had adapted the mansion’s handsome wood-
paneled walls and pink stained-glass windows into a fee-paying school that was fragrant with
wax polish and piety.“Who am I?”“I am a child of God.”“Why am I here?”“I am here to know Him,
to love Him, and to serve Him.”Ninety to a hundred little girls, with a few boys in the kindergarten,



were shepherded through their catechism and schoolwork by a score of nuns and their helpers
who lived on the premises. The domestic, or lay, sisters did the cooking and kept the place
clean. They wore black aprons with white headdresses. The more senior teaching staff wore
purple and had a large white felt cross sewn in the middle of their habits. The children addressed
them as “Mother.”The Order of the Assumption was a French teaching order whose mother
house was in Belgium. Ravenhill was their first, and at that time, only North American academy,
and their ethic was purposefully European. If you wrote “color” in an essay, you lost a mark. The
correct spelling was “colour.” Everyone who mattered in the convent’s hierarchy spoke with a
foreign accent, or in clipped and precise Oxbridge English in which you heard every consonant.
“I didn’t have a native, American teacher until I was in sixth grade,” remembers Mary-Ellen Tolan,
a Ravenhill schoolmate of Grace’s.There was a vivid sense of being part of an international
community. Each issue of the Ravenhill school magazine dwelt lengthily on the adventures in the
thirty or more Assumption colleges around the world, and these became very real as World War
II approached. Children from threatened sister houses were sent to America for safety. Among
Grace Kelly’s fellow students were the singing children of the Von Trapp family, fresh off the Alps
in their native costumes, and bringing Ravenhill’s concerts alive with the sound of music.The
mothers and sisters of the Assumption laid great emphasis on manners. Each Ravenhill girl kept
three uniforms in her locker—one for everyday wear, one for sports, and one for special holy
days. She also had to bring her own white, embroidered linen napkin to lunch, where one of the
staff patrolled the tables, correcting the girls who did not hold their knives and forks in a proper
fashion.“Any kind of rudeness was taboo,” remembers Mother Dorothy, who was one of Grace’s
teachers. “We explained how we are all a body of Christ, and how disrespect and rudeness to
each other is rudeness to Christ. We stressed that very much.”Mother Dorothy remembers
Grace as a girl who asked excellent questions. “She asked in a nice way, like somebody who
was interested personally, and who wasn’t looking to pick flaws. She was always very positive.”
Sister Francis Joseph recalls that Grace was “an average girl intellectually—pretty matter-of-
fact.”Grace Kelly was no brainbox. Ravenhill used the innovative teaching techniques of the
Montessori method, but it was not conventional schoolwork that made the impact on Grace’s
mind. Her math was particularly weak. She attended Ravenhill for nine years, from the time she
was four until she completed eighth grade at the age of thirteen-and-a-half, and what she
brought away was less academic accomplishment than an all-embracing and quite unshakable
faith in the Catholic religion and its relevance to every detail of her life.A different spirit might
have rebelled against it—the rules, the bells, the curtseyings to Reverend Mother, the lines of
white-veiled little girls filing silently to the chapel. But Grace was always a conformist, on the
surface, at least, and in the absence of her attaining any particular classroom distinction, religion
offered an area in which she could excel. She enjoyed the pageantry and the certainty, and she
felt comfortable taking her cues from authority figures.Grace also encountered a tenderness at
the convent that she did not find at home. The Kelly household was an environment of
considerable material comfort, but it was tough in emotional terms. Grace found the cosseting



she needed in the Mothers and Sisters of the Assumption. There was something otherworldly
about them. Vanishing from lessons on a regular basis in order to fulfill their prayer vows eight
times a day, Ravenhill’s teachers were gentle and naive—and also slightly mysterious. They lived
in their own forbidden areas of the mansion, and they were never seen to eat. But after lunch
they always smelled of oranges.The Order of the Assumption attached particular importance to
the drama and liturgy of the Catholic faith, and the sisters introduced this to new arrivals by
having them act out the ceremonies of the mass, with the kindergarten boys playing the part of
priests, dressed in little paper vestments. God and human mortality were not remote or
complicated prospects. Once a girl could write with any fluency, she was given a small black
book to note down the questions she would like to ask her heavenly Father when she met Him
face-to-face.Grace’s parents were by no means unquestioning Catholics. As a former Protestant,
Ma Kelly had particular problems with the doctrine of the Virgin birth. She found the idea of Mary
getting impregnated via an angel quite ridiculous, and she did not hesitate to express her
skepticism on this and similar topics when family table talk turned to religious matters. But Grace
drank down everything the sisters taught her. They had the same mixture of class and delicacy
that she found so attractive in Uncle George. She took her first communion at the age of seven in
the Ravenhill chapel, dressed all in white for her entry as a full member into the Body of Christ.
The evening before, she made her first confession, kneeling in the darkness of the curtained box
that stood inside the chapel door, whispering her sins through the screen to Father Allen, who
came up to the school every afternoon from St. Bridget’s.What sins could a seven-year-old girl
find to confess? “‘I hit my friend,’ perhaps, or, ‘I told a lie,’” explains Mother Dorothy, who would
prepare the girls before they went to the confessional. “Just that little lack of cooperation with
what the Lord wants from us.”Grace’s friends remember quite a mischievous little girl who got the
giggles during Benediction. “Something would start her going,” remembers Alice Godfrey. “She
would try to hold it in, and then her whole body would be shaking.”Away from the intense and
coercive Kelly environment, the sniffler became a snickerer. The Assumption sisters were not
fierce disciplinarians, and Grace felt able to stretch out a little, revealing a definite friskiness. Her
place at lunch was by the window, and she would help friends jettison unwanted food into the
bushes when the patrolling sister was not watching. Beyond the bushes were the convent
gardens and a grotto that was the rendezvous for all sorts of naughtiness.“Grace Kelly,”
remembers Glenna Costello Millar, “was the girl who taught me how to smoke.”It was at the
Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, around the age of nine or ten, that Grace began to
manifest the intriguing dualism that was to become the central feature of her adult character—
the prim and proper Goody Two-Shoes inside whom lurked a wild and often reckless spirit. This
was not a simple matter of hypocrisy. Whatever her failings, Grace was never a sly or deceitful
person. It was her genuine and wholehearted wish to be a good girl and to do the right thing. But
this did not stop her from puffing on a cigarette behind the convent grotto. Grace the naughty
was absolutely as authentic as Grace the good, and it was the appetizing tension between these
conflicting personalities that was to provide the essence of her appeal as a film star—the



outwardly reserved and cool girl who hinted at such wildness underneath.Roman Catholicism, of
all religions, addresses the conflict between virtue and indulgence with particular practicality.
The priest in the confession box represents the most tangible acknowledgment that we cannot
possibly hope to eradicate sin and must therefore find a mechanism for living with it on a
permanent basis. It is a dogma which positively embraces the basic schizophrenia that is the
human condition—and it may be that the young Grace was drawn so strongly to the Catholic
faith because it offered her some sort of rationale and solace for the conflicting impulses that
she could already feel battling inside her.The Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, no longer
exists. The sisters later transferred their ministry to the Philadelphia ghetto. But Ravenhill
remains a treasured memory for Grace’s school friends—the remembrance of a different and
rather innocent world, now more than fifty years past. On holy days the entire student body
would participate in cache-cache, a massive, school-wide game of hide-and-seek. Every day
after school, when sports were over, the girls would be served with goûter. One of the cooking
sisters would emerge from the kitchen, bearing a tray piled high with fresh-baked
pastries.Grace’s mother and father took her away from Ravenhill at the end of eighth grade
because Jack Kelly felt that the convent’s sporting program was inadequate. Pastries after
training certainly did not sharpen the competitive edge. But Grace’s early brush with the
compelling power of faith and idealism stayed with her all her life. From the year she left, she
kept in touch with the sisters, sending them Christmas cards and writing long, newsy letters to
her favorite teachers. It was as if she saw them as parents. Sometimes, as an adult, she would
turn back to her childhood mentors for advice.“The sisters were quite remarkable women,” says
Alice Godfrey. “I remember being struck by their sense of obligation and social duty. It was quite
compelling. It affected us all, I think.”Alice Godfrey has a particular memory of Sister Inez, a
young nun from central America who took her final vows while Grace and Alice were her pupils:
“Grace loved her. She was the most beautiful woman you ever laid your eyes on, with the biggest
brown eyes and the creamiest skin. Grace and I talked about it. We just couldn’t believe that this
gorgeous creature was giving her whole life to God.”With her friend Alice, the nine-year-old
Grace was one of a small group who were invited to witness Sister Inez’s solemn submission
and induction into the order: “The ceremony was just unbelievable—the music, the chanting. The
sister lay prostrate on the floor, and they covered her. The cardinal was there. If you could have
seen the mothers and the sisters in their long white veils, coming in and kneeling at the prie-
dieu, all bowing down and touching the marble floor... Grace said to me afterward that she would
never forget it. I mean, there was a moment in that ceremony when we both felt quite certain that
God had come down and was right there beside us.”Grace was nearly fourteen years old when
she transferred from Ravenhill to the Stevens School in Germantown, a private establishment for
girls that had been founded in Civil War times by a Miss Susie Stevens. This lady was said to
have fallen down the stairs on hearing the news of her fiancé’s death in battle, and to have
devoted the rest of her life, from her wheelchair, to the education of refined young ladies. Miss
Stevens’s staircase was still there when Grace went to the school, the striking and dramatic



centerpiece of yet another old, wood-paneled mansion that had been converted into an
academy with an accent on decorum. The former stable house at the back of the courtyard had
been remodeled into a sort of practice salon, where the girls were instructed in the etiquette of
how to serve, and how to take, afternoon tea. Grace completed her high school education at
Stevens, and it was during these last four years of schooling that she started going out with boys.
But she did not, initially, meet with great success. “There was one period when she was between
fourteen and sixteen,” her mother later recalled, “when she was nothing but a giggly somebody
with a high, nasal voice. She always had had trouble with her nose. . . . That gave her the peculiar 
voice. Her enjoyment of food gave her a little extra weight. And she had been nearsighted for
several years, which made it necessary for her to wear glasses.”Grace had matured early and
looked older than her years, but she suffered from a crippling lack of self-confidence. “I was
terribly shy when I was young,” she later remembered. “I almost crawled into the woodwork I was
so self-conscious. . . . I was so bland, they kept having to introduce me again and again before
people noticed me. I made no impression.”Grace conjured up these painful memories in 1974,
when she was nearly forty-five years old, one of the most famous women in the world and
universally revered as an example of poise and self-assurance. But the ache was clearly still
there. For all her beauty and apparent serenity, the princess retained a core of insecurity that
dated back to her childhood years. It was as if she still held inside her the plain and gawky little
girl that nobody noticed.The teenage Grace had a particular anxiety about her breasts, which,
she felt convinced, were not large enough. “She had a complex,” remembers one of her school
friends. “She was forever massaging them, hoping to make them bigger.”Flat-chested,
overweight, and wearing glasses. “Grace was not really known as a beauty queen in those days,”
remembers Jim “Butch” McAllister, who knew Grace down in Ocean City, New Jersey, where the
Kellys had a summer home. As Grace’s mother crisply put it, “She was nobody’s Princess
Charming.”At the time, Ma Kelly felt sorry for her shy and gawky fourteen-year-old. She was
reminded of the withdrawn and waiflike child who had always seemed to require more babying
than her extrovert brother and sisters. But later she came to wonder whether some of the
survival techniques that Grace developed in her ugly-duckling years were not a source of her
successes in later life. “I always wanted to protect Gracie,” she said. “She must have struck men
the same way she struck me. Every man who knew her from the time she was about fifteen . . .
wanted to take care of Gracie.”Even as a successful and stunningly beautiful adult, Grace Kelly
had the knack of getting people to coddle her. “She always had a way of getting people to do
things for her,” her sister Lizanne once explained. “You really thought she needed help, but she
did not need help at all. You’d find yourself thinking, ‘Oh, I’d better go over and help her.’ And she
didn’t need help at all. She gave that impression.”The streak of fantasy that had taken the baby
Grace into her own safe world of dolls ran strong as ever. “When she was eight, nine, ten,”
remembers Alice Godfrey, “we used to sit and we’d open up the Esquire, or whatever magazine
was at the house, and we’d turn the pages, and she would make up a story about it— ‘Now,
that’s my home, and that’s my car. There’s my husband, and they’re our children, and there’s this,



and oh, yes, there’s where we’re going on our honeymoon.’”Grace’s social confidence might
falter from time to time, but she could fantasize with rare conviction. In the winter of 1940-41,
when she was eleven, she went to a matinée of the Ballets Russes and was entranced with its
star, Igor Youskevitch, the Baryshnikov of his day. She decided that she would become a prima
ballerina. So she took ballet lessons until she was told that she was too tall— when she moved
on to Ginger Rogers with equal enthusiasm. Maree Frisby, the new best friend she had made at
Stevens, remembers Grace phoning her reproachfully from the modern dance class in which
they had both enrolled. “I was not that keen on it, and I remember getting calls from Grace on
Saturday morning—‘Maree, where are you? You’d promised you’d be here.’”Grace had acted in
plays from an early age. After serving her apprenticeship as angel and shepherd in the annual
Ravenhill Christmas pageants, she had graduated to the role of the “Virgin Mary. But it was
during her gawky years that Grace’s passion for acting really started to take root, as she
discovered how, on the stage, she could fashion herself into what she wanted with a style she
could not yet master in real life.A visit to a production by the Old Academy Players, a small East
Falls amateur dramatic group, lit the spark. Grace rushed home from the play, which had
featured her mother’s brother, Uncle “Midge” Majer, to tell her father that she wanted to be an
actress.Jack Kelly was not impressed. “He just looked up at me from his desk for a long time,”
Grace later remembered. “Then he said: ‘All right, Grace, if that’s what you want to do . . .’”The
Old Academy Players were one of the many “little theater” groups of amateur enthusiasts that
flourished in Philadelphia in the 1930s and 1940s. They had converted an old East Falls school-
house into a theater, and it was in the plain but functional setting of this “old academy” that
Grace Kelly made her stage debut in 1942 at the age of twelve. “I remember the first time on
stage as a nice feeling,”she recalled in Hollywood a dozen years later. “[It] was nice to feel an
audience respond.”The play was Don’t Feed the Animals, and Ruth Emmert, who directed it,
was struck by Grace’s professionalism. The young actress was always on time for rehearsals,
and she never forgot her lines. She also displayed a commendable willingness to raid her
mother’s wardrobe for the costumes and props that the amateur company needed.By the time
she was a teenager, Grace was an amateur dramatic ministar. She was a juvenile stalwart of the
Old Academy Players, cycling down the hill for rehearsals with the same commitment that Kell
was displaying about rowing. The boy was starting to win at regattas. Grace’s equivalent was to
win the leading roles in the productions at Stevens. She played Kate in The Taming of the Shrew,
she was a dazzling Peter Pan, and she was the star of the school dancing classes. She brought
the Stevens field day to a halt one year with a strangely erotic interpretation of a ritual fire dance,
all jerks and drama, performed barefoot.Her Stevens schoolmates had no doubt about her
acting and her dancing abilities. The “prophecy” section of her final school yearbook envisioned
a future for Grace Patricia Kelly as “a famous star of screen and radio”—though this was not to
suggest that her friends considered her stagy or self-important. In the yearbook’s composite
portrait of the “Perfect Senior,” Grace was listed as a model of a popular student.“She had a real
sparkle about her,” remembers Jane Porter, who was several years behind her at Stevens. “She



was just fun!”When Jane Porter first went to Stevens, she found that she had been assigned to
Grace as her “little sister.” Older girls were given newcomers to take under their wings, and
Grace carried out her responsibilities more thoroughly than most. “She was one of the few girls
who had her own car,” remembers Jane, “a convertible,a Plymouth, I think. It was light blue—
zippy. Every day we’d have to go down for hockey practice, and because I was her little sister
she’d say, ‘Come on, Jane!’”3WHITE GLOVESGrace Kelly started school just before her fifth
birthday, in the autumn of 1934, at the Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, Philadelphia, in
the parish of St. Bridget’s. The Jesuits boast that any child they educate becomes theirs for life.
The Sisters of the Assumption could certainly claim as much of their student Grace.Ravenhill
was a grand and upstanding Victorian residence that had been bequeathed to the Catholic
diocese of Philadelphia, and the Sisters of the Assumption had adapted the mansion’s
handsome wood-paneled walls and pink stained-glass windows into a fee-paying school that
was fragrant with wax polish and piety.“Who am I?”“I am a child of God.”“Why am I here?”“I am
here to know Him, to love Him, and to serve Him.”Ninety to a hundred little girls, with a few boys
in the kindergarten, were shepherded through their catechism and schoolwork by a score of
nuns and their helpers who lived on the premises. The domestic, or lay, sisters did the cooking
and kept the place clean. They wore black aprons with white headdresses. The more senior
teaching staff wore purple and had a large white felt cross sewn in the middle of their habits. The
children addressed them as “Mother.”The Order of the Assumption was a French teaching order
whose mother house was in Belgium. Ravenhill was their first, and at that time, only North
American academy, and their ethic was purposefully European. If you wrote “color” in an essay,
you lost a mark. The correct spelling was “colour.” Everyone who mattered in the convent’s
hierarchy spoke with a foreign accent, or in clipped and precise Oxbridge English in which you
heard every consonant. “I didn’t have a native, American teacher until I was in sixth grade,”
remembers Mary-Ellen Tolan, a Ravenhill schoolmate of Grace’s.There was a vivid sense of
being part of an international community. Each issue of the Ravenhill school magazine dwelt
lengthily on the adventures in the thirty or more Assumption colleges around the world, and
these became very real as World War II approached. Children from threatened sister houses
were sent to America for safety. Among Grace Kelly’s fellow students were the singing children
of the Von Trapp family, fresh off the Alps in their native costumes, and bringing Ravenhill’s
concerts alive with the sound of music.The mothers and sisters of the Assumption laid great
emphasis on manners. Each Ravenhill girl kept three uniforms in her locker—one for everyday
wear, one for sports, and one for special holy days. She also had to bring her own white,
embroidered linen napkin to lunch, where one of the staff patrolled the tables, correcting the girls
who did not hold their knives and forks in a proper fashion.“Any kind of rudeness was taboo,”
remembers Mother Dorothy, who was one of Grace’s teachers. “We explained how we are all a
body of Christ, and how disrespect and rudeness to each other is rudeness to Christ. We
stressed that very much.”Mother Dorothy remembers Grace as a girl who asked excellent
questions. “She asked in a nice way, like somebody who was interested personally, and who



wasn’t looking to pick flaws. She was always very positive.” Sister Francis Joseph recalls that
Grace was “an average girl intellectually—pretty matter-of-fact.”Grace Kelly was no brainbox.
Ravenhill used the innovative teaching techniques of the Montessori method, but it was not
conventional schoolwork that made the impact on Grace’s mind. Her math was particularly weak.
She attended Ravenhill for nine years, from the time she was four until she completed eighth
grade at the age of thirteen-and-a-half, and what she brought away was less academic
accomplishment than an all-embracing and quite unshakable faith in the Catholic religion and its
relevance to every detail of her life.A different spirit might have rebelled against it—the rules, the
bells, the curtseyings to Reverend Mother, the lines of white-veiled little girls filing silently to the
chapel. But Grace was always a conformist, on the surface, at least, and in the absence of her
attaining any particular classroom distinction, religion offered an area in which she could excel.
She enjoyed the pageantry and the certainty, and she felt comfortable taking her cues from
authority figures.Grace also encountered a tenderness at the convent that she did not find at
home. The Kelly household was an environment of considerable material comfort, but it was
tough in emotional terms. Grace found the cosseting she needed in the Mothers and Sisters of
the Assumption. There was something otherworldly about them. Vanishing from lessons on a
regular basis in order to fulfill their prayer vows eight times a day, Ravenhill’s teachers were
gentle and naive—and also slightly mysterious. They lived in their own forbidden areas of the
mansion, and they were never seen to eat. But after lunch they always smelled of oranges.The
Order of the Assumption attached particular importance to the drama and liturgy of the Catholic
faith, and the sisters introduced this to new arrivals by having them act out the ceremonies of the
mass, with the kindergarten boys playing the part of priests, dressed in little paper vestments.
God and human mortality were not remote or complicated prospects. Once a girl could write with
any fluency, she was given a small black book to note down the questions she would like to ask
her heavenly Father when she met Him face-to-face.Grace’s parents were by no means
unquestioning Catholics. As a former Protestant, Ma Kelly had particular problems with the
doctrine of the Virgin birth. She found the idea of Mary getting impregnated via an angel quite
ridiculous, and she did not hesitate to express her skepticism on this and similar topics when
family table talk turned to religious matters. But Grace drank down everything the sisters taught
her. They had the same mixture of class and delicacy that she found so attractive in Uncle
George. She took her first communion at the age of seven in the Ravenhill chapel, dressed all in
white for her entry as a full member into the Body of Christ. The evening before, she made her
first confession, kneeling in the darkness of the curtained box that stood inside the chapel door,
whispering her sins through the screen to Father Allen, who came up to the school every
afternoon from St. Bridget’s.What sins could a seven-year-old girl find to confess? “‘I hit my
friend,’ perhaps, or, ‘I told a lie,’” explains Mother Dorothy, who would prepare the girls before
they went to the confessional. “Just that little lack of cooperation with what the Lord wants from
us.”Grace’s friends remember quite a mischievous little girl who got the giggles during
Benediction. “Something would start her going,” remembers Alice Godfrey. “She would try to



hold it in, and then her whole body would be shaking.”Away from the intense and coercive Kelly
environment, the sniffler became a snickerer. The Assumption sisters were not fierce
disciplinarians, and Grace felt able to stretch out a little, revealing a definite friskiness. Her place
at lunch was by the window, and she would help friends jettison unwanted food into the bushes
when the patrolling sister was not watching. Beyond the bushes were the convent gardens and a
grotto that was the rendezvous for all sorts of naughtiness.“Grace Kelly,” remembers Glenna
Costello Millar, “was the girl who taught me how to smoke.”It was at the Academy of the
Assumption, Ravenhill, around the age of nine or ten, that Grace began to manifest the intriguing
dualism that was to become the central feature of her adult character—the prim and proper
Goody Two-Shoes inside whom lurked a wild and often reckless spirit. This was not a simple
matter of hypocrisy. Whatever her failings, Grace was never a sly or deceitful person. It was her
genuine and wholehearted wish to be a good girl and to do the right thing. But this did not stop
her from puffing on a cigarette behind the convent grotto. Grace the naughty was absolutely as
authentic as Grace the good, and it was the appetizing tension between these conflicting
personalities that was to provide the essence of her appeal as a film star—the outwardly
reserved and cool girl who hinted at such wildness underneath.Roman Catholicism, of all
religions, addresses the conflict between virtue and indulgence with particular practicality. The
priest in the confession box represents the most tangible acknowledgment that we cannot
possibly hope to eradicate sin and must therefore find a mechanism for living with it on a
permanent basis. It is a dogma which positively embraces the basic schizophrenia that is the
human condition—and it may be that the young Grace was drawn so strongly to the Catholic
faith because it offered her some sort of rationale and solace for the conflicting impulses that
she could already feel battling inside her.The Academy of the Assumption, Ravenhill, no longer
exists. The sisters later transferred their ministry to the Philadelphia ghetto. But Ravenhill
remains a treasured memory for Grace’s school friends—the remembrance of a different and
rather innocent world, now more than fifty years past. On holy days the entire student body
would participate in cache-cache, a massive, school-wide game of hide-and-seek. Every day
after school, when sports were over, the girls would be served with goûter. One of the cooking
sisters would emerge from the kitchen, bearing a tray piled high with fresh-baked
pastries.Grace’s mother and father took her away from Ravenhill at the end of eighth grade
because Jack Kelly felt that the convent’s sporting program was inadequate. Pastries after
training certainly did not sharpen the competitive edge. But Grace’s early brush with the
compelling power of faith and idealism stayed with her all her life. From the year she left, she
kept in touch with the sisters, sending them Christmas cards and writing long, newsy letters to
her favorite teachers. It was as if she saw them as parents. Sometimes, as an adult, she would
turn back to her childhood mentors for advice.“The sisters were quite remarkable women,” says
Alice Godfrey. “I remember being struck by their sense of obligation and social duty. It was quite
compelling. It affected us all, I think.”Alice Godfrey has a particular memory of Sister Inez, a
young nun from central America who took her final vows while Grace and Alice were her pupils:



“Grace loved her. She was the most beautiful woman you ever laid your eyes on, with the biggest
brown eyes and the creamiest skin. Grace and I talked about it. We just couldn’t believe that this
gorgeous creature was giving her whole life to God.”With her friend Alice, the nine-year-old
Grace was one of a small group who were invited to witness Sister Inez’s solemn submission
and induction into the order: “The ceremony was just unbelievable—the music, the chanting. The
sister lay prostrate on the floor, and they covered her. The cardinal was there. If you could have
seen the mothers and the sisters in their long white veils, coming in and kneeling at the prie-
dieu, all bowing down and touching the marble floor... Grace said to me afterward that she would
never forget it. I mean, there was a moment in that ceremony when we both felt quite certain that
God had come down and was right there beside us.”Grace was nearly fourteen years old when
she transferred from Ravenhill to the Stevens School in Germantown, a private establishment for
girls that had been founded in Civil War times by a Miss Susie Stevens. This lady was said to
have fallen down the stairs on hearing the news of her fiancé’s death in battle, and to have
devoted the rest of her life, from her wheelchair, to the education of refined young ladies. Miss
Stevens’s staircase was still there when Grace went to the school, the striking and dramatic
centerpiece of yet another old, wood-paneled mansion that had been converted into an
academy with an accent on decorum. The former stable house at the back of the courtyard had
been remodeled into a sort of practice salon, where the girls were instructed in the etiquette of
how to serve, and how to take, afternoon tea. Grace completed her high school education at
Stevens, and it was during these last four years of schooling that she started going out with boys.
But she did not, initially, meet with great success. “There was one period when she was between
fourteen and sixteen,” her mother later recalled, “when she was nothing but a giggly somebody
with a high, nasal voice. She always had had trouble with her nose. . . . That gave her the peculiar 
voice. Her enjoyment of food gave her a little extra weight. And she had been nearsighted for
several years, which made it necessary for her to wear glasses.”Grace had matured early and
looked older than her years, but she suffered from a crippling lack of self-confidence. “I was
terribly shy when I was young,” she later remembered. “I almost crawled into the woodwork I was
so self-conscious. . . . I was so bland, they kept having to introduce me again and again before
people noticed me. I made no impression.”Grace conjured up these painful memories in 1974,
when she was nearly forty-five years old, one of the most famous women in the world and
universally revered as an example of poise and self-assurance. But the ache was clearly still
there. For all her beauty and apparent serenity, the princess retained a core of insecurity that
dated back to her childhood years. It was as if she still held inside her the plain and gawky little
girl that nobody noticed.The teenage Grace had a particular anxiety about her breasts, which,
she felt convinced, were not large enough. “She had a complex,” remembers one of her school
friends. “She was forever massaging them, hoping to make them bigger.”Flat-chested,
overweight, and wearing glasses. “Grace was not really known as a beauty queen in those days,”
remembers Jim “Butch” McAllister, who knew Grace down in Ocean City, New Jersey, where the
Kellys had a summer home. As Grace’s mother crisply put it, “She was nobody’s Princess



Charming.”At the time, Ma Kelly felt sorry for her shy and gawky fourteen-year-old. She was
reminded of the withdrawn and waiflike child who had always seemed to require more babying
than her extrovert brother and sisters. But later she came to wonder whether some of the
survival techniques that Grace developed in her ugly-duckling years were not a source of her
successes in later life. “I always wanted to protect Gracie,” she said. “She must have struck men
the same way she struck me. Every man who knew her from the time she was about fifteen . . .
wanted to take care of Gracie.”Even as a successful and stunningly beautiful adult, Grace Kelly
had the knack of getting people to coddle her. “She always had a way of getting people to do
things for her,” her sister Lizanne once explained. “You really thought she needed help, but she
did not need help at all. You’d find yourself thinking, ‘Oh, I’d better go over and help her.’ And she
didn’t need help at all. She gave that impression.”The streak of fantasy that had taken the baby
Grace into her own safe world of dolls ran strong as ever. “When she was eight, nine, ten,”
remembers Alice Godfrey, “we used to sit and we’d open up the Esquire, or whatever magazine
was at the house, and we’d turn the pages, and she would make up a story about it— ‘Now,
that’s my home, and that’s my car. There’s my husband, and they’re our children, and there’s this,
and oh, yes, there’s where we’re going on our honeymoon.’”Grace’s social confidence might
falter from time to time, but she could fantasize with rare conviction. In the winter of 1940-41,
when she was eleven, she went to a matinée of the Ballets Russes and was entranced with its
star, Igor Youskevitch, the Baryshnikov of his day. She decided that she would become a prima
ballerina. So she took ballet lessons until she was told that she was too tall— when she moved
on to Ginger Rogers with equal enthusiasm. Maree Frisby, the new best friend she had made at
Stevens, remembers Grace phoning her reproachfully from the modern dance class in which
they had both enrolled. “I was not that keen on it, and I remember getting calls from Grace on
Saturday morning—‘Maree, where are you? You’d promised you’d be here.’”Grace had acted in
plays from an early age. After serving her apprenticeship as angel and shepherd in the annual
Ravenhill Christmas pageants, she had graduated to the role of the “Virgin Mary. But it was
during her gawky years that Grace’s passion for acting really started to take root, as she
discovered how, on the stage, she could fashion herself into what she wanted with a style she
could not yet master in real life.A visit to a production by the Old Academy Players, a small East
Falls amateur dramatic group, lit the spark. Grace rushed home from the play, which had
featured her mother’s brother, Uncle “Midge” Majer, to tell her father that she wanted to be an
actress.Jack Kelly was not impressed. “He just looked up at me from his desk for a long time,”
Grace later remembered. “Then he said: ‘All right, Grace, if that’s what you want to do . . .’”The
Old Academy Players were one of the many “little theater” groups of amateur enthusiasts that
flourished in Philadelphia in the 1930s and 1940s. They had converted an old East Falls school-
house into a theater, and it was in the plain but functional setting of this “old academy” that
Grace Kelly made her stage debut in 1942 at the age of twelve. “I remember the first time on
stage as a nice feeling,”she recalled in Hollywood a dozen years later. “[It] was nice to feel an
audience respond.”The play was Don’t Feed the Animals, and Ruth Emmert, who directed it,



was struck by Grace’s professionalism. The young actress was always on time for rehearsals,
and she never forgot her lines. She also displayed a commendable willingness to raid her
mother’s wardrobe for the costumes and props that the amateur company needed.By the time
she was a teenager, Grace was an amateur dramatic ministar. She was a juvenile stalwart of the
Old Academy Players, cycling down the hill for rehearsals with the same commitment that Kell
was displaying about rowing. The boy was starting to win at regattas. Grace’s equivalent was to
win the leading roles in the productions at Stevens. She played Kate in The Taming of the Shrew,
she was a dazzling Peter Pan, and she was the star of the school dancing classes. She brought
the Stevens field day to a halt one year with a strangely erotic interpretation of a ritual fire dance,
all jerks and drama, performed barefoot.Her Stevens schoolmates had no doubt about her
acting and her dancing abilities. The “prophecy” section of her final school yearbook envisioned
a future for Grace Patricia Kelly as “a famous star of screen and radio”—though this was not to
suggest that her friends considered her stagy or self-important. In the yearbook’s composite
portrait of the “Perfect Senior,” Grace was listed as a model of a popular student.“She had a real
sparkle about her,” remembers Jane Porter, who was several years behind her at Stevens. “She
was just fun!”When Jane Porter first went to Stevens, she found that she had been assigned to
Grace as her “little sister.” Older girls were given newcomers to take under their wings, and
Grace carried out her responsibilities more thoroughly than most. “She was one of the few girls
who had her own car,” remembers Jane, “a convertible,a Plymouth, I think. It was light blue—
zippy. Every day we’d have to go down for hockey practice, and because I was her little sister
she’d say, ‘Come on, Jane!’”
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Happyslapper, “Basically, a good book but some glaring missteps.. For starts, this is an
interesting, well-researched book on the life of a woman who went from being the reigning
beauty of Hollywood, to a confined-to-quarters prisoner in a castle. She was worshipped,
revered, while all the time being basically ignored by her husband and disrespected at every turn
by her children.They say we marry our parents. Grace had rigid, no-nonsense inflexible parents
who refused to let her grow up, and ruled the roost on her dress, her boyfriends, etc., at every
turn. Such was her life in Monaco. The book in itself was of quality not only because it was well-
researched, but because, while it told of her affairs and loves, it did not reduce these facets of
her life to sleaze. Rather, it told them as part of her history. (And everyone has a history; it just
depends upon how it is related to the reader).What I did not like about Grace - Her Lives - Her
Loves was the grammatical errors and typos (doesn't anyone proofread these books?). And
what I really didn't like, was the starting and preview of the authors new book in the back of this
one. I have seen this before in other books, it is almost like some editor says "you have to fill out
more pages". The so-called pictures in the back were nothing more than small clips of newsreel
footage in black and white wherein it was very difficult to even discern who the people are in the
picture.So, that being said HSH Princess Grace is deeply missed by the world, and basically, I
liked this book. I feel, though some of the other works written about her are really much better.
So this gets a "recommended" but not a "highly recommended".”

Paul R DesRoches, “Grace Kelly, a wonderfully intoxicating beauty of our time (If you are a
contemporary like myself). This bio is really well done, I think. Certainly provided an insight into
Grace that I hadn't known previously, and developed her stature as a credible and talented
actress beyond what I previously held in my mind for her. The real character of the lovely Ms
Kelly was a bit of a surprise, but one that I was happy to entertain in my imagination, for she
captured the attentions of so many successful and competent men in her brief single life. The
Kelly family was very interesting in many ways, and the need to compete and succeed was
instilled in Grace and her siblings from a hard-driving and business successful father. The story
was intriguing and compelling, and seemed to end too soon. Her private life as a wife to the
prince pretty much stopped her career in her tracks, although interestingly enough it did not stop
her drive to be meaningful and valuable and amorous with those few fortunate men whom she
continued to covet even after her betrothal to the semi-regal one. I developed a respect for her
in many ways, and felt that I was admitted into a private life whose boundaries could have been
protected to a much higher degree. In the pursuit of truth, these bio's do get told, but somehow I
feel that Grace was violated in some ways by those who pierced the veil of her public personna.
Perhaps I was affected in a way not dissimilar to all of the other men who were exposed to her
many charms, even as a reader so distantly removed from the reality of her personal lifetime.
R.I.P.  Ms Kelly.”



adopted grandmother, “Excellent. It was a thoroughly researched biography, unvarnished and
seemingly very honest. It did not portray Grace as the sugar-coated princess of her public
image but it delved deeper into her psyche and background as to why she was so motivated to
become best at whatever she did. Now I am enjoying watching her older movies, some of which
I only saw as a child. I did not find the description of her affairs in poor taste, rather it helped me
understand why she was so insecure and hopelessly, impracticably romantic. Her last trip to
Philadelphia involved a party that was catered by the same outfit that catered a party in
Wilmington, Delaware the next day that I attended. We joked that we were eating Grace's
leftovers (although it was exquisitely done). Having lived in Wilmington so long I enjoyed the part
about the role the Irish priest from Wilmington played in getting Ranier and Grace together. I've
read other biographies by Robert Lacey of the British Royals which were well written. It
described the early life of her children, which helps explain their rather tumultuous lives. I'm glad
Albert inherited the title!”

Mrs. Mary Johnson, “Very interesting. An interesting biography of an iconic figure. While this
biography does not shirk from any aspect of its subject's life it is written with care,
understanding of and sympathy with the late Princess Grace.The book does not end with the
death of the late Princess Grace but tells the reader a little about her children which adds to the
biography.”

Mrs R J Gandolfi, “An enchanting woman. I found out a lot of information on Grace Kelly which I
had never heard of before. Found her even more intriguing than before. A very good read”

Helena, “Princess Grace biography. As you'd expect of Mr Lacey, a thoroughly, meticulously
researched book which outlined warts & all Grace Kelly's character but also her humanity.
Trapped in at times a loveless marriage with no option of divorce she found late in life a chance
to escape back into the safety and reward of art, in her case, professional poetry recitals and film
projects. Then sadly it was all over in that terrible mountainside car crash. As with all Robert
Lacey's books once you pick them up, they're very, very hard to put down, this one is no
exception.”

Jan ellison, “Amazing Grace. Grace Kelly continues to intrigue even so many years after her
untimely death. The fairy story scenario of film star marrying a real life Prince comes complete
with all the trappings of a Hollywood screenplay. Grace`s story is told in this book with realism
and apparent truth.The happy ending is perhaps not so happy but Grace survives the blandness
of her marriage to Rainer by involving herself in the arts.Robert Lacey brings to life the
fascinating Kelly family with their determination and physicality reminiscent of the Kennedy clan.”

The book by Robert Lacey has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 655 people have provided feedback.
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